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100000068

wn

Quad 2-Input Exculsive-OR Gate

Positive logic: Y=A@eB

100000069

Single 7-input NOR Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION PIN CONFIGURATION

Vor 48 4A ay 3B

14 3 t2 if io
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+ +

;

'

} HOA A OR
i 2 3 4 5

¥

if Ie iy 2a 28
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100000094

Precision Voltage Regulator

PIN CONFIGURATION

NC Te ency
CURRENT LIMIT | 2 13 | COMPENSATION

CURRENT SENSE [3 12] v7

INVERTING INPUT | 4 WW} Vc

INVERTING INPUT | ° 10} Vout
Vrer | 6 91 Ve

V-1 7 8 | NC

The 1000000094 is a precision voltage regulator
consisting of a temperature compensated reference

amplifier, error amplifier, power series pass transistor

and current limit circuitry. Additional NPN or PNP

pass elements may be used when output currents

exceeding 150mA are required. Provisions are made

| for adjustable current limiting and remote shutdown.

Equivalent Circuit

. FREQUENCY
TEMPERATURE ’

MPENSATIONCOMPENSATES 3 COMPENSATIO
ZENER INVERTING Me

INPUT
Vv

er SERIES PASS
o-—-. TRANSISTOR

@ NON-INVERTING Vout
[ INPUT

VOLTAGE _ ,

REFERENCE 7 CURRENT curren >

AMPLIFIER Liatit SENSE

100000095

and

100000096

256-Bit Bipolar ROM

LOGIC DIAGRAM

Ay A? Ay Ag

(93) (12) (14) (10)

: |

fy | !
| I i | i

32.8 AARAY

=

{ | | if

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (9)

By B> 83 84 Bs, Bg 8)

Logic Diagram/Pin Designations

Gnd = Pin 8

These TTL 256-bit read only memories are or-

ganized as 32 words with 8 bits per word. The

words are selected by five binary address lines

with full word decoding incorporated on the chip.

A Chip Enable input is provided for additional

decoding flexibility, which will cause all eight

outputs to go to the high state when the Chip

Enable input is taken high.

The 100000095 and 100000096 are fully TTL or
DTL compatible. The outputs are uncommitted

collectors, which allows wired-AND operation
with the outputs of other TTL or DTL devices.
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100000133

Hex Inverter

PIN CONFIGURATION

Vec

[e] fs} fel fi] folfs] fe]

*

Ley sds Led el 2]
DIP (TOP VIEW)

* Open collector

Gnd = Pin 7

Positive logic: Y=A

100000134

4-Bit Data Selector/Storage Register

PIN CONFIGURATION

OUTPUTS
INPUT OUTPUT WORD

Voc On Ag 01 [> CLOCK SELECT

WIS LIM LW Lyiziin 10 §

Qa Qg Oc 01 Qn CLOCK

| WORD J

> rf SELECT

| Al B1 82 C1 C2 02

TEP 27 STP 4 TP STP ety ayy se

AZ Al B81 B2 C1 C2_—s«O2, GND

INPUTS

Vcc = Pin 16

Gnd = Pin 8

Positive logic: word select low for word 1,

word select high for word 2.

This monolithic data selector/storage register

1s composed of four S-R master-slave flip-flops,
four AND-OR-INVERT gates, one buffer and six
inverter/drivers.

When the word select input is low, word 1 (Al,

Bl, C1, D1) is applied to the flip-flops. A high
input to word select will cause the selection of

word 2 (A2, B2, C2, D2). The selected word is

shifted to the output terminals on the negative-

going edge of the clock pulse.

NOTE The 100000134 is a low power TTL
device.
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100000146

( ~ LD
~~

Dual Line Driver

PIN CONFIGURATION

OUTPUT OUTPUT

NC VCC+ 1Y 2y Vcc— NC NC

4113] 121] w[} 0] 9 |] 8

po2tiashlahistliehiy
NC STROBEINPUTINPUT GND WNC NC

S 1A 2A

Vcc. = Pin 10

Gnd = Pin 5

NC = No Internal

Connection

Positive logic: Y = AS

This device is a monolithic dual line driver which

satisfies the requirements of the standard inter-

face between data terminal equipment and data

communication equipment as defined by EIA

candard RS-232-C.

A rate of 20, 000 bits per second can be trans-

mitted with a full 2500pF load.

100000147

nd

Dual 2-Line-To-4-Line Decoder/Demultiplexer

PIN CONFIGURATION

SELECT OUTPUTS
DATA sTtRB INPUT

2G A /2¥3 2¥2) «(21

WLP 15 Ly 4 Ly 13 LY 12 Ly 1 Ly 10

2113

iC 1G INPUT

B OUTPUTS

FUNCTION TABLE

apes Outputs

Select {Strobe} Data

B A 1G 1c |1YO 1Y!1 1Y2~ =#1Y3

x x H x H H H H

L L L H L H H H

L H L H H L H H

H L L H H H L H

H H L H H H H L

x x D4 L H H H H

Inputs Outputs

Select TetrabeT Data
B A 2G 9C 12YO0 2Y1 2Y2 2Y3

4 x H x H H H H

L L L L L H H H

L H L L H L H H

H L L L H H L H

H H L L H H H L

x x x H H H H H
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100000157 100000158
¥

fue

High Speed Differential Comparator Quad 2-Input Positive-NAND Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION PIN CONFIGURATION

Vcc 48 4A 4Y 3B 3A 3Y

nc CJ 16[_} nc jp jst fii jm) | ol | ets

GND (| 2 13 | NC
NON .INVERT

INPUT F3 J NC TM~

INVERTING

INPUT | i TF ve

ne CIs io] ne

v- Cle (J output [

ne LJ? ef] nc i 2 3014 5 § —

1A 1B 1Y 2A 2B 2¥V GNO

Positive logic: Y = AB

wud

The 100000157 is a differential voltage comparator

intended for applications requiring high accuracy fast

response times. Constructed on a single silicon chip,

the device is useful as a variable threshold Schmitt

trigger, a pulse height discriminator, a voltage

comparator in high-speed A/D converters, a memory

sense amplifier, or a high-noise immunity line

receiver. NOTE The 100000158 is a Schottky device.
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100000159

Hex Inverter

PIN CONFIGURATION

Vcc 6A 6Y 5A 5Y 4A 4Y

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Qeneesesnel

TA Tv 2A 2Y 3A 3Y GNO

Positive logic: Y =A

NOTE The 100000159 is a Schottky device.

100000160

Dual J-K Edge-Triggered Flip-Flop

PIN CONFIGURATION

2 2

Voc CLOCK 2K 23 PRESET 20 26

oOnooonnn
J PRESET a

CLOCK

Xx 0 |

J K Q

L L Qn

L H L

H L H

H H Qn

Notes:

th = bit time before clock pulse.

tn41 = bit time after clock pulse.

These monolithic dual flip-flops are designed so

that when the clock goes high, the inputs are

enabled and data will be accepted. The logic

level of the J and K inputs may be allowed to
change when the clock pulse is high and the bi-
stable will perform according to the truth table

as long as minimum setup times are observed.
Input data is transferred to the outputs on the
negative-going edge of the clock pulse,

NOTE The 100000160 isa Schottky device.
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100000164

256-Bit Bipolar RAM

PIN CONFIGURATION

LS

Ay HEI Veg
a, HS) A,
cs, Cy 4) A,

cs, [a T3} 0,

cs, Ci) 2) we

oo (é) Ti} a,

A, (Zo TO] Ag
6no (8 To) Aa.

FUNCTION TABLE

: Write

chip Selects Enable | Operation Output

Au “oO” “or Write Logical “1 State
Ad “oO” “Vy Read Complement of data
4 written in memorv

Ine or More “1” x Hold Logical "1" State

ae 1C. : - 90164 integrated circuit is a high speed,
lly decoded, static bipolar 256-bit random

=eess memory in a 256x1 organization. This

“vice provides uncommitted collector output
ad three chip selects.

peration

Read

he memory is addressed through the Aj-A7
aputs which select one of the 256 words. The

ap is enabled by placing all chip selects (CS)

+ logic "0". If any or all CS inputs are logic

1, then the device will be disabled. If the
rite enable (WE) is at logic ''1" the stored bit
4 + read out of DO.

Write

he memory is addressed through the Ap-
puts which select one of the 256 words” The
lip is enabled by placing all the CS inputs to

agic "0". If the WE input is at logic ''0'', the

fata on terminal DI is written into the addressed
vord.

then WE returns to logic ''1'', the information

ach “rd read out is the complement of what
fas fen in,

TE The 100000164 ie a low power Schottky
«device.

100000165

Data Selector/Multiplexer with 3-State Outputs

PIN CONFIGURATION

DATAINPUTS DATA SELECT

/TM SN
Yo 2 4 s 6 7 \7 & 8 e*

16 (5 14 (3 i2 ti 10 9

04 os 08s 07 A B

poo D3 Cc

02 o1 oo="_¥ w $

\ 2 3 5 6 7 8

XQ 3 2 ! - \ Y WwW , STROBE GND
DATA INPUTS OUTPUTS

FUNCTION TABLE

Inputs Outputs

Select Strobe

C B A S W

XK %X X H Z Z

L BL L L DO DO

L L H L D1 Di

L H L L D2 D2

L H H L D3 D3

H L UL L D4 D4

H L H L D5 D5

H H L L D6 DE

H H H L D7 D?

H = high logic level, L = low logic level

X = irrelevant, Z = high impedance (off).

DO, D1.... D7 = the level of the respective D

input.

NOTE The 100000165 is a Schottky device.
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100000166

Dual 4-Line-To-1-Line Data Selector/Multiplexer

PIN CONFIGURATION

STROBE A DATA INPUTS OUTPUT
Vcc 2G SELECT 2¥

WLS MBIT NT OL s

/ WPM
STROGE 8 GND

1G SELECT DATA INPUTS VY

FUNCTION TABLE

Select

Inputs Data Inputs Strobe | Output

B Aj{CO Cl C2 C3 G Y |

X X{ X x xX X H L

L L L x xX X L L

L L H x XX X L H

L H|{ X L x » 4 L L

L 4H Xx H X X L H

H LI X Xx L x L L

H L Xx xX oH x L H

H H x x XxX L L L

H H]{] X x XxX H L H

Select Inputs A and B are common to both

sections.

H = high level; L = low level; X = irrelevant.

This monolithic, data selector-multiplexer

contains inverters and drivers to supply fully

complementary, on-chip, binary decoding

data selection to the AND-OR-invert gates.

Separate strobe inputs are provided for each of

the two four-line sections.

NOTE The 100000166 ie a Schottky device.

100000167

Quad 2-Line-To-1-Line

Data Selector/Multiplexer

PIN CONFIGURATION

ec eT 4A oN ay > OUTPUTjaime [olfeL
OF 4A 48 4Y 3A ~~ 38

S 3Y

1A 1B 1v 2A 2B 2Y

r2hsHeAsHiecn

SELECT 1A 18, 1Y (2A 28, 2¥~ GND

inputs CUTPUT “eu Ts OUTPUT
FUNCTION TABLE

Inputs Output Y

Output

Control Select} A B

H x X X Zz

L L L X L

L L H X H

L H X L L

L H X H H

H = high level, L = low level, X = irrelevant,

Z = high impedance (off).

These Schottky-clamped multiplexers have three:

state outputs which can interface directly with

and drive data lines of bus-organized systems.

With all but one of the common outputs disabled

(at a high-impedance state), the low impedance

of the single enabled output will drive the bus

line to a high or low logic level.

This three-state output means that n-bit (para-

lleled) data selectors with up to 258 sources can

be implemented for data buses. It also permits

the use of standard TTL registers for data re-

tention throughout the system.

NOTE The 100000167 is a Schottky device. _
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100000170

Look-Ahead Carry Generator

PIN CONFIGURATION

INPUTS OUTPUTS

Yoo p22 G2 Sn Coen Coe G Chey

_ Wisi ty mats 12 i 2 9

P20 G2 Cy Cay

G1 Chey

Pi GO PO G3 P3 p

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

\G) PP! GO PO G3. 3, ° #GNO

Vv OUTPUT
INPUTS

Pin Designations

Designation |Pin Nos. Function

GO, G1, G2, G3/3, 1, 14,5 | Active-Low Carry

Generate Inputs

PO, Pl, P2, P3/ 4, 2,15,6 | Active-Low Carry

Propagate Inputs

Ch 13 Carry Input

Chix: Chsy>
C 12, 11,9 Carry Outputs
n+Z

G 10 Active-Low Carry

Generate Output

P 7 Active-Low Carry

Propagate Output

Vcc 16 Supply Voltage

Gnd 8 Ground

Positive Logic:

Chex Go + Po Ch

Chay = G1 * P1Go + P1PoQCy
Cn+z = Go + PoG1 + PeP1Go +P2P1P0Cn

G G3 (P3+G9)(P 3+P2+Gy)(P3+P9+P4+Go)G =

P P5PoP {Po

il

NOTE The 100000170 is a Schottky device.

p

100000171

16-Bit Muitiple-Port Register File

with 3-State Outputs

PIN CONFIGURATION

WRITE/AEAD

AOORESS

READ

ENABLE
DATA

tNPUTS OUTPUTSWRITE

ENABLE
204 2GW 2W/R2 2WIR1 2WIRD 2GR

WRITE

ADORE

Vcc 'w2 0A ‘GA Wa 204

24 | —1 23 }—4 22 }—4 21 19 418 +4 17 +--+ 16-4 15} 16 13

1w2 104 204 2GW 2W/R2 2Wi/R tit 1Ga
Te 20a

cK
wo GW 108 208 A 1A? 1A) 180 10g 208

|
} 2; |37 14 $1 [67 [7] [8] FO] yROy Py ft

Twi WO, 1GW 108 206,CLOCK 1R2 18? IR0, 10g 2 GNO

WRITE ENABLE CATA REAO OureuTs

ADORESS INPUTS ADORESS

The 100000171 is a high-performance 16-bit

register file organized as eight words of two bits

each.

Multiple address decoding circuitry is used so

that the read and write operation can be performed

independently on two word locations. This pro-

vides a true simultaneous read/write capability.

Basically, the file consists of two distinct sections

Section 1 permits the writing of data into any two-

bit word location while reading two bits of data

from another location simultaneously. To pro-

vide this flexibility, independent decoding is in-

corporated.

Section 2 of the register file is similar to section

1 with the exception that common read/write

address circuitry is employed. This means that

section 2 can be utilized in one of three modes:

1) Writing new data into two bits.

2) Reading from two bits.

3) Writing into and simultaneously

reading from the same two bits.

Regardless of the mode, the operation of section

2 is entirely independent of section 1.

Functions of the inputs and outputs are as shown

in the following table:
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100000172

Dual J-K Negative-Edge- Triggered Flip-Flop

with Preset and Clear

PIN CONFIGURATION

1 2

V CLR CLR 2CK 2K 23 2PR 20

16 18 14 13 12 " 10 $

—i K 6 J Q

> CK o> CK

J Q K 0
PR CLR

14 2713 4 6 718

1CK #«K Ww =6=61PR) 610.—Cis«a1G—i‘éa2SCGND

FUNCTION TABLE

Inputs Outputs

Preset Clear Clock J K/Q @

L H X xX Xjf{H L

H L X X Xi L H
L L X X X{fH* = 4#H*
H H 1 L LIQg @®
H H ij HH LI#8 L

H H ' L HI L H

H H ! H Hf TOGGLE

H H H X X|/Q) Q@

Notes:

H = high level (steady state).

L = low level (steady state).

x = irrelevant.

{ = transition from high to low level,

Qo == the level of Q before the indicated input
conditions were established.

TOGGLE = Each output changes to the complement
of its previous level on each active trans-
ition of the clock.

= This configuration is nonstable; that is,
it will not persist when preset and clear
inputs return to their inactive (high)
level.

x

NOTE The 100000172 ie a Schottky device.

{

100000173

Dual 4-Input Positive-NAND 50 Ohm Line Driver

PIN CONFIGURATION

Vv 20 2C NC 28 2A 2Y

12 nt 2 8 8

Positive logic: Y = ABCD

NOTE The 100000173 is a Schottky device
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100000174 100000175

Positive-NAND Gate Quad 2-Input Positive-NAND Gate
with Open-Collector Outputs with Open-Collector Outputs

PIN CONFIGURATION PIN CONFIGURATION

Vcc 20 2C NC 28 2A 2Y

14 13 12 11 10 9 8 Vcc 48 4A 4yY 38 3A 3Y

{41 J13,J12,]} {Jol} ot | s

!
Ls = = pom =

1 2 3 4 5 6

1A 1B «6 1Y 802A 628) 2Y) SOGNO

wend

Positive logic: Y = AB

NOTE The 100000175 is a Schottky device.
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,- 100000181 100000182

Expandable 4-Wide AND-OR Gate 4-2-3-2-Input AND-OR-INVERT Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION PIN CONFIGURATION

H G F x Y Vv O Cc B K

fs 2L}ui} mL jst] s 2, J} 11] 0

A
=

—_|

2; }3f)erisy ier]?
B O E NC GND A E F G H | GNO

ositive logic: Y = AB+CDE+FG+HI+X Positive logic: Y = ABCD+EF+GHI+JK
£ |

NOTE The 100000182 is a Schottky device.
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100000185

Decoder/Demultiplexer

PIN CONFIGURATION

SELECT OATA OUTPUTS

Vcc eee Fn 28 \/2yv0 avi av? 273°
16 14 15 Wiliwii wt} 9r
pt]
G 6 vo Y} ¥2

v3

ae 8 YO v1 V2 ¥3
| i | f yf tt
rff2rlafjersfieriaiis

tv v1 0 6T¥2))=«6«1¥3) «6GNO

ease a ~/ \ /
“~~

SELECT DATA OUTPUTS

FUNCTION TABLE

(Each Decoder/Demultiplexer)

Inputs Outputs

Enable Select

G B A YO Yl Y2 = y¥8

H xX xX H H H H

L L L L H H H

L L H H L H H

L H L H H L H

L H H H H H L

H = high level; L = low level; X= trrelevant

These Schottky-clamped TTL MSI circuits are de-

signed to be used in high-performance memory-

decoding or data-routing applications requiring

very short propagation delay times. In high per-

formance memory systems these decoders can be

used to minimize the effects of system decoding.

When employed with high-speed memories utilizing

a fast enable circuit, the delay times of these de-
coders and the enable time of the memory are

usually less than the typical access time of the

memory. This means that the effective system

delay introduced by the Schottky-clamped system
decoder is negligible.

NOTE The 100000185 is a Schottky device.

100000186

8-Line-To-1-Line Data Selector/Multiplexer

PIN CONFIGURATION

poo OATA INPUTS | OATA SELECT —,

Vee S 6 ? A 8 Cc

16 15 14 13 12 I

hoop oong

CerOy A 8

03 Cc

D2 0; Oo v

4
WUT
tmenememee ATM INPUTS mend = OUTPUTS 4

TRUTH TABLE

Inputs Outputs

C B AlStrobe|Dp Dy D2 D3 Dg D5 Dg Dx|¥ | WI

xXxX!| 1 |X xX xX xX x x x xjo ] 1

ooo0| 0 |o xxx x x x|o | 1

000; 0 |1 xxx x x x x}1 ] 0

001; 0 |xo0 xx x x x xjo/1

001; 0 |x1xx x x x x/1 1] 0

0o10/ 0 |x x0 x x x x xjo/1

O10} 0 |x x1x x x x xj1 / 0

O11; 0 |x xxoO x x x xlo]1

O11] 0 |x xx1 xX x x xjJ1 {0

100} 0 |x xxx 0 x x xjo/1

100} 0 |x xxx 1x x xf1] of}

101] 0 {|x xxx x o xxlo|{1

101; 0 |x xxx x 1 x x{1 { 0

110/ 0 |x xxx x x o xfo]1

110) 0 |x xxx x x 1 x]J1 | 0

111, 0 |x xxx x x xojo]1

111) 0 |x xxx x x x 1/1] 0

Note: When used to indicate an input, X =

irrelevant.

The 100000186 is a one-of-eight data selector

which performs parallel-to-serial data conver-

sion. The unit incorporates an enable circuit

for chip select. This allows multiplexing from

N-lines to one-line.
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-; 100000187 100000188

Quad 2-Line-To-1-Line Hex Inverter with Open-Collector Outputs
Data Selector/Multiplexer

PIN CONFIGURATION PIN CONFIGURATION

INPUTS OUTPUT INPUTS OUTPUT VCC 6A 6Y 5A 5Y 4A ayOUTPUT pemmeAcenmm OUTPUT pmeneen/ enn,
VecCONTROL4A 48 4¥ 3A 3B 3Y 14 13 12, ) 1 0; | Si) 8parece paemanemnd ——

ellis fulfil =
16 1 41113 T Wi; wmiy § =

0 4A 46 #4Y 3A 38

S 3Y

1A 18 WW 2A. 2B. 2Y

rii2ejaiiedisfiefiaifie rrTeriar sf sp isfy
“LECT 14 1B. 1Y .2A 28. 2Y ~~ +GND A o«1Y 2A 8 2Y¥ 3A 3¥ GND

ouTPUT “===” OUTPUTINPUTS INPUTS _
FUNCTION TABLE Positive logic: Y=A

f=; Inputs lOutput Y
ae

Output

Control _| Select] A_B NOTE The 100000188 is a Schottky device.
H x xX X ZL

L L L xX H

L L H X L

L H x L H

L H xX H L

= high level, L = low level, X = irrelevant.
= high impedance (off).

ese Schottky-clamped multiplexers have three-
ite outputs which can interface directly with
d drive data lines of bus-organized systems.
th ali but one of the common outputs disabled
_a high-impedance state), the low impedance
the single enabled output will drive the bus
2 to a high or low logic level.

is three-state output means that n-bit (para-
led) data selectors with up to 258 sources can
imy ented for data buses. It also permits

* use .« Standard TTL registers for data re-
ne -‘i1roughout the system.

NUTE The 100000187 is a Schottky device.
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be 100000192 100000194

Timer Quad MOS Clock Driver

PIN CONFIGURATION

e nS ae
outeut i (7, 4) Ves

ne [2 fi3) Ne

OUTPUT 2 dA] iz) OUTPUT 4
NC cz Tr) we

input 2 [5] 0} OUTPUT 3

INPUT 1 [epee A INPUT 3
Veol? Ve) twpur a

The 100000194 is a monolithic quad driver
designed primarily for use as a1 MOS clock

PIN DESIGNATIONS driver. It can be driven by high current TTL
buffers or drivers, either directly or through1. Ground 9. Control Voltage , - . eg ous

2. Trigger 6. Threshold Peon coupling capacitors, if level shifting is

3. Output 7. Discharge °

4. Reset 8. Voc

'
The 100000193 monolithic timing circuit is a

highly stable controller capable of producing

accurate time delays or oscillation. Additional

terminals are provided for triggering or re-

setting, if desired.

In the time delay mode of operation, the time

is precisely controlled by one external resistor

and one capacitor. For a stable operation as

an oscillator, the free-running frequency and

the duty cycle are both accurately controlled

with two external resistors and one capacitor.

The circuit may be triggered and reset on

falling waveforms, and the output structure

can source or sink up to 200mA or drive TTL

circuits.

NOTE The 100000194 is a Schottky device.
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100000222

Dual Retriggerable Monostable Multivibrator

with Clear

PIN CONFIGURATION

1 Rext/ 1 2

Vcc Cext Cexr 10 20 CLR- 26 2A

6} } 15] J 14, | 13; S12) iat jos

~—| | 4
LO

[bgt] pe
1 2713 iaCislisriayisy

1A ia1iBtO?T 10 2Q 2 = 2Rext/ GND
CLR Cext Cext

FUNCTION TABLE

Inputs Outputs

Clear A Bi/]Q @Q@

L xX XxX L H

X H <X L H

A AX L L H

H L ff | a or

H i; alm oar

f L &H JU LW

Notes:

H = high level (steady state).

L = low level (steady state).

{ = transition from low to high level.

| = transition from high to low level.

JL= one high-level pulse.
“= one low-level pulse.
X = irrelevant (any input, including transitions).

An external timing capacitor may be connected
between Cext and F..x+/Cext (positive).

100000223

Decoder/Demultiplexer

PIN CONFIGURATION

DATA OUTPUTS

SS .

vec “vo v1 y2. ¥3 Y¥& v5 v6

Wi SLL MT LEZ dP Wawa 9

pit gl |
YO v1 ¥2 V3 v4 ¥5

A Y6ép—

8B Cc G24 G28 G1 Y?

Po |£4 i | | =o
1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8

\A B Cc fs, G2A G28 GI 7 GNO

Va —_ TM/ OUTPUT

SELECT ENABLE

FUNCTION TABLE

Inputs Outputs

Enable Select

G1G2*C B ATJYO Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7

X H X X XIH H H H H H H H
L X X X X|H H H H H H H H

H L LLL{L HH H H HHH

H L LL HIH be H H H H H
H L L H LIB H H H H H

H L LH H|H H L H H H H

H LH L LIH H H H LH H#H

H L H L HiH H H H H LH H

H L H H L{|H H H H H HL #H|{
H L H H HI/IH H H H H HHL.

*G2 = G2A +G2B

H = high level; L = low level; X = irrelevant

These Schottky-clamped TTL MSI circuits are de-

signed to be used in high-performance memory-

decoding or data-routing applications requiring

very short propagation delay times. In high per-

formance memory systems these decoders can be

used to minimize the effects of system decoding.

When employed with high-speed memories utilizing

a fast enable circuit, the delay times of these de-

coders and the enable time of the memory are

usually less than the typical access time of the

memory. This means that the effective system

delay introduced by the Schottky-clamped system

decoder is negligible.

NOTE The 100000223 is a Schottky device.

2-8
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Triple 3-Input Positive-AND Gate Dual Peripheral Driver

PIN CONFIGURATION

PIN CONFIGURATIONVec IC IY 3C 38 3A _ 3Y . ' 7 .
{Mii}, i] jay | ol, is] i el ' ‘ I,

{
' 2 3 4

a) 8! a! I
[ TRUTH TABLE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Positive logic: AB=X

1A 1B 2A 2B 2G =62¥. GND A B | Output X*

V = Pin 14 0 0 0CC 1 0 0Gnd = Pin 7 0 1 0

1 1 1

Positive logic: Y = ABC *"O" Output < 0. 7V

"1" Output < 100A

These devices are general purpose dual peripheralNOTE The 100000237 is a Schottky device. drivers, each capable of sinking two independent
300mA loads to ground. In the off state (or with
Vcc = OV) the outputs will withstand 30v. Inputs
are fully DTL/TTL compatible.

2-15
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100000249

Positive-NAND Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION

Vcc 20 2c NC 2B Zh 2yY

44 13 12 V1 10 g 8

100000250

Quad Exclusive-OR Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION

| 14 | 13 12 it 10 9

TRUTH TABLE

rom ctit com om rin tro orto om in
H

igh Voltage Level

L

L

H

H | H

H

Low Voltage Level

H =

L=

The exclusive OR gate produces an output when
the inputs are complementary. Two gates have
an additional inverted output which provides
directly a compare capability. The Boolean
expressions for the gates are: Z = AB + AB;

Z = AB+ AB.

NOTE The 100000249 is a Schottky device.
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;

ite:

} 100000259 100000260

Triple 3-Input Positive-AND Gate Triple 3-Input Positive-NOR Gate
with Open-Collector Outputs

PIN CONFIGURATION PIN CONFIGURATION :

Vcc 1© 1Y #3C 38 #=3A ° 3Y Vee 1¢C W xX $$%3B 3A 3Y ,
—jutLjatj2ztiat soll s Lis |. Mbp 3p fiz ppm jw] sty af |

aw
_

{_) .
= 

7

rM2i3aMaelstieh: 12a aise :
1A 1B 2A 2BCO2Csté‘é‘ Y”S:sé«CGSNDD A 18 2A 2B 2G 2Y GND 1

co Positive logic: Y = ABC Positive logic: Y = A+B+C

NOTE The 100000259 is a Schottky device.
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100000266

64-Bit RAM

Vee PIN connsunarion

lie |. 4 12 F io {9

GND

TRUTH TABLE

Memory | Write

Enable {Enable | Operation Outputs

0 Write Hi-Z State

1 Read Complement of

Data Stored in

Memory

1 X Hold Hi-Z State

The 100000266 is a fully decoded 64-bit RAM
*rganized as 16 4-bit words. The memory is
‘ddressed by applying a binary number to the
our Address inputs. After addressing, informa-
ion may be either written into or read from the
Aemory. To write, both the Memory Enable and
he Write Enable inputs must be in the logical
0" state. Information applied to the four Write
nputs will then be written into the addressed
ocation. To read information from the memory
he Memory Enable input must be in the logical
0" state and the Write Enable input in the logical
I" state. Information will be read as the com-
lement of what was written into the memory.
“hen the Memory Enable input is in the logical
I" state, the outputs will go to the high-imped-
Ace state. This allows up to 128 memories to
© connected to a common bus-line without the
Se of pull-up resistors. All memories except
1€ are gated into the high-impedance while the
ne se" sted memory exhibits the normally
rein _sle low impedance output characteristics

ee ¢

ears
nae

100000267

Operational Amplifier

PIN CONFIGURATION

BALANCES 1 ammmd L_] bm 8 COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION

INPUT 2 mmm pe}

INPUT 3 <omend ee § OUTPUT

a pe § BALANCE

The 100000267 is a general purpose operational
amplifier. This amplifier offers overload pro-
tection on the input and output, no latch-up when
the common mode range is exceeded, freedom
from oscillations and compensation with a single
30pF capacitor.

In addition, the circuit can be used as a com-
parator with differential inputs up to t30V, and
the output can be clamped at any desired level
to make it compatible with logic circuits.

2-29
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100000300

Dual D-Type Edge- Triggered Flip-Flop

PIN CONFIGURATION

PRESET PRESET

[A | 10

—— J] ¢ o9l— Hi IC Q 9

Fe ao

CLEAR CLEAR

ALTERNATE PIN CONNECTIONS

PRESET PRESET

| | 13

—jjc of— —Ye of—

2 —15 12 -lo
— dd Q ——Q0 er

} if | ) r" |

cueanR Gnd =Pin7 = ciear

FUNCTION TABLE

Inputs Outputs

Preset Clear Clock D| Q QO

L H x x H L

H L. xX X! L H

L L x X | H* H*

H H ‘ H;}; H L

H H ‘ LiL H

H H L XI Q) Qo

H = high level (steady state)

L = low level (steady state)

X = irrelevant

! = transition from low to high level
Qo= the level of Q before the indicated input con-

ditions were established.

= This configuration is nonstable: that is. it

will not persist when preset and clear inputs

return to their inactive (high) level.

NOTE The 100000300 is a Schottky device.

100000301

Phase-Frequency Detector

LOGIC DIAGRAM

Ri ut

' ———-e 13
PHASE

FREQ :
vi OETECTOR | oz fel es AMPLIFIER
30 p——@ 2

CHARGES A

PuMP 9 8

Lh? 5 ae oF ouTPUT
FREQ . imeneeeED

pe ee re b2 Voc = Pim i4
P26 GND = PIN T

FUNCTION TABLE

INPUT INPUT OUTPUT

STATE RI VI Ul ' D1 2 D2

\ 0 o | x 4 xX 1

2 1 oO + X ! X 0
3 i 1 x ' x l 0

4.1 oO : xX | xX 0 lL,
‘ tT 2

5, (OO oO |} xX KX $+ bot ob |

| O ij KX + K |: 9 1

7 0 9 § xX ! K fF 1 1!

8 o | x ' x | 0 1 |

9 0 0 * Oo + 4b fo 4 1}
id (| QO i 0 l l I

11 i 0 0 1 tof ft i

12 | OQ 1 . l 1 l i

13. OO oO i 1 0 1 i
i146; ) (0 ! l 0 I l

15 0 I Q l 0 l |

16 i 1 | O | 41 o oO !

17 | 0 | Oo | 1 tI 3 !

1. X indicates output state unknown

2. Ul and D1 outputs are sequential:

l.€., they must be sequenced in

order shown.

3. U2 and D2 outputs are combina-

tional: i.e., they need only inputs

shown to obtain outputs.

TRUTH TABLE

This is not strictly a functional

truth table: i.e., it does not show all

possible modes of operation. [t is use-

ful for de testine.

The 100000301 contains two digital phase detectors

and a charge pump circuit which converts MTTL

inputs to a de voltage level for use in frequency

discrimination and phase-locked loop applications.
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Co. 100000365 100000366

Quad 2-Input Exclusive-OR Gate Quad 2-input Positive-NOR Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION PIN CONFIGURATION

Vee 48 aA 4y 18 3a 3Y VCC 4ayY 48 4A 3Y 3B 3A

14 13 i2 if 10 9 L 8 — 4 13 12 pparacemead nN —, 0 amen $ pm 8
=—_ ne T Y |

: |

Cfeen

aD! isp! =
>

1A 8 ty 2A 28 2yY SNO 4 5 6 a 7 powweet

1Vv 1A 18 2Y 2A 2B GNO

(> NOTE The 100000365 is a Schottky device. NOTE The 100000366 is a Schottky device.
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/ 100000470 100000472

Voltage Comparator Quad 2-Input Positive NAND Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION

PIN CONFIGURATION
Auyteut 7 Owe @ CN0 INPUT 4 NPUT 4 mNbit NPET

\é | I. WW g i voc aa
“ 3 12 8

= oe
2 I <5, ie

? ’ & « f i LER RELL ’ ‘Vv 7a 2¥ Gee

OstOuyl. Oulaperas v NPT: Puls NPT 7 t%Ou} 7

The 100000470 operates from a single power sup- NOTE The 100000472 is a Schottky device.

ply over a wide range of voltages. Operation from

split power supplies is also possible and the low

power supply current drain is independent of the

magnitude of the power supply voltage. The input

common-mode voltage range includes ground, even

though operated from a single power supply volt-

br age.

Pin Designations

V+ = Pin 3

Gnd = Pin 12

4-11
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~ooraremcatetend

100000475

Quad 2-Line-To-1-Line
Data Selector/Multiplexer

PIN CONFIGURATION

INPUTS
OUTPUT Ut OUTPUT

VcCCONTROL 4A = 4B 3Y

_tw lis Seale 9 |
4 ,
Of 4A 4B ay 3A 38

Ss 3Y

TA 1B 1Y¥ 2A 2B 2Y

: l I
if} 2 Tafiefisfieti7z{is

SELECT 1A 18, 1¥Y (2A 28, 2Y GNO
INP j 7s OUTPUT ov OUTPUT

Vcc = Pin 16

Gnd = Pin 8

TRUTH TABLE

Inputs Output

Output

Control Select} A B Y

H Xx xX X Z

L L L xX L

L L H X H

L H xX L L

L H X H H

H = high level, L = low level, X = irrelevant.

Z = high impedance (off).

NOTE The 100000475 is a low power Schottky device.

100000476

Dual D-Type Positive-Edge- Triggered Flip-Flop

with Preset and Clear

PIN CONFIGURATION

2

Vcc CLR 20 2CK 2PR- 20 20

wiLl3ij2zttut jellies is

rT 3]
[ D PR 0

CK |

a. con Of
| CLR 5 |

: D> CK

| o | :

1 2 3 alls 6 ?{_

1 1D 1PR 10 10

CLR

1CK

Logic Diagram Pin Designations

Vcc = Pin 14

Gnd = Pin 7

FUNCTION TABLE

Inputs Outputs

Preset Clear Clock D| Q Q

L H x X|/ H L

H L X Xx! LH

L L x X! H* H*

H H ‘ H}] HL

H H L{ L H

H H L X]|Qp_ Q

H = high level (steady state)

L = low level (steady state)

X = irrelevant

* = transition from low tu high level

= the level of Q before the indicated input con-

ditions were established.

* = This configuration is nonstable: that is. it

will not persist when preset and clear inputs

return to their inactive (high) level.

NOTE The 100000476 is a low power Schottky device.
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f, 100000504 100000505

Dual 2-Wide 2-Input AND-OR-INVERT Gates Clock Driver

PIN CONFIGURATION PIN CONFIGURATION

MAKE NO EXTERNAL CONNECTION

Veo 18 10 te OW Vcc ! 16 Vec\
4 13 12 "1 10 $ 8 N.C. 2 iS xX

j I N.C. 3 1g Vees
4 

13

5 i2

6 tt

7h | | | 1 410

GND al 9 NC.
1 2 3 4 5 6 ?

1A 2A 28 2c 20 2v GNO

Positive logic: Y=AB+CD

NOTE

The 100000504 is a Schottky device.
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Pin Configuroahon
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Af COO OOOO
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8 9 JO HN 32 1 4 15.15 W 13 19 20
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Block Diagram
2

TRANSNITTER

DAia BITSPANITY SELECT NUMBER CATIA BITSS19P wits 4 OOD/EVEN u_

a

oS

Ferrer yy==QNO PARITY wt NUMBER
COrwvady o
Onr 292 

_ FO DATA STROBE

f
TRANSMITTER

SERUL
Sf ourpur

ENO CF
TO CHARACTER

bg EXTERNAL

© RESET

isxTt

ecr0cK

16 XR

cLrocK Oo
{ SERIALS

INPUT

_ STATUS
~ “ worto

ENABLE

JU] RECEnvER

—— r ~

- ° i
RECEIVED

FT pata ENABLELob
wv$ b¢4 } 4 b.

CATA, AVAILADLE ~
ROBO no}Errore RESET DATA,PANITY ENNONO—b~- TRANSMITTER 6DUFTER EMPTY

RECEIVER

BATA BITSOVER RUNO— FRAN: NC Pun AVAILAOLE ©

“goo AY 8 1: Poop terra pee pt
aS WS a; "ed Snell a, temad) {

r q *

f

oO

nyo ago
-}

De

a

Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter

ne Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter is an LS|
subsystem which accepts binary characters from
zither a terminal device or a computer and re-
ives/transmits this character with appended

tain a start bit, 5 to 8 data bits, one or two
op bits and either odd/even parity or no parity.

4

seription of Pin Functions

2

ontrol and error detecting bits. All Characters °
on

L£

L

ne baud rate (bits per word), parity mode andthe
number of stop bits are externally selectable.

Nime S¥mbot Ferction

13

14

tS

t?

i2

22

z2

23

a4

Vee Power Suppiz

Vow Power Supoly

Ground

Received Data

Enxbie

Received Data Bits

Receive Paritz

Error .

Framiaz Error

Over-Run

Status Word

Er.atie

Receives Chock

Res» fara

avalide

Receive Datu

Available

Serial Input

Lxternal Reset

Traasmitter

Buller Empiv

Data Strobe

Bod

%

Erd of Character

Serial Output |

Vee

Ves
Ver

BbE

RD4-RD1

RCP

RDA

Da

THMT

a

EOC

«5V Sugplv °

~32V Supply

Ground “

& logic “O° on the receives enslie line
places the received datz ont the Gut pat
lines,

These are the 8 data cutout ha
ceived characters are oe wate
the LSB always appears on ROW. These
tines have tri-state Oviputa: te, thes
have the normal TTL Out gut character-
istics then RDE is “O" ard x Rizd ime
pedaince state wien PDE as “re Thea s,
the data output ines can he bus strve~
ture oriented,

This Line poes ta a losie “P- of the re-
ceived character party does ma o<ree
with the selected POE, °

This line goes to a Ingie “F- if the r:ceived character has me valig snp ie.
This tine goes tea Leste “E of the pre-
viewsly received character fs met veal
(DA line not reset) before ae presest
cha-acter is transferred t the receiter
holcin: resister,

A bozic "0" on Ors bine places the
status word bits (Pr, FF. OF. DA,
TEMT) onto the evigat tinea, Phese
are tri-state alisn,

This live will comain a elork whose
frequency is 15 times (15x) ing dr
Stred receiver bod rate,

A locic “O° will reset the DA tine,

This tine soes to a fogie “F- whee an
entire character bas heen received aed
transferred ta the FeCewer holdine rer-
ister. °

Fhis Tine accepts th - sertal bet ;
stream. A Marking (logic “on
spacing Uoxie “O") transition ty re«
quired for initiation of dats rece-tion,

Resets 211 registers, Sets coe.and TBMT to a legie “1, SO EOC.
The transmitter bulfep erpty 0
foes to 2 lovic “I* when the dats bits .
holding register may be tnoaded witty
another character,

A strobe on this hae will enter the
data bits inte the data tire hotdrwg ren<
ister, {Initial data transmission ba

bnitiated By the rising etce of DS

This tae coes te a fogie “8 each fier
a fall character tis transraitted, i: re-
mains 22 this level undid phe gta00 of
transmission of the next character.

This tine will sertaity, by diz, provide
the entire transmitted character, te
will reniain at a logle “F* whee nadats

ts being transmitted,

Centinued ....
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Tronsimittor Block Diagram Desc ription of Pin Functions {C ntlinued)

p Pan Nou, Nase Senitel _ Furctiun f

z = & “= . 
23-33 Data Est Inputs DBI-DAt | There ureup ta ® data bat incus linesi ecaes eo 

availatAe, .
cp Zur Og A 

os | ,e223 $2 Seogaean Bt | Comzol Steute | CS control Puts tEPS, NP, eetZENG xO QB000G005 
control bus fEPS, NDI NG Tsn,

by boyd yasddd yy rater. Ths hive ean Oe ae TEETe CONTASL «BITS OATa BITS a “ac nie n. "FfCO OS CONNS. HOLOING PEGISTER fo CATA STROBE hrcd wired to a botee "2" Level,
STROBE REGISTER BuFFER 4° - meee - “36 ~iv33 No Parity NP A lacie “I 07 ts lead will eleminate

| y ig . } 
the pany bet from the Rransrntiad and

mine ; 

recesy charocter fo PE twierar on,

! : STEERING LOGIC | . ote | __ TRANSMITTER . The sic-p Brtess with inimedeatel: Pat eosRECOVER 
5 / BUFFER Empty 

the fase Gita tee ff ort used, this lead[ 
~ 

- 

must he tied ta a lone “O7,

q g . . - . . ;
" — ~ SERIAL, 35 Surber of Stap Tsa This lead will setect the ruinber of

15 xT. eR 1020 vee ateaTER Pr ou reut Pits stop bits. bor 2 in Ke Rppendsd ima |
CLOCK Eg elsnzr | SMIFT REGIS . mediate’. aker the parity but, A; 

losic ~OTM wild 03079 2 stop tot amd a |Looe, lozie “XTM will insert 2 Rop ra
° >a2iTY BIT . 37-33 Nurmter of Bits NBNBL | These tro lesds wall he wnternstlc dew #

PI SENE RATION - END OF Character Coded t> select either 5. 6. Tara ie

LOSIC 7 ry CHARCTER data nts character. 8
“BE XBZ Bits Craracter :

o 6 5 iE
z . 9 6 ot
0 3 3 i

39 | O44 Even Parin EPS The Ince levet on this pin selects the if
; 

type of parits eMch will be sypencet i

immediately alter the data hts, fb
. 

atso Cetermines the parity thor will

be chevkecd br the secenwer, 2 lrcic
“O° will insert od PAY and 2 fozic

} . “RO” with itsect ewen pari,

49 Transsitter TCP This trae witl comtain a chick abose
Clock Lene frequency 33 36 tomes 134X) the dew

sired tranamitter baud rate. * |

}

: 
. ,w+ . . Cs

Continued. ... oat

Receiver Block Diagram

6

S>-

a - kX pe ,
a @.3 O.

oO ts — =

3 73 = =56 +S Su :
. 

oa 
_ 

buggin hn, =e 

4<2 orwowne na = e< K20 <¢ zreut “”wz aS ananaaa a us <u ez Lao S> Kee cee;
Q us meer er ere we ee a on aw ocdO wet of ot pm

it Ss ts tt ft ff<i wo

<S |us AND GATAND GATE s2 72 ND GATE ft

| | f . tereur F/F

DATA BITS | R SIATUS WORD oO . )HOLDING REGISTER F/F HOLOING REGISTER - }BUFFER . 1s | |a 

. 

4 

*BITS FROM | f -
HOLDING | . .REGISTER 

ot

RIGHT | |PARITY BIT - . RECEIVER

SERIAL __,f START BIT | CHECKING Le] JUSTIFY SHIFT : |
INPUT —" |VERIFICATION LOGIC LOGIC icp REGISTER . |

| | | - | :
_ isexR TIMING

\ j CLOCK - GEN

we oe aap ant me “apes » nee me 3



Tt TURN POWER ON
2. PULSS EXTERNAL RESET

3. SELECT BAUD RATE-I5 X CLE

t
JBMT=]

EOC =!

$02 1 (STOP BIT)

:

Continued : |

| SET CONTROL BITS-PULSE CS f+

| ser oaTaA Bits

yo

is

TRANSMITTER

SHIFT REGISTER
EMPTY ? :

(EOC=1)

1. LOAD TRANSMITTER SHIFT REGISTER]
2. S$0=0 (START BIT)

3.€0C=O |

i
| TBMT=1 |

HAS

1BiT Time

ELAPSED?
(16-16 XCLK)

SHIFT I BIT RIGHT IN

TRANSMITTER SHIFT REGISTER

‘
TRANSMIT START BIT, DATA

BITS, SELECTED PARITY MODE,
ANO STOP BIT(S)

HAS

THE LAST

STOP BIT BEEN ON THE

LINE FOR IBIT

TIME ?

YES

} €0C=! soz! f

ARE

THERE NEW

CONTROL BITS YES

' Data transmission is initiated with transmission

Power is applied, external reset is enabled and
clock pulse is applied having a frequency of 16
times the desired baud rate. The above conditions
will set TBMT, EOC and SO to logic "1" (line is |
marking).

Aiter initializing is cornpleted, user may set con-

trol bits and data bits with control bits selection
normally occurring before data bits selection.
However, one may set both DS and CS simultane-
ously if minimum pulse width specifications are
followed. Once data strobe (DS) is pulsed the
TBMT signal will change from a logic "1" toa

logic "0" indicating that the data bits holding ree-
ister is filled with a previous character and is'un-
able to receive new data bits, and transmitter
shift register is transmitting previously loaded
data. TBMT will return to alogiec "1". When
transmitter shift register is empty, data bits in
the holding register are immediately loaded into
the transmitter shift register for transmission.
The shifting of information from the holding reg-

ister to the transmitter shift register will be fol-
lowed by SO and EOC going to a logic "0°", and

TBMT will also go to a logic "1" indicating that
the shifting operation is completed and that the

data bits holding register is ready to accept new
data. It should be remembered that one ful]
character time is now available for loading of the
next character without loss in transmission speed
due to double buffering, (separate data bits hold-
ing register and transmitter shift register), __

of a start bit, data bits, parity bit (if desired)
and stop bit(s). When the last stop bit has been

on line for one bit time, EOC will go to a logic
"i" indicating that new character is ready for
transmission. This new character will be trans-

mitted only if TBMT is a logic "0" as was pre-.
viously mentioned.

Continued....
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AWN Pata Ce

ES EM Tere ys, RESET

&

CONTROL BITS

EFLECY HAUS RATE 15 XO

r

K

:
| bA:0

HAS

THE LIne
TRANGITIDN=ES

FROM MAP LG TO

SPACING

No

HAS

A START BIT

BEEN VERIFIED?

8 K16 XCLK

LOAD START B17 INTS
RECEIVER SHIFT REGISTER

dieas:

TM

KAS

§ BIT TIME

EL AStD>?
16~-15 XCLXK

SET PARITY ERROR

REGISTER TO 4

| SHIFT AND £655 DATA BIT
iNTO RECEIVER SHIFT REGIST

HAS

BIT TIVE

ELAPSED

?

HAS

THE PROPER

PARITY BiT BEEN

PECEIVED

el

Continued

YES JSET PARITY ERRORREGISTER TOO |

SET FRAMING ERROR

REGISTER TO 1

HAS
NO ' BIT TIME.

ELAPSED

?

HAS

A STOP BIT

BEEN RETEIVED

?

sO VES [str FRAMING ERRORREGISTER TO O |

SET OVER RUN

REGISTER TO } “|
SET OVER RUN

REGISTER TO O

TRANSFER DATA BITS FRON

SHIFT REGISTER TO DATA

BITS NOLOMNG RESISTER

DA si

i

¢
- EXAMINE OurPUTSs

» STRORE STATUS WORD EXASLE
2 STROBE OATA ENASLE

[RESET DATA AVAILAGLE -042 0 |

‘logic "I', If the DA signal is at a logic "0" the °

Bt ape ce ae el gal ee” Bee Niel

>» a tw - moots om &*Receiver Operation

Initializine
ere RL tena cmaRy ic ae em Se: Nee Ree

Poweris apolied, external reset is enabled, and
clock pulse@ is applied having a frequency of 16

times the desired baud rate. The revious i~ ¢Pp us condi
tions will set data available (DA) to a logic "Or.

Cd

i

one set of control bits will be used for both
receiver and transmitter making individual con

i
a

c Setting unnecessary. Data reception
Starts when Serial input Signal changes from
Marxing (logic "l'’) to spacing (logic ""°O"") which
initiates start bit. The start bit is valid if, after
transition from logic ”°1" to logic ’’O'', the SI line
continues to be at logic "0", when center Sampled,
8 clock pulses later. If, however, line is ata
logic "1'"’ when center sampling occurs the Start
bit verification process will be reset. If the
Serial Inout line transitions from @ logic "1" to a
logic "0°? (marking to spacing) when the 16x clock
is in alogic "1" state, the bit time for center
Sampling will begin when the clock line transitions
from a2 logic "1" to a logic "0" state, After yeri-
fication of 2 genuine start bit, data bit reception,
parity bit reception ard stop bit(s), reception pro-

ceeds in an orderly manner.

While receiving parity and stop bitfs) the receiver
will compare transmitied parity and stop bit(s)
witn contro! data bits (parity and namber of stop
bits) previously set am] indicate an error by
changing the parity error flip-flop and/or the
framing error flip-filsp to-a logie "1", It should
be noted that if the No Parity Mode is selected
the PE (parity error} will be uncomditioning set
to a logic "0°". a

Once a full character is received, internal logic
iooks at the data available (DA) stenal to deter—

mine if data has been read out. If the DA signal
is at a logic "1" the receiver will assume data
has not been read out and the overrun flip-flop of
the status word holdieg register will be set to a

receiver will assume that data has been read out.
After DA goes to a logic "1", the receiver shift
register is now ready to accept the next character
and has one full character time to remove the re~
ceived character.

Continved...-
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i-**. or Gee

were

STATUS WORD OUTPUT

Receiver Propogation Delay Timing Diagram

DATA AVAILABLE Jf

DATA OUTPUT
|. AWN

Receiver Timing Diagram .

START ¢ DATAS DATA2 DAD} 2patase CATs PS STAS ST o275.8% PAATY STEMS TOP2 START OAT aAe

. -c~ ye

DATASTROBES | 1 1 t ft | | t ff f | ]
PARITY ———
ERROR hOTE 1%} : .

FRAMING NOTE 8 —o

ERROR ECLOCK SYCLE
ATA > bos/ss BIT TIME

AVAILABLE NOTE 2—>1| °
. nee

OVER RUN KOTE t

NOTES:

Ls THIS 1S THE TIME WHEN THE ERROR CON- &£. 235VE SPOwN FOR 8 LEVEL CODE

DITIONS ARE DETECTED, IF ERROA OCCLRS. P22:TY AND TwO STO>. FOR KO PARITY,

2. DATA AVAILABLE IS SET ONLY WHEN THE STOP BITS FOLLOW DAsa.
RECEIVED DATA, PE,FE,OR HAS BEEN S. 72% ALL LEVEL CODE THE DATA IN THE
TRANSFERRED TO THE HOLDING REGISTERS. wILBING REGISTER 1S AIBN JUSTIFIED;

- (SEE RECEIVER BLOCK DIAGRAM). THT 13, LSB ALWAYS APPEARS IN
3. ALL INFORMATION IS GOOD IX HOLOING PDs (PIN 12).

REGISTER UNTIL DATA AVAILABLE TRIES

VO SET FOR NEXT CHARACTER.

of

Transmitter Timing Disgram

DATA

STROBE

YaMT l j i

so %

{)

goc

NOTE: TRANSMITTER INITIALLY ASSUMED INACTIVE

i [yore 3 | : | T |

-m} [NOTE 2

|staariara tic. ‘ CATA zoatas.c DATA 4: pata 3 cata $2 7 SATS 2 ARTY STOR! STOP2|staRTiDATAs

NOTE! poet Bit “TIME . .

DETAIL:
AT START OF DIAGRAN. SMOWN FOR 8

LEVEL CODE AND PARITY AND TWO STOPS. bara
i: BIT Tz © 86 CLOCK CYCLES, $tP33= P|
2: IF TAANSMITTER IS INACTIVE THE START cLocK

PULSE WILL APPEAR ON LINE WITHIN “ .

ECLOCK CYCLE OF TIME DATA STROBE | 1/16 BIT

OCCURS. SEE DETAIL. $5 [START
3: SINST TRANSMITTER 15 DOUBLE BUFFERZO

ANOTHER OATA STROBE CAN OCCUR ANT~

WHERE DURING TRANSNISSION OF

CHARACTER [.

Rev, 03
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Stig rcypotia {OGC) has prepared this manual for use by DCC pértonne! and customers as a guide to the proper installation, operation, and maintenance of OGC equipment end
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100000537

Quad 2-Input AND Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION

ELA Ee

a
MEG Gd Gt le

5]

wd

GNO

NOTE The 100000537 ia a Schottky device.
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100000540

High Speed 6-Bit identity Comparitor

PIN CONFIGURATION

rw,

i[ }A0 Voc jie

2[_]e0 B5|_]i5

i as| fia

a[_ |e, eq _ |i

saz le

e[ |e. B3|__|H

7[ |e as|_}o

s[ ono aze| |

LOGIC DIAGRAM

OO OO OO LO OO LO
“| f “f i “] 5 “J le “] f Ar

Ys

ar

rd

The 100000540 is a very high speed 6-Bit Identity ©

Comparator. The device compares two words of

100000541

8-Bit Parallel-Out Serial Shift Register

PIN CONFIGURATION

OUTPUTS

Vee “Qn GG Ag Ag ‘CLEARCLOCK

ME; 13 ptt Wey ty 9 g

Qi Qo Of Qs crear

A cK <

Be OG G A A

Lt
Pe; ayy att 4a ry set ey) 7

c Op GNDA B On B

SERIAL INPUTS OUTPUTS

FUNCTION TABLE

INPUTS OUTPUTS

CLEAR|CLocK]A 6 |Q,a Og... Qy

L X xX x L L L

H L X X |QaQg QOpgo Quo

H t L x L Qan QGn

H + Xx L L Qan QGn

Notes:

H = high level (steady state),

L = low level (steady state)

X = irrelevant (any input, including transitions)

= transition from low to high level.

Q ao? Qno: Qi = the level of Qa Qp: or Qu

respectively, before the indicated steady-

state input conditions were established.

Qan? Qcn = the level of Qa or Q-. before the

most-recent ¢ transition of the clock: in-

dicates a one-bit shift.

The 100000541 features gated serial inputs and an

up to 6-bits and indicates identity in less than 12 ng 2Synchronous clear. The gated serial inputs (A
It is easily expandable to any word length by using

either serial or parallel expansion techniques.

When the Enable Input (E) is LOW, it forces the

output LOW. The device is fabricated with the

Schottky barrier diode process for high speed and

is completely compatible with all TTL product

families.

NOTE The 100000540 is a Schottky device.

and B) permit complete control over incoming data

as a low at either (or both) input(s) inhibits entry

of the new data and resets the first flip-flop to the

low level at the next clock pulse. A high-level in-

put enables the other input which will then deter-

mine the state of the first flip-flop. Data at the

Serial inputs may be changed while the clock is

high or low, but only information meeting the set-

up requirements will be entered. Clocking occurs

on the low-to-high-level transition of the clock

5-22
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100000580

PIN CONFIGURATION

Vcc Ga Op A OD ctocK s1 SO

[16 415 ff a dts Ly iz fy ff te Ls

Qa Qg Ac aA Ys
CLOCK

CLEAR SO

PHP ZT ITP 4 TEST ety 7 yy sé

CLEAR SHIFT A 8 Cc OD SHIFT GNO

RIGHT - / LEFTY
SERIAL PARALLEL INPUTS SERIAL

INPUT INPUT

FUNCTION TABLE

INPUTS ouTeutTs

So” LEAR MOOE crock SERIAL PARALLEL On Og O%& O5

‘ $} % LEFT RIGHT] aA 8 C CD

L x XX x x x XK KM MPL tL i L

rey x x i x x x xX §K X&!1QOa9 Qgqg Acq ADO

4 H ' x x abc ates b t d

H L 4H ' x ‘al x kK w& RE MH Qan Age Ocen

M LL 4 : x L x xX xX Xx t Qan Gg, Oen

~ Mok ’ H 7 x x « X1QBn Qc, Qo, ¥
4 MH 4 t i x x K MW XK] Gan Qn Qon b

4 L t x x x ( xX M &KiQag Qao ¢ Qcq Goo

i high level (steady state).

low level (steady state).“~ tt i

iN irrelevant (any input, including transitions).

} = transition from low to high level.

a, b, c, d = the level of steady-state input at

inputs A, B, Cor D, respectively.

QaA0d QpRo- Qco, Qpo = the level of Qa: QR,

Qc or Qn, respectively, before the indicated

steady-state input conditions were estab-

lished,

Qan Q ’ Qn Qnn = the level of Qa: Qp:
c OF Qn. respectively, before the most

recent f ransition of the clock.

‘OTE The 100000580 is a low power Schottky device.

10000058T

Synchronous 4-Bit Counter

PIN CONFIGURATION

RIPPLE QuTPUTS
CARRY - ~ . ENABLE

Yoc ouTeuT Cn =—98R COs r Load

16 |] 15 47413 12 N 10 9

Ep ft ft| i
RIPPLEQ, Og A QApENABLE

CARRY T

OUTPUT

CLEAR LOAD p—

ENABLE

CK og B C 0 p

1 2 3 4 5 6 ] 8

CLEAR CLOCK A B C yy ENABLE GND
r

DATA INPUTS

Synchronous operation is provided by having ail

flip-flops clocked simultaneously so that the out-

puts change coincident with each other when so

instructed by the count-enable inputs and in-

ternal gating. This mode of operation eliminates

the output counting spikes which are normally

associated with asynchronous (ripple clock)

counters. A buffered clock input triggers the

four flip-flops on the rising (positive-going)

edge of the clock input waveform.

This counter is fully programmable; that is, the

outputs may be preset to either level. As pre-

setting is synchronous, setting up a low level at

the load input disables the counter and causes

the outputs to agree with the setup data after the

enable inputs.

NOTE The 100000581 is a low power Schottky
device.
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100000594

Quad D Flip Flop with Clear

Yeu 40 40 ab 30 30 3Q CLOCK

WLI LIME LI tea EP etl 9

a Oo 5co 3 3 “LY

a
crac® CKer
6 Oo Q

1 24; 34) 4 3 6 ] 8

CLEAR 10 wa 10 20 20 20 GNO

FUNCTION TABLE

Inputs ‘Output.

Clear Clock D | Q

L xX xX L

é H t H | H

H f L L

H L X | Qo

Notes:

H = high level (steady state)

L_ = low level (steady state)

X = irrelevant

f = transition from low to high level

Qo = the level of Q before the indicated steady

state input conditions were established.

NOTE The 100000594 is a low power Schottky
device.

0-41

100000595

Quad 2-Input Positive-AND Gate

ee sane ee cae eames etaninehitame
~y

-AamNIO aR ec ~¢q | oom

’ 4

Kok oi

stlatistististiaUalln
1A 1B Vv ZA 28 zy GNO

NOTE The 100000595 is a low power Schottky
device.
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74.5 3¢ , |

Quad 2-Input NAND Buffer Quad 2-Input OR Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION PIN CONFIGURATION

Asnaas ASasans,

' LD re | | bo UD}
He

(er ed (e
Too PUTO

positive logic: 
positive logic:

Y*AB 
Y=AsB8

LOGIC DIAGRAM

LOGIC DiAGRAM

Vcc

INPUTS

~
8-—— 

GUTPUT Y

4

—
it?

GND

The 100000779 consists of four 2-input NAND buffers | The 100000780 consists of four 2-input OR gates with
with open collector-outputs. totem-pole outputs.

NOTE The 100000779 is a Schottky device. NOTE The 100000780 is a Schottky device.
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100000795 100000796
tag ao - _ 2 ff Ql

Programmable Bit Rate Generator Dual J-K Negative-Edge-Triggered Flip-Flop

with Preset and Clear

PIN CONFIGURATION PIN NAMES
PIN CONFIGURATION

1 2
‘Cog Voots ; = termat Ctoct inpun V CLR CLR 2CK 2K 2J 2PR 2Q

2(Ja, im (J 1s Ec External Clock Enable 16 1§ 14 13 12 "i 10 §

input (Active LOW) Y t

a8 °2 0 -] 4 1x Cry.tsl innout | | a | |
‘C Ecp $; at lps Mu'tuplexed Input — i

Ss Sy $2 Raie Seiect inputssC ° ; . ca Clock Output —i K CLR Cj | J PR Q
‘C Ox $3 a) " Ox Crystel Oriwe Output

t 2 19 Qg- A Scan Counter Outputs

c x F Z Bit Rate Output cp CK op CK
8 Vss co 9 J QO 6

| [ PR CLR
CLOCK MODES AND INITIALIZATION | Y Y

ty Ecp cp OPERATION —— | | |
Suuu ! # L Clocked from ty 4 2 3 4 § ; 6 | | 7 | 8

L rs | Clocked from CP 1CcK 1K VW 1 PR 10 1Q 20 GNO
x +H H Continuous Reset

LE EGP Reset uring Furst CP = HIGH Tome FUNCTION TABLE
Note : Actual output freavency 1s 16 times the indicated Output Rate.

assuming se ciock frequency of 2.4576 Mrz. Inputs Outputs

Preset Clear Clock J K1|Q Q
MH © HIGH Level

| L = LOW Level L H X XK XIH L
3 

xX © Don’t Care 
H L xX xX xX L H

q Jt Clock Pulte L L X X XIH* ye
t G ! ~cow ce Sows H H ¢ L L Qo Qo

SUSU Clock Pulses H H ‘ H LIH L

H H ‘ L Hi L H
H H i H H | TOGGLE

TRUTH TABLE FOR RATE SELECT INPUTS H H H X X1Q Q@

S3 S> Sy So Ourmut Rate (2) Notes:

aren t tu i Multiplexed input (inal H = high level (steady state).
L L L H Muttipiexed input (144) L = low level (steady state).

t L " \ 30 Gaud X = irrelevant.
L t H 4 75 Baud j = transition from high to low level.
L 4 t L 134 5 Baud Q = the level of Q before the indicated inputtL H L a] 2U0 Gaus 0 age :
t H . L 600 Raud conditions were established.

L H H 1" 2400 Bava TOGGLE = Each output changes to the complement
" tL L r 9600 Baud of its previous level on each active trans-
H L i b 4800 Baud ition of the clock.

H L A L 1800 Baud * = This conficuration is nonstable; that is.
e L 4 4 1200 Baur it will not persist when preset and clear

. M t t 7400 Baud inputs return to their inactive (high)
nH od L by 300 Baua level.

by > 4 i 150 Arud

' { M H “ m Yiu Baua .

. NOTE The 100000796 is a low power Schottky
‘ a device.

7-9
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100000797

GRE
Triple 3-Input Positive-NAND Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION

Vcc 1 1¥ 3C 3B 3A 3Y

41) 13 wL_IN 0

TA 18 2A 2B 2c 2Y GND

Positive logic: Y = ABC

NOTE The 100000797 is a low power Schottky

device.

100000798

Hex inverter with Open Collector Outputs

PIN CONFIGURATION

Vcc 6A 6Y 5A SY 4A 4Y

—-juLi3Lj2tiw Ly wl s a

117) 2 3 afTislle 7

1A 1vY 2A 2Y 3A 3Y GND

Positive logic: Y =A

NOTE The 100000798 is a low power Schottky
device.

7-10
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100001018

Octal D-Type Transparent Latches
fi jj ww 1 A.
L are, 6 /

PIN CONFIGURATION

“rc © © © © & © © 0 “

20, j; 107) 18,517 WwW

ti
cen OE2h 25 |

rfizilafla i sfislizijeflefi-

ouTnn 2 x 3% » » @ @ ano

Bert AO.

TRUTH TABLE

NABLOurpuT | ENABLE | OUrpuT

CONTROL G

L + | +

L H L L

L L x Qo

H x x Hi-Z

Qg © the level of © before the indicated steed-state input conditions

were estediished.

> @ high jeve!

@ tow teve!

Hi-Z @ high impsdance

X & wretevent

¢ @ trancition from tow to high eve!

The 100001018 contains eight D-type latches. When

the enble G is high, the Q outputs follow the D inputs.

When this enable goes low, the outputs are latched at

the data states that were setup.

These latches have totem-pole 3-state outputs for

driving highly-capacitive or relatively low-impedance

loads.

NOTE The 100001018 is a Schottky device.

aaa,

100001019

Octal D- Type Edge- Triggered Flip-Flops

PLS 34

CP oP DPS

tiizfiatiefisielaflefielol
wruT © » % 2 »D @ «4 enn
eoveo.

TRUTH TABLE

OUTPUT
contro, | CLOCK © | ouTPUT

L t H H

L t L L

L L x Qo

+ x x Hi-Z

Go © the leve! of © before the indicated stead-stete input conditions

were established.

H & high levei

L @ low teve!

41-2 & high impedence

X & iwretevant

T @ transition from iow to high leve!

The 100001019 contains eight edge-triggered D-types

flip-flops. On the low-to-high clock transition, the Q
outputs are set to the data states setup on the D

inputs.

These flip-flops have totem-pole 3 state outputs for
driving highly-capacitive or relatively low-impedance
loads.

NOTE The 100001019 is a Schottky device.

10-8
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1 00001 020
Ve

SON
Quad 2 Input NOR Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION

tv {fs 4} Voc

YA i 2 31 4Y

“e Of ;av i¢ st] SA

2a [8 14 107 3V
28 6) A 38

GND }? 8] 3A

Positive logic: Y - AvE

NOTE The 100001020 is a low power Schottky
device.

10-9
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NNR Nema

ee

’

100001045

eo &

8-Input NAND Gate

PIN CONFIGURATION

nC bad Ss Cc OMe v

“ 8 a ® ® 8 4

positive logic:

Y © ABCDEFGH

NOTE The 100001045 is a Schottky device.

eee eS,

ey =

10-14
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ey we to make, use, or sell equipment manulactured in accordance herewith.

100001046
“— 5 "7 U

wi bw

Octal D-Type Transparent Latch

PIN CONFIGURATION

zalfes L feel fir L fae LPs] fre] faa faa] fin FUNCTION TABLE

(ta / OUTPUT ENABL e OUTPUTTr ae CONTROL G o

L H H a]

i H L L

calen cales S| torte
Dake | H x x Zz

TEP ZIP ILLS TT STL ey ry Pe yp seis

arn ww » . ma » * ae
ConmTRes,

BLOCK DIAGRAM

TRANSPARENT LATCHES

The 100001046 consists of eight, transparent D-type

output _!1) latches with totem-pole three-state outputs. When the

CONTROL enable (G) is high the Q outputs will follow the data
a ((D) inputs. When the enable goes low, the output will

iw 0 rk be latched at the level of the data that was setup.

p46 (2)
6 0 A buffered output control input can be used to place

2 2 D ( the eight outputs in either a normal logic state (high

e—dc or low logic levels) or a high-impedance state. In the
a ) 20 high-impedance state the outputs neither load nor

in drive the bus lines significantly.
30 o q

9-46 5 rh (8) 4, The output control does not affect the internal
operation of the latches. That is, the old data can be

0 —— oO 4 retained or new data can be entered even while the
e—ac (9) outputs are off.ou 4 > 4a

sp 12) 5

e—s a he 50 NOTE The 100001046 is a low power Schottky
device.

(14) oo ,

t f ‘ (35)
Gt 60

(17)
7D Oo ,

e—ac

ap —t18! 5

e—as °
4 (19)

ENABLE (31)

G

10-15
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NP RU ieetaeed

100001047

and
100001048 -.-.-5;

Quad Two-Input Registers

PIN CONFIGURATION

Voc Q3 Gyn O39 Ory Orn Op CP

NOOO
% % 4 #3 #2 ~«91 ba 9

u
s &l~

2 «4 § 6 »

Wi Wu
OpeOva O19 Cyn OG, GAC

Note: Pin 156 merked tor armentation.

LOGIC SYMBOL

S 1

Lo
Yemen S

3

9 mee CP

Qn Q; Q2 Qy

2 } 3G §

Vec* Pin 16

GND # Pin 8

LOGIC DIAGRAM

oe a= tha me

—D it i

3
Or a»

i | |

o

i
®

Uy YY

|
& a

The 100001047 and 100001048 are registers containing
four D flip-flops with a buffered common clock and a
two input multiplexer at the input of each flip-flop.

The multiplexers are controlled by the common select
line S. Data selected by S is stored in the flip-flops on
the low-to-high transition of the clock. When the S
input is low, the DiA data is stored in the register;
when it is high, the DiB data is stored.

NOTE The 100001047 and 100001048 are
Schottky devices. The 100001047 is a lower
power component.

10-16
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Four-Bit Bipolar Microprocessor Slice

Advanced Micro Devices

Bipolar Biicroprocessor Circuilts

Mos wed VE CHARACTERISTICS GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The four-bit bipolar micrcorocessor slice is desig or |Te IER en i m2301 eG asa| > ug-inrestacernent for standar dA , highspeed cascadable element intended for use in CPU's I

- oo 26%, to 20% faster than standard Am2901 peripheral controllers, programmable microprocessors and )
h numerous other applications. The microinstruction flexibi- . |

- . : a . A

os Pysiar imoaroveme in D input and carry paths lity of the Am2201A will allow efficient emulation of almast 4 |

: os vat raised to 2ZOmMA on: VV outputs — 30% more any dicital computing machine, . 7 !

Nat ° - . ;

: 2 The device, 2s shown in the block diagram below. consi eedrive stardard Am2301 ° » Consists idrive than sta a dA 5 of a 16-word by 4-bit two-port RAM, a high-speed ALU, c
ere, lor reduced to 190mnA at 125 C — 30% less and the assoctated shifting, decoding and multiplexing cir- i

. fe ninebj a, . , ; pt

; than standard Am2991 | Guitry. The ninebit microinstruction word is organized 7
2 - -_ into three Groups of three bits each and selects the ALU tl
4 © Vy raised tc 0.8V over fuil military range for source operancs, the ALU function, and the ALU destina- |

‘ increased noise immunity tion register. The microprocessor is cascadable with full de
i ; look-ahead or with ripple cerry, -has three-state outputs, and '

i | provides varicus status flag outputs from the ALU. Ad- 7
. i . 2.f/., meant ° ° . . ° , |‘ Node . 6Q/ 2 . vanced low-power Schottky processing is used to fabricate 7
s | | this 40-lead LS! chip. The Am2901A is a plug in replace- - !

i a<(O } QO 4 ment for the Am2201. For detailed description and applica-
i : , tions see the Am2901 Data Sheet.
; 

.

j
2

d |
ay | ORDERING INFORMATION — . RUCROPROCESSOR SLICE BLOCK DIAGRAN

_ ft | . |

kage | -f - ds-=—as—7J‘ Packace TJermperature 0; der Tre isle Tele 1 Te
| Type __Fange . Number | Peace’ | vtdtion | aces

. 5 - ° OE RDNSTA CTO DECOOE

| Molded DiP 0°C to 70°C AM2901APC - U
, Hermetic DIP O°C ta 70°C ANM2901ADC os :
| Hermetic Dip ~—55°'Cto+125°'C =AM2901ADM | LE | )

Hermetic FlatPack —5S°Cto+125°C AM2901AFM nam, RAM DUET way pme o— —
| Dice OC to+70°C) = AM2901AXC | uct ~ e}

. 

Cr.o0ce 
i 

Osusrs

5 ° WOATA by |

. pret TY} a aomess oc b> {|
RAW - 5 a

. ¥§ ADORABLE RECSTERS Oncor

~ . (ARADARITED } B aAsoArss cree
. ADORESS OTT “- is Land Om

| | ee Soe rT
| ee Ih

Note: The Dats in this data sheat contains expected typical par- pisger Lore |
formance for the AmM23901A As a ruta, worst case AC limits will DATA ws 1 | |
be approximatsly 1.6 times typical over the commercial ranga and > a . 3 o !

gpproximatealy 2.0 times typical over the militery renge. Be sure to . PLU DATA SOURCE " |

contest Advanced Micro Davices for the latest data. of sevecTos - |

- ~ a oS. ¢ :
CARRY Mm Soe »

6 FUNCTION ALU mm Oy |
oy iseces

. : / nen Ovi .on

( AVAILABLE FEBRUARY, 1977 — a] L
| eres ournn oare sa.ectos "

U DATA OUT
Copyright & 1977 by Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. —_ : Y



Be - ALU SUUMLE nes |

’ ! PICRO CODE | OPERANDS RICRO CODE auu
ae rn . rr Function SrmbedJ 1 ‘, ty Ocrel RB S$ ts is i, Orta}

. Coxte Code

in e bce 0 A fe) tL brie 0 6[ APs hes”

L L H 1 A 5 L L H ? 5 Minus A S.A

t H L 2 Oo Q t H t 2 Ri Minus S R-~S

L H H 3 oO B L H H 3 ROAS RVS

: b! tL t 4 oO A H L L 4 RANODS RAS
( H L H 5 dD A H tL rH 5 RANDS RAS
: ¥ H L 6 oD Q : H H t 6 REX-OAS AY S

H nH H 7 D Oo H H H 7 HEX-NOR S AYS

ALU Source Operand Control. ALU Function Control.
é — ;

a RAM Q-REG. RAM Q
=

MICRO CODE . FUNCTION FUNCTION Y SHIFTER | SHIFTER

| ty ty lg Octal ‘Shih Loed “Shitt Loed OUTPUT RAMg | RAM; Qo O35

t a L o x NONE NONE F--Q F x x x x

t ot H . 3 x. NONE x NONE F x x x x

Lt Hw oL 2 NONE Fo x NONE A x x x x

L Hu oH 3 NONE FB x NONE F x x | x x

H ek bk 4 DOWN | F/2->B DOWN Os2-0 F Fo IN3 | Qo | INg

Hy Lt H 5 DOWN Fi2+>B x NONE e Fo IN; Q x

# on L 6 uP 2F->B uP 20-0 F INy F. INg | Q3

j H H H 7 uP 2F+B x NONE F INy | F3 x Q;

X= Don’t care, Electrically, the shift pin Is 8 TTL input Internally connected to p three-state output which is In the high-
impedance state. . 2

3 8~ Register Addressed by B inputs. . .

.Up is toward. MSB, Down is toward LSB. . - °

ALU Destination Control.

O Iya OCTAL 0 - 1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7

Cl, a ee

A4l ay ourcel A, A,B 0,0 0,8 0,A DA b,a D,O
L 3 °* °

Function

Cynl Ara ACB a 8 A _ OFA o-o D
0 R PiusS

Ca" H ArQet A+B} a+} B+ At DrA+? DOF D>

‘Cyeb Q-A-1 B-A~—1 Q-3 B-3 A-1 A-D-! Q-D-1 —O-1
71S Minus R

Car Q-A b-A a B A A-O Q-0- -o

| CnoTM=Lb A-Q-1 A~B-1 -Q—1 —B—1 A? O-A—3 p-a—1 O-1
21 R MinusS .

Cho" A-O A-B -O ~8 —A | =H o-a oO

3 RORS ava AVB a 8 A DVA Ova oD

4} RANDS | AaAQ AAB 0 oe 0 DAA DAG 0

6 | RANDS AaQ Aas a 8 A BAA Baa 0

6 [REX-ORS Avo ATS a 8 A- OVA pDva D
& °

¢
’ _>

7 |IREXNORS| Ava AY 5B 6 & A BVA ova D

| . i enc

@* Ping, —- w Atma Vw OR, Awe AND; yy" EX-OR , + <

Source Cperand and ALU Function Matrix. y- .
4

a a



7 poe ATION AND PAD LAYOUT Livre li Bee wer POR ee LE we

be selected as one of the ALU data sources for

entering data into the AmZ9Q1A, Dg is the LSB.

Ton View Top View

DIP -

Ay . t > Qe a =) ct 7 st 1‘ g _— 4 .=e —n Let ra? oe “Pp”° he pte Ses PRE Fo) a Sey SY gh 7p»
g TEER FADES Sapir ype % Cs » FJ Yo mano (“]s wis
eT PAS J arpet eer ieries : sre yp Ay 5 Cys » 12 F Vee CL} apt
pio Pee SS ispisetirel cls tla, nop » fF) ov rot}? F's
8, Me Large CSteaes oe shat ‘he as nana CI} eee tof_js sf,

Ee iv werd . A, Mtg ye 2} G ’ Y

(lies, Sb bribe baal — a vee Eo as 2 > Eve
FN ay rear Owe Lg: Y5 peo Cy 30 £7) Guo croce []} 1s 2 {7}?

RIESE ete ae ell to Cj 2 2 {) S <t > falovere Sylow lays Sue eZ n pein Le mC) 4 * iP -. +} 23 Ns 4C 3 x» nee

> SERS se ASi¥e Y2 &Cj4 7E 4 *oLjt mPs
. ONC gibt} Y o Chis ~ by 8, C) ys af J"9
fs Nes deals i
Ses be red pee ae Roar Cs 2) % Cis 27 [Jon

D5 mat iS packinso Fea a Yo 85 = vw [73% %, (1 2s [3%
ak SA Se eae als iF te: ES oy a Ea.
D5 oe ee a we wg 1» nr 3 19 xt }'s

05 eer slo idan eeefatls OVR & [jp 2: [J Sp C42 3's
Ca 22 {3%

is G
F; 

Caution: AmZS01AFM pinout

c, GND Note: differs from Am2390TFM

DIE SIZE 0.132” X 0.149" Pin 1 is marked for oriantation. on pins 4, 11, 12 end 13.

PIN DEFINITIONS Yo-3 ‘The four data outputs of the Am2901A. Thess are

| three-state output lines. When enabled, they display

Ap-3 = The four address inputs to the register stack used to either the four outputs of the ALU or the data on the
select one register whose contents are displayed A-port of the register stack, as determined by the
through the A-port. . tination code 1§78-

‘The four address inputs to the register stack used to = - Output Enable. When OE is HIGH, thé Y outputs
select one register whose contents are displayed ar2 OFF; when OE is LOW, the Y outputs are active
through the B-port and into which new data can be (HIGH or LOW).

written when the clock goes LOW. _ + a

39-8 The nine instruction contro! lines to the Am2901, PG ne oO1h’ tu. ae prope an outputs of the
used to determine what data sources will be applied nea foe carrv-lo vse signs S are used with the
to the ALU (I9;2), what function the ALU will yoo ° .
perform (l345), and what data is to be deposited in OVR Overflow. This pin is logically the Exclusive-OR of
the O-register or the register stack (Ig73). _ the carry-in and carry-out of the MSB of the ALU. |

; ” At the most significant end of the word, this pin

Q3 OA shift line at the MSB of the Q register (Q3) and the indicates that the result of an arithmetic two's com.
RAM, resister stack (RAM3). Electrically these lines are plement operation has overflowed into the sign-bit,

three-state outputs connected to TTL inputs internal See Fi—m gure 8 for logic equation.
to the Am2901A. When the destination code on .

157g indicates an up shift (octal 6 or 7) the three- F=0 _ This ts an open collector output which goes HIGH

state outputs are enabled and the MSB of the Q (OFF) if the data on the four ALU outputs Fo.3_

a i available on the Q3 pin ang ne MS3 of | are all LOW. In positive Jogic, it indicates the result

the output is available on the RAMs pin. of an ALU operation ts zero. |

Otherwise, the three-state outputs are OF F(high-im- .

pedance) and the pins are electrically LS-TTL inputs. ©n The carry-in to the Am2901A’s ALU,
When the destination code calls for a down_shift, the

pins are used as the data inputs to the MSB of the Cnt4 - The carry-out of the Am2901A’s ALU. See Figure 8
Q register (octal 4) and RAM (octal 4 or 5). for equations.

Qo Shift lines like Q3 and RAM3, but at the LSB of the cP The clock te the Am2901A. The Q register and
S RANg” O-register and RAM. These pins are tied to the Q3 eon stack outputs change on the clock LO\-to-
a y and RAZ pins of the adjacent Cevice to transfer me transition, The clock LOW time is internally
Me data between devices for up and down shifts of the tne write enavle to the 16 x 4 RAM which com:

G register and ALU data. promises the master latches of the register stack. :

Vihile the clock is LOW, the “slave” latches on the - §

Do-3 Direct data inputs. A four-bit data field which may RAI outputs are closed, storing the datz previously
on the F.Aft outputs. This atlows synchronoy

master-slav. operation of the register stack.

ee RATE Nace me aes
So tae oa ay . TM
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7 CHARAG TER IS bao ey nr wer Bene

. tm Se h?
Date pa ol 3Faca is cha Tare od frara Am 2904

Typ. .

Cescription Test Conditions {Note 3} Min. (Note 2) FAax,. Units

toy + —3.6mA - —

Yo. Ys * Y2. Y3 ~
: lon 2 —1.0mA,C 4 i

| Voc TM MIN. On nA.Cas4 2 ~
7 i Ovtout HIGH Voltage lon * -S0CHA, O77, P 24 Volts
7 Vin * Vin of Vin :
- bon = —~§OO uA, Fr 24

| ov lon = —600L.A 24

Oo. - RAM), 3, Co.2
os Ion = —1.6mA,G 24

| os vo ~ *. F or RAL ~~ - 2. :TIT paey Gutput Leakage Current Veo @ HIN. Vou * 5.5V 25) pA
Se. TA for F =O Output Vin 2 Ving of Vie
as | tor = 20mA (COM'L) 0.5
OL. " Yo. Y1.

wee = . Veco = MIN., 0. ¥1-¥2.V3 lor = TEMA (MIL) 0.5
2 Voy “} Qurper LOI Voliase Vin’ Vin G,F =O for = t6mA 0.5 v
2 age a "por Vin Cra toy 2 10mA 0.5 a
ee pl OvR.F fou * BOmA osMe oe F3, RAM3N$ | = - - sen 3. Io = GOmA 05
eae ' $0.3
Se Guarantesd input logical HIGH |LES Vp tnput HIGH Level eet hae “3 2.0 ° Volts
aasgt voltage for all inputs (Note 7 -

- fet tae Guaranteed input losical LOVE
NEAT gyela! LOW Level 0.3 .PEO Vin sromat voltage for allinguts (Nore 7) Volts
rPESS) Vs Input Clamp Voltage Veco = MIN., fin = -18MmA ° : ~1.5 Volts

Hy - : . Clock, OF ~ | 036
ee ° . . . - Ap. Ay, A243 0.36

fey Bo. 83, Bz. 83 0.36
eA -_ D9. 073,02, D .oes eye input LOW Current Voc = MAX. Vin = OSV oo” 2 3. -0 72 mA
ewe , Ig. 1). 12. 16.18 —0.36

| year . . $3. '4. ts. S7 ~0.72

Sy, : RAMo, 3. Oo, 3 (Now 4) -O8
” ; 

Cr 
~3.6

. Clock, OF 20

. Ao. Ay. A2. 43 20

° Bo, 83.82.83. 20
. Do. 07. 02. 0335 tnpur HISH Current Voc» MAX, Vin @ 2.7V Oe eS <0 pA

ic. ty, a. tg. ba z0
. e .. a iz. fg. ts. ty 40

- 2 
RAMo, 3. Qo, 3 (Note 4) 300 -

Sh _ Cn 200
op OR Snput HIGH Current “1 Vee = MAX., Vin @ 5.5V 1.0 mA

Yo. ¥3. Vo" 24V 50

. . Y2.Y3 Vo - 0.5V 50
. 

Vor 2.4V 

a
902 Oif Stata {Hich Impedanca) Vico TM MAX. oO 100 pA

807 Output Current RAMo 3 {Nete 4) : ;

. 
Vo = 0.5V} Co, 3 ° ~800 -:

. (Nora 4) .

. Yo. ¥3. Y2. ¥3.6 30 85

c, _ - ~85
tos Ourput Snort Circuit Current | Veco = 5.75V, Vo = OSV nes — 30 , mA

| . OVR,P 30 } ~85(Note 3) .
1 ° Fa 30 ~85

| . 
RAMg 3.09.3 ° ~30 ~85

Tar25°c . 360 250

TawOCto 470°C 160 26
. Am29014PC, DC A ——— >.

; Power Supply Current Van = MAX . Ta=*70°C 160 220 mA
} "ec (Note 6) ce " Te~—85°C to

360 220
Am29501A0M, FM *325°C |

To-+125°C 160 190°

X@ ‘Notes: 3. For conditions shown as MIN. or MAX., use the appropriate value specified under Electrical Choracteristics for tie soplicabte device typ*.
\ . 2. Typical timits sre at Veco = 5.0V, 25°C ambient and maximum losding.
a e 3. Not more than ones output should be shorted ata time, Duration of tha short circult test should not exceed one second,
eS 8, These are threestets outputs Internally connected to TTL Inputs. Input charocterlatics are measured wigh 's7B In a» state such that the three:
ory state output Is OFF. 

a

ohare 5. "MIL" = Am29 1AM, DM, FM. "COML = Am2901AXC, PC, OC, | | ro,
6. Worst Core Ion Is 2: ialatmum tarmperature, .
7. Thar Input tevels provide zero noise Immunity and should only ba tested In e static, nolse-fres onstrotineng.

e ® . we



totined relative to the clock LOVW/-to- operation on the correct cola so that the correct ALU dataees Y *-, we *

J <0 Cd “Vitis are Gee

Inputs must be steady at atl times from the set-up can be written into one of the registers.
‘

Trmcat

ee

-Minimum Cycle Times from Inputs. Numbers Shown are Minimum Dats Stable

Times for AM2901ADC, tn ns. See Table I) for Detailed information.

Typical Icg Versus Temperature

oem,
¢

8 : - e

. 300

: : A

. —— SPEC +
unas! wr” |

f see TABLE — | - 7E eco ~— .

. s PN ° - mo

0 TYPICAL Ice)- . ICAL Ice oe ., Vee > 5.0V pS
100 &

; -5$ 025 0 125

T-"C

TEMSERATURE ~ °C

| | | en

; . ° - . ADVANCED

s | . - MICRO
. 0 

| DEVICES INC.

| . ' | 902 Thompson Place

Sunnyvale

California $4935

(409) 732-2490

TWX: 910-339-9280,

TELEX. 34-6306



y Foti, gad MH below define the timing characteristics of Tan... ~ 4, - + * ne 3P Am2g01A at 25 C. The tables are divided into three typ23 Tints TYPICAL GUARANTEED

Pa = ogrametels; clock characteristics, combinational delays fram Read-Modify-‘rite Cycle

“ “Gnsuts to outputs, and set-up and hold time requirements. The (time from selection of 55ns

tare table defines the time prior to the end of the cycle (i.e., A.B oe to end of
atectc LOW-to-HIGH transition) that each input saust be stable an
to Guarantee that the correct data is written Into one of the FAaximum Clock Frequency to
- . . Shift G Register (50% duty 403.AH

. internal registers. . . meei ®FoGg 
cycte) ! = 432 or 632

©

Ail values are at 25 C and 5.0V. Measurements are made at Minimum Clock LOW Time. ' 30ns
1.5V with Vy_ = OV and Vin = 3.0V. Minimum Clock HIGH Time 30ns

Binimum Clock Period 75ns .

Sore: The Data In this data sheat contains expacted typical parformance for the AM2901A. Asa rula, worst casa AC imi:s will ba approximately 1.5

tUmas typical ovar tha commercial ranges and approximately 2.0 times typical over the military range. Ba sura to Contact Advanced Micro Devices

for the Jatost dats.

TABLE

COMBINATIONAL PROPAGATION DELAYS (all in ns, Cy < 50pF)

TYPICAL 25°C, 5.0V | GUARANTEED 25°C, 5.0V_

_ Shift ‘Shift
10 . 5

F=0 Outputs F=0 Out—_ — — puts
From NOUPU TL y | Fs [Cais] GP| RL=]OVR canst og | Y | F3 [Cnt] GP] Ri=|ove |
Input | 470 0 } RAMg} Qo
P | | RAM3| O3 470 |. RAM3| Q3

A,B | 45 | 45 | 45 | 40 | 65 | 50] GO| — | | _

Dlarithmetic mode)} 30 | 30 {| 30 | 25 | 45 | 30 | 40 | — | _

D(t= X37) (Note 5){| 30 | 30 | -— | — | 45] — | 40] —- | —- {- [eo T=

_ Cr 20 | 20 | 10 | — | 35 | 20 | 30} — | “= | =

2g loi2 | | 35 | 35 | 35 | 25 | SO | 40} 45] — | | | | ae

‘gga «| «1395. 35 | 35 | 35 | 25°] 45 | 35 | 45 | -— 2 _

i678 5] - | —-}|— | — | — | 20 | 20 | 7—-}f—-f-|- fee

OE Enable/Disable }20/20) - | -— | — |-- | — | — J -— -{/=-]|-- f-]-]-f -
A bypassing 2 ee ee ee eee ee ee _ ~
ALU (1 = 2xx} 30 | -|-j|-|]-]J-]-

Clock 4 (Note 6)} 40 | 40 | 40 | 30 | 55 | 40 | 55 | 20

SEV-UP AND HOLD TIMES {allinns) (Note1} TABLE Il

—_ YPICAL 25°C, 5. °
From Inpu. Notes q AL 25 C,5.0V GUARANTEED 25°C, 5.0V

Set-Up Time Hold Time Set-Up Time Hold Time

A,B 2,4 40 6 |
Source 3,5 ‘tpwh + 15 . 6 :
B Dest. © 2,4 Towk +15 0 0

D (arithmetic mode} 7 ) 25 0 0

D(i= X37) (Note 5) 25 0 ° oO

Cy 15 0 0

boiz _ 30 0 0
_'345 30 0 - 0

| 67a 4 tpwk + 15_ O | 0
ie RAM, 3. 00, 3 15 0 0

‘ Nores: 3. See next page, ;
e 2. ft tho B address Is used as 8 source operand, atlow for the “A, B source’ sat-up time; If Ic is used only forths destination address, uss tha

°° test’? set-up time, | .

3. Where two numbers are shown, both must be met. "
4. tab" is the clock LOW tme., o
&. OVO ia the tastes: way to load the RAM trom the D Inputs. This function is obtained with b= 337,
6, Using O regiiee, as :ource aparand In arithmatic mods, Clock Is nat normsity in critical speed path when OQ Is ‘Pre rource.

. 4

4 a,
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STOCKED and SOLD BY

Advanced Micro Devices

9100 GAITHER ROAD, GAITHERSBURG, MD. 20760 Bipolar Microprocessor Circuits
- Phone: 301 948-0710

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS | GENERAL DESCRIPTION
, The four-bit bipolar microprocessor slice is designed as a high-

@ Plug-in replacement for Am2901 and Am2901A speed cascadable element intended for use in CPU's,
@ Up to 27% faster than Am2901A, up to 50% faster | Peripheral controllers, programmable microprocessors and

than 2901 numerous other applications. The microinstruction flexibility of
. the Am2901B will allow efficient emulation of almost any digital

® High reliability plastic and cerdip packages computing machine.

@ Available now The device, as shown in the block diagram below, consists of a
16-word by 4-bit two-port RAM, a high-speed ALU, and the as-

sociated shifting, decoding and multiplexing circuitry. The

nine-bit microinstruction word is organized into three groups of

three bits each and selects the ALU source operands, the ALU

function, and the ALU destination register. The microprocessor

is cascadable with full look-ahead or with ripple carry, has

three-state outputs, and provides various status flag outputs

For applications information see the Am2900 Family Data Book from the ALU. Advanced low-power Schottky processing is

and Chapters III and IV of “Build a Microcomputer’, AMD's appli- _used to fabricate this 40-lead LSI chip. The Am29018B is a plug

cation series on the Am2900 family. in replacement for the Am2901 or Am2901A.

MICROPROCESSOR SLICE BLOCK DIAGRAM

I

ie

Lea
si7je{/s]aj}3]2]1] 0

DESTINATION ALU ALU

CONTROL FUNCTION SOURCE

MICROINSTRUCTION DECODE

RAMy RAM SHIFT RAM3

CLOCK O-SHIFT

‘B’ DATAIN

‘A’ (READ)

ADDRESS
‘A’ ADDRESS cP

F Q’

‘3 16 ADDRESSABLE REGISTERS

(READ/WRITE}

QREGISTER

‘B ADDRESS

ADDRESS A’ ‘B’ QO
DATA DATA

OUT OuT

LOGIC

DIRECT ‘O°

DATAIN

A B g

ALU DATA SOURCE

SELECTOR

R S

G

CARRY IN Pp

Cua

F, ‘SIGN)

OVERFLOW

F - 0000

8-FUNCTION ALU

A F

OUTPUT DATA SELECTOR
Y

OUTPUT

ENABLE

" ATA GUT MPR-004

Cammnhkt Cr tO7TO Bo Arhinannad hkirnra Deavirae inne



ALU SOURCE MICRO CODE
MICRO CODE OPERANDS ALU SYMBOL

. Octal | . } Octal Function
Mnemonic | lp | hy | lo | code R Ss Mnemonic | is | la) 43 | code

AQ L L L 0 A Q ADD L L iL 0 R Plus S R+S

AB L L H j A B SUBR Li tik 1 S Minus R S-R

ZQ L H L 2 O QO SUBS Ly} HEL 2 R Minus $ R-S

ZB L H H 3 O B OR Lj HH 3 RORS RVS

ZA Hj tit 4 O A AND Hi LIL 4 RAND S RAS

DA H | t | H 5 D A NOTRS Hi LH 5 RANDS RAS
DQ H H L 6 D Q EXOR Hi HEL 6 REX-ORS RYVS

DZ H | H | H 7 8) O EXNOR Hi HH! H 7 REX-NORS| R¥S

Figure 2. ALU Source Operand Control. Figure 3. ALU Function Control.

RAM Q-REG. RAM Qa

MICRO CODE FUNCTION FUNCTION y SHIFTER SHIFTER
. Octal . . OUTPUT

Mnemonic | lg | bh | fg Code Shift Load Shift Load RAM) | RAM, Qo Q3

QREG L L L 0 x NONE NONE F+>Q F x X x x

NOP L L H 1 x NONE Xx NONE F x x x x

RAMA L H L 2 NONE F>B Xx NONE A X x x Xx

RAMF L H H 3 NONE F>B Xx NONE F X Xx x x

RAMOD |H | Lj L 4 DOWN | Fi2>B8 | DOWN | Qa/270 F Fo IN3 Qo IN3

RAMD H jt | H 5 DOWN | Fi2>8 x NONE F Fo IN3 Qo x

RAMQU |H | Hj] iL 6 uP 2F>B uP 20>Q F INo F5 INo Q3

RAMU H H H 7 UP 2F>B x NONE F INo Fy x Q3

X = Don't care.

B = Register Addressed by B inputs.

UP is toward MSB, DOWN is toward LSB.
Figure 4. ALU Destination Control.

Electrically, the shift pin is a TTL input internally connected to a three-state output which is in the high-impedance state

0 loi0 OCTAL 0 1 2 5 6 7

Cls acu
ource

A4lny ‘ A,O A.B 0,0 0,8 O,A DA D,O D,O
L 3 .

Function

Ch=l A+Q A+B Q D+A D+O )
01] RPiusS

Cnh=H A+Q+1 A+B+1 Q+i B+1 A+] D+A+1 D+Q+1 O+1

Cnh=l Q-A—1 B-A~1 Q—1 B-1 A-1 A-~D—1 Q-D-—-1 —~D—1
1 | S Minus R |

Cyh=H Q—A B-A A—D Q—D —D

Cn=Lb A-OQ-1 A-B-1 -Q-1 ~B—1 —-~A~1 D—~A—1 D-OQ—1 O-1
2 | R Minus S

Ch=H A-Q A-B --Q D—A D-Q O

3 RORS AYO AvB Q D/A DVQ D

4{;RANOS A/Q A’ B 0 DAA DAQ 0

5 | RANDS A’a A’ B Q OLA D/a 0

6 | REX-ORS AYQ AvB Q DvA ova D

7 IREXNORS) 4+0Q AY B O Dv A ova D

+ = Pius. ~ = Minus, V= OR, A= AND: y= EX OR

Figure 5. Source Operand and ALU Function Matrix.
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METALLIZATION AND PAD LAYOUT
afte dy eh ete ce CU oo.
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Top View TOR V eve
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By 18 ———-—_------~ Lenn FF Dy MPR-006 M -00
82 19 ———-—--—-—-— _

83 29 ———_—_—_---—

Op 21

D3 «22

Note: Pin 1 is marked for orientation.

PIN DEFINITIONS

Ap.3 The four address inputs to the register stack used to

select one register whose contents are dispiayed through

the A-port.

The four address inputs to the register stack used to

select one register whose contents are displayed through

the B-port and into which new data can be written when

the clock goes LOW.

The nine instruction control lines. Used to determine what

data sources will be applied to the ALU (1912), what func-

tion the ALU will perform (i345), and what data is to be

deposited in the Q-register or the register stack (1g7g).

A shift line at the MSB of the Q register (Q3) and the

register stack (RAM3). Electrically these lines are three-

state outputs connected to TTL inputs internal to the

device. When the destination code on Ig¢7g indicates an up

shift (octal 6 or 7) the three-state outputs are enabled and

the MSB of the Q register is available on the Q3 pin and

the MSB of the ALU output is available on the RAMs; pin.

Otherwise, the three-state outputs are OFF (high-imped-

ance) and the pins are electrically LS-TTL inputs. When

the destination code calls for a down shift, the pins are

used as the data inputs to the MSB of the Q register (octal

4) and RAM (octal 4 or 5).

Shift lines like Q3 and RAM3, but at the LSB of the

Q-register and RAM. These pins are tied to the Q3 and

RAM; pins of the adjacent device to transfer data be-

tween devices for up and down shifts of the Q register and

ALU data.

Direct data inputs. A four-bit data field which may be

selected as one of the ALU data sources for entering data

into the device. Dg is the LSB.

Yo-3

Om

0|

OVR

The four data outputs. These are three-state output lines.

When enabled, they display either the four outputs of the

ALU or the data on the A-port of the register stack, as

determined by the destination code l¢7,-

Output Enable. When OE is HIGH, the Y outputs are OFF;

when OE is LOW, the Y outputs are active (HIGH or

LOW).

The carry generate and propagate outputs of the internal

ALU. These signals are used with the Am2902 for carry-

lookahead.

Overflow. This pin is logically the Exclusive-OR of the

carry-in and carry-out of the MSB of the ALU. At the most

significant end of the word, this pin indicates that the

result of an arithmetic two's complement operation has

overflowed into the sign-bit.

This is an open collector output which goes HIGH (OFF) i

the data on the four ALU outputs Fo.3 are all LOW. Ir

positive logic, it indicates the result of an ALU operation i

zero.

The most significant ALU output bit.

The carry-in to the internal ALU.

The carry-out of the internal ALU.

The clock input. The Q register and register stack outpt

change on the clock LOW-to-HIGH transition. The clo

LOW time is internally the write enable to the 16 x 4 R/

which compromises the “master” latches of the regis

stack. While the clock is LOW, the “slave” latches on’

RAM outputs are closed, storing the data previously

the RAM outputs. This allows synchronous master-sl:

operation of the register stack.

wm RIE CALCU,



PRELIMINARY DATA

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OVER OPERATING RANGE (Unless Otherwise Noted)
(Group A, Subgroups 1, 2, and 3) i

Typ.
Parameters Description Test Conditions (Note 1) Min. (Note 2) Max. Units
' 

|

IOH = —1.6mA |OH 2.4
Yo, ¥1,¥2. ¥3
lOH = —-1.0MA, Cy+g 2.4

Vec = MIN. ~ = une Vol
VOH Output HIGH Voltage Vial = Ving or V lOH = —800nA, OVR, P 2.4 | olts

INO HL (OH = —600uA, F3 2.4
i = —600uA
OH 2.4
RAMg, 3, Qo, 3

| lOH = —1.6mA, G 2.4

Output Leakage Current Voc = MIN., Vo = §.5V 350 UA
ICEX for F = 0 Output Vin = Vint or Vip

Van V4 YoY lo, = 20mA (COM'L) 0.5

Vec= MIN. | (8 °T 52."3 TG) Sema (MIL) 0.5
VoL Output LOW Voltage Vin = Vin G,F=0 lot = 16MA 0.5 Volts

or Vit Cn+4 loi. = 10mA 0.5

OVR, P loy = 8.0mA 0.5

F32,RAM
sen. 3. Loy = 6.0mA 0.5

Qo, 3

teed i t logical HIGHVin Input HIGH Level Guaranteed input logica G 2.0 Volts
voltage for all inputs (Note 7)

ar

Vit Input LOW Level Guaranteed input logical LOW 0.8 Volts

voltage for ali inputs (Note 7)

Vi Input Clamp Voltage Vcc = MIN., ting = -18MA —1.5 Volts

Clock, OE ~0.36

Ag, Ai, A2, A3 —0.36

Bo, 81, Bz. B3 —0.36

Do, D —0.72ip Input LOW Current Voc = MAX., Ving = 0.5V 0, Dy, 02, 03 mA
lo. 14, fa, fg. tg —0.36

13, 14, 15, !7 —0.72

RAM O, 3. Qo, 3 (Note 4) —0.8

Ch —3.6

Clock, OE 20

Ag. A1, A2, A3 20

Bo, By, Bz, B3 20

lw input HIGH Current Vcc = MAX., Ving = 2.7V Do. D1, 02, D3 40 uA
lo. 14, 12, Ig, Ig 20

13, 14, 15, 17 40

RAMo, 3. Qo, 3 (Note 4) 100

Ch 200
ty Input HIGH Current Voc = MAX., Ving = 5.5V 1.0 mA

Yo, Y1,. Vo = 2.4V 50

Y2,Y3 Vo = 0.5V —50

i Off High | =OZH State (High Impedance) Voc = MAX. Vo =2.4V 100 aA
loz. Output Current RAMg 3 (Note 4)

Qo, 3 Vo = 0.5V _g800

(Note 4)

Yo. 1. ¥2, ¥3,G —30 85

oo, CH+4 —30 —85los Output Short Circuit Current = = aa mAVcc = MAX. + 0.5V, Vo = 05V OVR.P —30 —85(Note 3)

Fa --30 —B5

RAM o, 3. Qo, 3 —30 85

p TAS 28 CO 160 250
so1ee Ta =0°C to +70°C 265

Am2901BPC, OC °lec Power Supply Current Voc = MAX. | __ Ta = +70 c | 220 mA

(Note 6) iSee Fig. 12) Tc = -55°C to 265
Cop | we| Am2901BDM. FM #126 © ' i

| To = +125°C 198 Ke
Notes: 1. For conditions shown as MIN. or MAX., use the appropriate value specified under Electrical Characteristics for the applicable device type. ae

2. Typical lirnits are at Veco: 5.0V, 25°C ambient and maximum loading. 
a

3. Not more than one Output should be shorted at a time. Duration of the short circuit test should not exceed ane second. ¢ ) i
4. These are three-state Outputs internally con eenected to TTL inputs. input characteristics are measured with ig7g (na state such that the three.

State Oujput is OFF.
oe eo , 

a- “MIL” = Am2901BXM, DM, FM. “COM’L = Am2901BXC#PC, DC. re

. Worst case loc is at minimum temperature.

. These input levels provide zero noise immunity and should only be tested in a static, noise-free environment.
w DO!



|. Typical Room Temperature PeriormanceI

t The tables below specify the typical performance of the Am2901B "ead. Modify.Wnte Cycle (from selection of A. B registers 1

at 25°C and 5.0V. Alldata are inns, with inputs changing between to end of cycle.) Sins
OV and 3V at 1V/ns and measurements made at 1.5V. 

For pn
. . Maximum Clock Frequency to shift Q (50% duty cycie,

guaranteed data, see following pages. | = 432 or 632) 33MHz
: Minimum Clock LOW Time 30ns

Minimum Clock HIGH Time 30ns '

Minimum Ciock Period 60ns

B. Combinational Propagation Delays.

C, = 50pF

To Output | | | | RAMo | Qo
x From input | Y | F3 | Cn+4 G, P F=0 OVR | RAM3 Q3

A, B Address 38 | 41 39 33 44 44 50 ~

7 D 22 | 23 24 20 28 29 31 -

e Cn 17 | 19 13 - 22 19 26 ~

TM | tot2 30 | 30 29 22 ~+| 34 34 38 -

= 1345 32 | 32 30 25 32 30 34 -

i 1678 | 17 | = - ~ - - 16 16 |

5 mBwasU | oo { - | - | - | ~ | > | |
Clock f | 29 | 31 29 23 33 35 40 19

C. Set-up and Hold Times Relative to Clock (CP) Input.

N /
CP: \ ]

Input ———

Set-up Time Hold Time Set-up Time Hold Time

Before H >L After H > L Before L > H AfterL > H

A, B Source Address 20 0 (Note 3) 51 (Note 4) 0 |

Plicee ation 11 Do Not Change 0

D - - 39 0

Cn _ _ 33 0 —_
1012 _ — 46 0

1345 ~ - 42 0

1678 5 Do Not Change 0

| RAMO, 3, QO, 3 | a - 9 0

D. Output Enable/Disable Times.

Output disable tests performed with C, = SpF and

measured to 0.5V change of output voltage level.

Input Output Enable Disable
canner pee tn EN RT RE A

OE Y 12 27
carom

qi >
| . Notes: 1. A dash indicates a propagation delay path or set-up time constraint does not exist.

2. Certain signals must be stable during the entire clock LOW time to avoid erroneous operation. This Is indicated by the phrase “do not change’.
3. Source addresses must be stable prior to the clock HL transition to allow time to access the source data before the latches close. The A

address may then be changed. The B address could be changed if itis nota destination: i.e. if data is not being written back into the RAM. Normally
A and B are not changed during the clock LOW time.

4. The set-up time prior to the clock L > H transition is to allow time for data to be accessed, passed through the ALU, and returned to the RAM. It
includes all the tme from stable A and B addresses to the clock L > H transition, regardless of when the clock H — L transition occurs.



il. Guaranteed Commercial Range Performance

The tables below specify the guaranteed performance of the

Am2901B over the commercial operating range of 0°C to + 70°C,

with Vec from 4.75V to 5.25V. All data are in ns, with inputs

Switching between OV and 3V at 1V/ns and measurements made

at 1.5.

A. Cycle Time and Ciock Characteristics.

Read-Modify-Write Cycie (from selection of A, 8 registers

to end of cycle.) m70s
Maximum Clock Frequency to shift Q (50°. duty cycle, 16MHz

| = 432 or 632)

Minimum Ciock LOW Time 30ns

Minimum Clock HIGH Time 30ns

Minimum Clock Period 77ns

B. Combinational Propagation Delays.

C, = 50pF

To Output RAMO QO

From Input =| = Y F3 Cn+4 G, P F=0 OVR RAM3 Q3

A, B Address 60 61 59 50 70 67 71 —

D 38 36 40 33 48 44 45 ~

Cn 30 29 23 ~ 37 29 38 -

1012 50 _ 47 45 35 56 53 57 ~

1345 49 48 44 45 54 49 53 -

1678 28 _ - 27 27

A Bypass ALU _ _ _ _ _

(} = 2XX) 37

Clock 4" 49 48 47 37 59 29

C. Set-up and Hold Times Re Clock (CP) input.

CP:

Set-up Time Hold Time

Before lL > H After L—> H

A, B Source Address 0 (Note 3) 77 (Note 4) 0

B Destination
Address Do Not Change 9)

D - - «87 9)

Cn - _ 53 0

1012 — ~ 70 0

1345 - ~ 66 0

1678 11 Do Not Change 0

RAMO, 3, QO, 3 - - | 16 0

D. Output Enable/Disable Times.

Output disable tests performed with C, = 5pF and

measured to 0.5V change of output voltage level.

Input Output Enable Disable

OE Y 35 25

t : 1. A dash indicates a propagation delay path or set-up time constraint does not exist.

2. Certain signals must be stable during the entire clock LOW time to avoid erroneous operation. This is indicated by the phrase “do not change”.

3. Source addresses must be stabie prior to the clock H — L transition to allow time to access the source data before the latches close. The A

address may then be changed. The B address could be changed if it is not a destination; i.e. if data is not being written back into the RAM. Normally

A and B are not changed during the clock LOW time.

4. The set-up time prior to the clock L > H transition is to allow time for data to be accessed, passed through the ALU, and returned to the RAM. It

includes aii the time from stable A and B addresses to the clock L—> H transition, regardless of when the clock H — L transition occurs.



1. Guaranteed Military Range 
|

Performance | Read Modity-Write Cycle (from selection ot A. B registers. | |

The tables below specify the guaranteed performance of the toend of Cyl | _
Am2901B over the military operating range of —55°C to +125°C, “tAaximum Clock Frequency to shit Q (50°% duty cycie, |
with Vcc from 4.5V to 5.5V. All data are inns, with inputs switch- | = 432 or 632)
: V n V at 1Vi/ns and measurements made at nnn ea et Ae cerning eA mt AEA MO ETE ETT cence ee me

ing between ov and 3 Minimum Clock LOW Time
Minimum Clock HIGH Time

Minimum Clock Period 
_

B. Combinational Propagation Delay
s.

C, = 50pF

From Input |
| A, 8 Address 

|
D

|
4

Input 
} ome

Set-up Time, ¢told Time Set-up Time Hold Time |
> Lo, After H-o-L Before L > H After L— H

0 (Note 3) 97 (Note 4 0
_ | . _

B DestinationAddress Do Not Change 0

Do Not Change

18

D. Output Enable/Disable Times.

Output disable tests performed with C, = 5p
F and

measured to 0.5V change of output voltage l
evel.

| input | Output Enable | Disable |
| OE Y 40 35 |
{ 

|

Notes: 1. A dash indicates a propagation delay path or set-up time constraint doe
s not exist.

2. Certain signals must be stable during the entire clock LOW time to avoid erroneous operation. This is indicated by the phrase “do not change’.
time to access the source data before the latches c

lose. The A

3. Source addresses must be stable prior to the clock H — L transition to allow en back into the RAM. Normally

address may then be changed. The B address could be changed ifitis not a destination; i.e. |

A and B are not changed during the clock LOW time.

4. The set-up time prior to the clock L > H transition is to allow time for data to be accessed, passed
includes all the time from stabie A and B addresses to the clock L~> H transition, regardiess of

f data is not being writt

through the ALU, and returned to the RAM. It

when the clock H— L transition OCCUIS.



Am2901B

Device Path Delay

| Register CptoQ _ 15

| 29018 A,BtoG,P 50 D

/ 2902A G.P to Cp. 10 :
1 . we

| XOR gate _ in to out "1 CLOCK REG CARRY :
i Mux ' DtoY 10 :

29018 RAM set-up 15

Fotal 140ns 
!

° Q

Le SEP IR CAIN GMP oeExample of speed calculation for two’s complement arithmetic operation with shift down. The worst case speed path is shown in half- :

tone. For more detailed timing analysis, see Chapter II! of “Build a Microcomputer,” AMD's application series on the 2900 family. 3

; PACKAGE OUTLINES ‘
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D-40-1 
P-40-1

a
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We | m1 50

510 560 )
* ts 20

wae AOA AT GIT TO APO a TA

UT PITTI _ 00 SEATING
2.020 _ so. 2050 PLANE

2.100 ~ eas - / f
tio | | | :E |i sear bj 1a

} ey | 009| ve | R-
120 080 on150 ae ~ 026 Nw “ ot -—— 0 we ms LL |---| ‘

Flatpack ORDERING INFORMATION

F-42-1 Package Type Temperature Range Screening Level j i
oe Order Number (Note 1) (Note 2) {Note 3) |

—_ AM2901BPC P-40 C C1 |
oe AM2901BDC D-40 Cc C-4 i
e AM2901BDC-B D-40 C B-1

1030 AM2901BDM D-40 M C-3 '

1.090 AM2901BDM-B D-40 M B-3

Hoe AM2901BFM F-42 M C-3

| AM2901BFM-B F-42 M B-3

| Visual inspection
tL AM2901BXC Dice Cc to MIL-STD-883

AM2901BXM Dice M Method 2010B.

_ 130000 . Notes: 1. P = Molded DIP, D = Hermetic DIP, F = Flat Pak. Number following letter is
1370 number of leads. See Appendix B for detailed outline. Where Appendix B contains

006 om several dash numbers, any of the variations of the package may be used unless

‘O12 i 8 otherwise specified.

en 2. C = 0°C to +70°C, M = ~55°C to + 125°C.
ey 3. See Appendix A for details of screening. Levels C-1 and C-3 conform to MIL-STD-

| 883, Class C. Level B-3 conforms to MIL-STD-883, Class B.

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC.,

901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086 (408) 732-2400 TWX: 910-339-9280 TELEX: 34-6306 TOLL FREE: (800) 538-8450

Advanced Micro Devices cannot assume resoansibility for use of any circuitry described other than circuitry embodied in an Advanced Micro Devices’ product. 10-78



IDM2901A 4-Bit Bipolar Microprocessor

General Description Features and Benefits

The IDM2901A 4-bit bipolar microprocessor slice is a © Multiple-address architecture — improves
cascadabie device designed for use in Central Processing speed by providing simultaneous yet j

Units, programmable microprocessors, peripheral control- access to two working registers.

lers, and other “high-speed” applications where economy, Multifunction ALU — performs addition, twod

hardware/software flexibility, and easy expansion are traction operations, and five logic functions on

system prerequisites. The building-block architecture source operands.

and microinstruction format of the 1ODM2901A permits

efficient emulation of most digital-based systems. Flexible data-source selection — for every aj)
function, data is selected from five source ports &.

As shown in the simplified block diagram, the |IDM2901A total of 203 source operand pairs. ¢

device consists of a 16-word by 4-bit 2-port RAM, a Left/right shift independent of ALU — an

high-speed ALU, and the required shifting, decoding, : . .
. ; _ . ae . operation and a left or right shift can be ob

and multiplexing circuits. The 9-bit microinstruction the same machine cycle

word is organized into three groups of three bits each — ,

the first group (bits O- 2) selects ALU source operands, Four status flags — carry, overflow, Zero, and f
the second group (bits 3-5) selects the ALU function, tional sign are available as outputs.
and the last group (bits 6-8) selects the destination Expandable — Connect any number of 1DOM

register within the ALU. The slice microprocessor is together for longer word lengths.

cascadable with full look-ahead or ripple carry; all

outputs are TRI-STATE® and four status-flag outputs

are available. To minimize power consumption and to

maximize speed and reliability, the 40-pin LSI chip is

fabricated using state-of-the-art (Low-Power Schottky)

technology.

Microprogrammable — three groups of 3 bits each

source operand, ALU function, and dest

control,

Biock Diagram | | j
5 y

Pei7vierstefrzsi2gsfe

| caenoeTM ALU ALU
conram. § FUNCTION | soURCE

t SUCROUSTRUCTION DECODE

+

.<m| namy RAM SHIFT Rats joe TC

Og 43

CASCK

8 DATA IN

A (READ) |Avent A ADDRESS cP

¥RAM
18 ACORESSABLE REGISTERS a

hema rtd} BADORESS =A 8 G REGISTER
GATA ATA cP
oUT our @

Logic
DIRECT
DATA _ — _ e

0 A 8 e

ALU DATA SOURCE

SELECTOR
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pani p
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po Fs (SIGH)
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f- 9000
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Diet tel tera ttle
© 1977 National Semiconductor Corp. DATA OUT DA-B20M77/Frinted @
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Solute Maximum Ratings | Operating Range ay

age Temperature -65°C to +150°C Ambient *

wrature (Ambient) Unaer Bias -55°C to +125°C P/N Temperature Vcc wf
Pty Voltage to Ground Potential O.5V to +6.3V IDM2901A DC,PC = OC to +#70°C_— “4.75 V to 5.25 V _—
4 — joltage Applied to Outputs for IDM2901A DM, FM) -58°C to +125°C 4.50 V to 5.50 V ‘a
7 " , g Output State -0.5V to +VcCC max | :

Bnet Voltage -0.5V to +5.5V

en. tout Current, into Outputs 30 mA ,

Binout Current -30mA to +5.0mA »

; dard Screening (Conforms to MIL-STD-883 for Class C parts) i 7” :

| | MIL-STD-883 | Level i
a Step | Method Conditions DC, PC DM, FM a

Mae Pre-Seal Visual Inspection 2010 B 100% 100% oa

| Stabilization Bake 1008 C: 24-hour 150°C 100% 100% aa

: -65°C to +150°CTemperature Cycle 1010 C: -65 C to +15 100% 100%
10 cycles

Centrifuge 2001 B: 10,000G 100% 100%

Fine Leak 1014 A: 5x 10°8 atm-ce/em3 - 100% 100%

Gross Leak 1014 C2: Fluorocarbon 100% 100%

: Electrical Test 5004 See below for

i m Subgroups 1 and 7 and 9 definitions of subgroups 100% 100%

i Insert Additional Screening here for Class B Parts

) Group A Sample Tests |
Subgroup 1 | | LTPO =5 LTPD=5

Subgroup 2 LTPD =7 LTPD =7

Subgroup 3 5005 See below for LTPD =7 LTPD =7
Subgroup 7 | definitions of subgroups LTPD =7 LTPD =5

Subgroup 8 ! LTPD =7 LTPD =7

Subgroup 9 i LTPD =7 LTPD=5

=, Additional Screening for Class B Parts Group A Subgroups
a (as defined in MIL-STD-883, method 5006)

Z ax he

MIL-STD-883 Level Subgroup | Parameter Temperature Q

Step Method Condinnens OMB, FMB 1 OC 25°C rs)

# 8urn-In 1015 5: 125°C, 180 hours min 100% 2 oc Maximum rated temperature J

: Electrical Test 5004 3 oc Minimum rated temperature Z
B. Subgroup 1 100% 7 Function 28°C oO

it Subgroup 2 100% 8 Function | Maximum and minimum rated Oo
fae §=SUbgroup 3 100% temperature =

ge, SMDoroup 7 100% | 9 | Switching 25°C ©

_ Subgroup 9 . 100% 10 Switching | Maximum rated temperature wa
a e Return to Group A Tests in Standard Screaneng 1t Switching | Minimum rated temperature w

| c
2
apne

G
E Z

“ical Characteristics Over Operating Range

. Typ a: ae
5 Symbol Description Test Conditions (Note 1) Min | (Note 2)| Max | Units 4

lOH = -1.6mA: 24 —

Yo/¥ 1/¥ 2/13 mt

IOH = -1.0 MA: Casa 2.4 fi

; CO Emi = -800 pA; OVR/P 2.4 a. a
Output H ces ma 1OH Vv |

(OH = -600 yA; 24 4

RAMg 3/00,3 Oo

lon = -16mA;G | 2.4 : =

7 TER 1078 1681



Electrical Characteristics (cont'd.}

Typ
Symbol Description Test Conditions (Note 1) Min | (Note 2)} Max Units

ICEX Pee ones curren Vcc = min: VOH = 5.5V, Vin = Vix or VILE 250 pA

| = 20mA (Com't

Yor 1/Y 9 | 0.5
lot = 16mA (Mil); 05

Yo/Y1/%2/Y3

Vcc = min; OL = 16mA; G/F =0 0.5
Vo~_ jOutput Low Voitage Vin = ViH or Vit [io, = 10mA: Greg 05 Vv

lo. = 10mMA;

OVA’ 0-8
lol = BMA; 05

: F3/RAMg 3/Q9 3

Vi {Input High Level Suaranteed input logical high voltage for all 20 Vv

Vit {Input Low Level eu arenteed input logical low voltage for all oo 0.8

VI Input Clamp Voltage Vcc = min; lin = -18MA ~1.5

| Clock/OE/Cy ~0.36

Ao/A4/A2/A3 -0.36

Bo/B;/B2/B3. ~0.36

Vcc = max: Do/D3/D2/D3 ~0.36 ° 7
lig = [Input Low Current Vin = 0.5V io/t Marie 0.36 mA = -

Is/iq/ls ~0.36

iz/ig -0.72

RAM9g 3/09,3 (Note 4) | ~0.36

: Clock/OE 20

' Ag/Ay/A2/A3 20

f Bo/B1/B2/83 20

4 Vcc = max: Do/D 1/D2/D3 20
& , iH Input High Current Vin =2.7V io/la/ig/ig/ig 20 pA

* wef I3/la/tg/l7 20

: RAMQ,3/Q0,3 (Note 4) 100

- Ch 20

- ty} | Input High Current Vcc * max; Vin = 5.5V 1.0 | mA

' oo Voz2.4V 50

S | LP YOMININS TT Tosv BE
I { i =

EB] eee Basan teee |e mm von co |
: oO RAM0,3/00,3 Fos V
- e (Note 4) ~360

o Yo/Y 1/¥ 2/Y3/G -30 -85

= ircut Vee = 5.75 vt} "4 : < =Gy los eet short Circuit Current Von , Sy OVR/P ~30 ~85 mA

Oo F3 -30 ~85
os RAMg, 3/00 3 ~30 -85
= Ta = 25°C 180 | 250

: : pe | TA 7 °C to #70°C 180 | 265
4 - icc |Power Supply Current (Note 6}| Vcc = max Ta = +70°C 180 | 230 | mA

ae pm | 1C = 88°C to +125°C 180 | 280

Lae To = +128°C 180 190

: rs | Note 1: For conditions shown es min or max, use the appropriate value specified under Electrical Characteristics for the applicable
oO. device type.

an: a Note 2: Typical limits are at Vcc = 5.0 V, 25°C ambient, and maximum loading.

ie Note 3: Not more than one output should be shorted at a time. Duration of the short circuit test should not exceed one second.
a Oo 7 Note 4: These are TRI-STATE outputs internally connected to PNP inputs. Input characteristics are measured with 1g,7,8 in a state

such that the TRI-STATE output is off (high-impedance).

Note 6: “Mil” = 1DM2801A DM, FM; “Com” = 10M2901A DC, PC.

Note 6: Worst case icc is at minimum temperature.

1682 @IC MASTER or
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Architecture

Figure 1 shows a detailed block diagram of the

1OM2901A. Observe that all data paths are 4 bits wide:

however, the 4-bit slice can be cascaded to the number

of bits required for @ particular application. Although all

parts of the bipolar device are important, the two key

elements are the 16-word by 4-bit 2-port RAM and the

high-speed ALU.

Any one of the 16 words in RAM can be read from the

A-port (A3-Ag) or the B-port (B3-Bp); the selected

word for the A-port is determined by the 4-bit A-address

field, whereas the B-address field controls the output of

the B-port. If the two address codes are identical, the

same file data appears simultaneously at both output

ports (A and B).

When engbled by RAM EN, new data is written into the

file “ward” defined by the B-address field: the write

function is implemented when the clock input is low.

Each bit of data to be written is input via a 3-input

multiplexer; this scheme permits shifting up one bit

position (from LSB towards MSB), shifting down one

bit position (from MSB towards LSB), or not shifting

at all. A similar scheme is used when data is written into

the “OQ” register.

Each of the A and B data ports drives an associated 4-bit

latch. These latches hold the RAM data while the clock

input is low; consequently, any possibility of race

conditions when writing new data is eliminated.

The high-speed ALU can perform three binary arithmetic

and five logic operations on the two 4-bit input words

(R3-Ro and $3-So). The R-input field is driven from

a 2-input multiplexer, whereas the S-input field is driven

by a 3-input multiplexer. Both the R- and S-multiplexers

oven |
lo 1] io | Octal R S

L L L ‘ A | a

L L H 1 A B

L H L 2 O Q

L H H 3 O B

H L L 4 0 A

H L H 5 D A

H H L 6 D Q

H H H 7 D O

Figure 2. ALU Source Operand Contro!

have an inhibit capability, where no data is p

is equivalent to a ‘zero’’ source operand. Re

figure 1, observe that the A-port output of the R
the 4-bit direct-data inputs (03-DQ) are conn

the R-input multiplexers; the S-input muttie

three inputs — one from the A-port of RAM, ¢

the B-port of RAM, and one from the Q- Tegister, |

Sn

With the foregoing input-multiplexer scheme, ¢

(A, B, D, Q, and ‘‘Zero’’), when taken in Pairs,

any one of ten source operands for the ALU —

AQ, AO, 8D, BQ, BO, DQ, DO, and QO. When the;
B address fields for RAM are identical, it is
certain combinations {(AD/BD, AQ/B8Q, and £

redundant; that is, the identical function is ime

for either operand. Only seven of the combinati

completely nonredundant. Eight of the ten ene

tions (source operands! are implemented by)
1DOM2901A microprocessor. The ALU source ones
are selected by three microinstruction inputs — t¢

and !2. These inputs are defined in figure 2. Each | ’
preceding D and Q operands provides an

function. The D input (direct-data) is used to tox
working registers inside the 2901 device; also, this §

source can be used to modify data files within the

The Q-register is an internal 4-bit data source
well suited for a multiply/divide operation; however

some applications, it can be used as a dat

register or as an accumulator.

The ALU is a high-speed arithmetic/ogic operator thy

capable of performing three binary arithmetic functiiaa
and five logic functions. Three microinstruction ines

(13, 14, and 15) are used to select one of the ef
functions; these inputs, along with their octal codes, 3
defined in figure 3.

Figure 3. ALU Function Contro!

Nor

the

Micro Code ALU Symbol

Is ig | 13 Octal Function |

L L L 6) R Plus S R+§

LiL] H 1 |SMinusR | 8-R'

LIT HIL 2 RMinusS | R-S”

Ll HH 3 RORS RVS}

H}| LIL 4 RAND S RAS’

a 5 RANDS

H}| HI L 6 REX:ORS | R¥S.

H | H | H 7 REX-NORS| R¥5.

1684
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ion 3
§

‘Normally, the look-ahead carry mode is used when

cascading the ALUs of several microprocessor devices.

The carry generate (G) and carry propagate (P) outputs

5 pas. - th are suitable for use in a carry-look-ahead generator. A

Re ig rgearry-out (Cp+4) is also generated and is available for

the RAM andpuse as the carry flag in a status register or as a ripple-

connected ;.gearry output. Both carry-in (C,) and carry-out (Cy+4)

ultiplexer hae gre active-high signals. Three other status-oriented

AM, one from§ outputs are available from the ALU; these are F3, F =0,

ster, g and overflow (OVR). The F3 output is the most signifi-

= cant (sign) bit of the ALU, and, without enabling the

ne, the input; TRISTATE outputs, it can. be used to determine
Pars, ronal positive or negative results. When enabled, the Jogic level
U— AB, AD § of F3 is identical to that of sign bit Y3. The F = 0 output

ven the A ancff ig used for zero detect; F =0 is high when all F outputs
Is Clear tha fll sre low. The F =O output is of the open-collector type

d A0/B0) are® and can be wire ORed between microprocessor slices.
implementea The overflow (OVR) output is used to flag arithmetic

Dinations are fh operations that exceed the available twos-complement

2n combina & number range. When an overflow exists (Cy+3 and

ted by thefl Ca+g are of opposite polarity), the OVR output is high.

its alo It : Outputs from the ALU can be stored in the register file
. Each of the & OF the Q register, or can be transmitted to the outside

an essential i world. Eight possible destination codes are defined by

! to load the ie microinstruction inputs 16, 7. and 8: the various

‘0, this input | destination control codes are shown in figure 4. The

tin the ALU. 4bit data field (Y3- Yo) is a TRI-STATE output that

wurce that . can be directly bus organized. The Y outputs are enabled
however for F by OE; when this control signal is high, the Y -outputs

data-holding , we TRI-SSTATEd. A 2-input muitiplexer is also used at

& the Y-output port to select either the A port of RAM

& of the F output of the ALU; this selection is coftrolled

‘rato... tis @ %v the previously described microinstruction inputs (ig,

ic ful. ons J 7, and Ig).

ion inputs f As previously described, the RAM inputs (register file)

T the eight m” ere driven by a 3-input multiplexer. Thus, outputs from
I codes, are § m the ALU can be entered nonshifted, shifted up (towards

Be MSB) one position (x 2), or shifted down (towards LSB)

i, one position (+2). The shifter is equipped with two

Ports — RAMg and RAM3; both ports consist of a

| fe TRISTATE buffer-driver, each of which supplies one

| Be input to the foregoing multiplexer. In the shift-up (x 2)

fe. Ode, the RAM3 output driver and the RAMQ multi-

ae Dlexer input are enabled, whereas in the shift-down (+ 2)

Bee, Ode, the RAMQ output driver and RAM3 multiplexer

og

input are enabled; in the no-shift mode, both drivers are

TRI-STATE and neither multiplexer input is enabled.

The shifter is controlled by the Ig, 17, and Ig micro-

instruction inputs.

The Q register likewise is driven from a 3-input multi-

plexer and the Q shifter is equipped with two input/

output ports — Qg and Q3. Operation of these two ports

is similar to that of the RAM shifter, and the ports are

controlled by I6, 17, and Ig. In the shift-up or shift-down

modes, the QO register is shifted in a specified direction

with the input/output terminals of the register being an

input (for a shift-up) or an output (for a shift-down). In

the no-shift mode, the multiplexer may enter the ALU

data into the QO register; in this case, input/output lines

of the register are TRI-STATE.

The clock input shown in figure 1 controls the RAM, the

A and B latches, and the QO register. When the clock

input is high, the A and B latches are open and data

from the RAM outputs is allowed to pass through to the

ALU or “Y” outputs. When the clock input is low, both

latches are closed and the last data entered is retained.

When the clock input is low and if the input contro!

code (!g, !7, and ig) has enabled a file-write operation,

new data, as defined by the 4-bit B-address field, is

written into the RAM file. When enabled, data is clocked

into the Q register on the low-to-high transition of the

clock pulse.

Source Operands and ALU Functions

Any one of eight source operand pairs can be selected

by instruction inputs Io, 14, and |2 for use by the ALU;

instruction inputs 13, 14, and [5 then control function

selection for the ALU — five logic and three arithmetic

functions. In the arithmetic mode, the carry input (Cy)

also affects the ALU functions; the carry input has no

effect on the “F’’ result in the logic mode. These control.

parameters (Ig-!9 and Cy) are summarized in figure 5

to completely define the ALU/source operand functions.

The ALU functions can also be examined on a task basis:

that is, add, subtract, AND, OR, and so on. Again, in the

arithmetic mode, the carry input will affect the result,

whereas in the logic mode it will not. Figures 6 and 7,

respectively, define the various logic and arithmetic

functions of the ALU; both carry states (Cp =0/Cpy = 1)

are defined in the function matrices.

ee | Figure 4. ALU Destination Contro! |

Symbol Micro Code RAM Function | Q-Reg. Function y RAM Shifter | Q Shifter

—__— 17 te | Oo | shift | Load | Shift | Load Output | RaAMo | RAM3 | Qo | Q3
R+S :

3_ A L L 0 x None None F+Q F x x Xx x

Res L oH 1 X -| None | X None F x Xx X | X

Rvs H L 2 None FB Xx None A xX x x X

RAS ‘HH H 3 None F+B X None F xX x x x

RAS a 4 Down | F/2>B | Down | Q/2-+Q F Fo IN3 Qo IN3

Rus L 6H 5 Down | F/2>B X None F Fo IN3 Qo X

ws | H L. 6 Up 2F>8 Up 2Q0->Q F INg F3 INg Q3
—— H oH 7 Up 2F +B x None F INO F3 x Q3

PP: ~ Register Addressed by 8 inputs.
, "8 toward MSB, Down is toward LSB.

B X= Don't care. Electrically, the shift pin is a TTL input internally connected to a TRI-STATE output which is in the high-impedance state.

ae. |" 1978 1685
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: Figure 5. Source Operand and ALU Function Matrix ¥ - Log Fu

on when the iDN
Source four signals

addi carry.

| AQ | AB | 0.Q | 0B | OA | DA | DQ | Do fam: indica’ tun)| Octal | ALU 3 i gight
154.3 | Function | gre as follow

| selected acco:
| |

Cy=t A+Q | A+B Q B A D+A | D+Q D ae | Defin;
0 R Plus § 

ie | Port
Cy=H Q+1 |A+B+1/ Q+1 B+1 | A+1 |D+A+1/D+Q+1/ D+, “ae. Pye.

CotL |Q-A-1/B-A-1/ Q-1 | B-1 | A-1 /A-D-1/Q-D-1] -p_-) Ya Po =
1 S Minus R j Poe.

Cy, =H Q-A B-A Q B A A-D | Q-D -. a 3°:« 

z C4 = G3 + Ps!

Cy=b |A-Q-1)/A-B-1) -Q-1 | -B-1 | -A-1 |D-A-1/0-Q-1] D-1 MMB] Cy=GoeP.
2 R Minus § Ro

C,7=H A-Q A-B -Q -B -A D-A D-OQ D Pinout ©

3 RORS AVQ AVB Q B A DVA DVAQa D Pin function:

sor are as fo}

A3-A0
4 RANDS AAQ AAB 0 0 0 DAA DAQ 0

5 | Ranpos | AAQ | AAB Q B A DAA | DAQ 0 B3-PO

6 | REx-oRS| A¥Q | AvB Q B A o¥A | p¥a D :

7 |REX-NORS| A¥Q | A¥B 0 B A OVA | D¥O 5 ig-!o

| += Plus; — = Minus: V = OR, A= AND; ¥ = EX-OR.

aay Figure 6. ALU Logic Mode Functions (C,, Irretevant) Figure 7. ALU Arithmetic Mode Functions Q3/RAM3

as/tere Group F ‘Octal Ch =O (Low) Cy = 1 (High)
40 AAO 15 .4,3/12,1,0 Group Function; Group | Function at

1 a1 AND AAB 00 A+O A+0+1 | faeOo 45 DAA 01 ADD A+B | ADOplus | A+B+1 14 (Oo 46 0 AQ 05 D+A one D+A+1 :
5 30 Avo 06 D+Q |, 0+Q+1 :OD 31 AVB 02 Q tCc 35 On OVA 03 PASS B ' Ont :
° 36 Ova 04 A rncrement A+]

— 60 AVOQ D+1 ;

£ 61 EX.OR Avs 12 Q-1 oO© 65 D¥A 13 Boa B
” 66 ova 14 Decrement A-1 PASS A ;

70 A¥vO 27 -‘o n EX.NOR A¥v8 on1 0
cc 75 OVA 33 Bot 2s Com 37 OVO -~B- p ~2 “ 2 1s Comp -~A-1 (Negate) ~A
o 3 INVERT 6 7 == <2rr 74 A 10 Q-A-+1 Q-A

77 6 11 B-~A-1 B-A ennectesnsnevememaresnnsesen
—_ = 5 15 A-D-1 A-Dpe 63 8 

16 Subtract | Q-D-11! Subtract Q-0c ee PASS A 20 (1s Comp) | A- Q-1/(2s Comp) | A-Q _oa 67 D 21 A-B8-1 A-B
Fe) 25 D-A-1 D-A
" a ° 26 D-Q-1 0-Q
1a 34 PASS A ,

8 37 o

F S 
|a as “ZERO” 3 ,

Rs \. 50 AAQ
A @ 51 AAB 

G> 55 MASK BAA 
Note 1: G| 56 Baa
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Bear. Functions for G, P, Cn+4,
Bend OVR

ten the (DM2901A is in the add or the subtract mode,

ge signals (G, P, Cy+4, and OVR) are available to

dicate carry and overflow conditions. Based on the
ALU functions, logic equations for these signals

as follows. (Note: The ‘’R’’ and “S" inputs are

ed according to figure 2.)

Definitions (+ = OR):

Po=Ro+So Go = Roso

Py =R7 +S] G1=R1S]1

P9=R2+5S2 G2 = R289

P3=R3+53 G3 = R383
BPS = Ga + P3G2 + P3P2Gy + P3P2P1Gq + P3P2P1PQC,-_ ; - = G2 + P2Gq + P2P1Gq + PoP4PoC,,

aoe -Ao
ae

sar5
an

a Bo
ae

- 3 out Descriptions of IDM 2901A
i functions for the |DM2901A 4-bit slice microproces-
iw are as follows:

4-bit address field used to select one of the
file registers whose contents are displayed

through the A port of RAM.

4-bit address field used to select one of the
file registers whose contents are displayed

through the B port of RAM. When the clock

is low, new data can be written into the
selected B-port register.

Nine instruction-control lines — lo/Iy/l2
determine data sources of ALU, 13/Iq/I5

select ALU function, and Ig/I7/Ig select

data inputs for the Q register or the register
file.

Serves as shift data input/output lines for
the most significant bit (MSB) of Q register

(Q3) and the register stack (RAM3). These
lines are TRI-STATE outputs that connect
to TTL inputs within the 1DM2901A device.

When the destination code, as defined by
I6/I7/lg, indicates an up-shift (octal 6 or 7),
the TRI-STATE outputs are enabled: accor-
dingly, the MSB of the Q register is available
on the Q3 pin and the MSB of the ALU
output is available on the RAM3 pin. Other-

wise, these output lines are TRI-STATE or

serve as LS-TTL inputs. When a down-shift

is indicated by the destination code, the Q3

and RAM3 pins are used as data inputs to

the MSB of the QO register or RAM.

Qo/RAMg These shift lines are similar to Q3 and RAM3,

D3-Do

Y3-Yo

PIG

OVR

F3

except they operate on the least significant

bit (LSB) of the Q register and RAM. To

transfer data for up- and down-shifts of the

Q register and the ALU, the Qg and RAMo

pins are connected, respectively, to the next

less-significant device (Q, and RAMA) in

the cascaded chain.

A 4-bit data field that can be selected as a

source of external data for ALU — Dog is the

least significant bit.

4-bit output data of IDM2901A. These lines

are TR!I-STATE; when enabled, they provide

either the ALU output or data from the A

port of the register file — the selected source

is determined by the destination code, as

defined by Ig, 17, and Ig.

When the Output Enable (OE) signal is high,

the Y outputs are inactive; when the signal

is active-low, the active high or low outputs

are enabled. |

Carry generate and propagate outputs — see
figure 8 for logic equations.

The overflow flag corresponds to the

exclusive-OR of the carry-in and carry-out of

the MSB of the ALU. When set high, it

indicates that the result of an arithmetic
twos-complement operation has overflowed

into the sign bit — see figure 8 for the logic

equation.

An open-collector output that goes high if

ail data lines (F3-FQ) are low, that is, the

result of an ALU operation is zero.

Carry-in to ALU.

Carry-out of ALU — see figure 8 for logic

equations.

Clock input. Outputs of QO register and file

are clocked on low-to-high transition; the

low interval of the clock input corresponds

to the “write enable” period of the 16-by-4

RAM, that is, the “master” latches of the

register file. When the clock is ltow,: the

output latches store the data previously held

at the RAM outputs; thus, synchronous

master-slave operation of the register file is

permitted.

Most significant (sign) bit output of the

ALU.

i

1978

is 4.3 | Function P GS Cnse OvR

0 A+S P3PoP;P5 G3 + P3G2 + P4P2Gy + P3P2PyGo C4 C3 ¥Cq

1 $-R Same as R + S equations, but substitute R; for R; in definitions.

a 2 R-§ Same as R + S equations, but substitute S; for S| in definitions.

; 3 RVS LOW P3P2P4Po P3P2P1Py + Cp P3P>P1Po + Ca
a 4 RAS LOW G3 +Gp+ Gy + Go G3 +Ga+G;+Go+C, G3 +G2+G1+Gg+C,
: 5 RAS LOW Same as RAS equations, but substitute R; for Rj in definitions.
3 ss _§ RWS Same as A ¥ S equations, but substitute A, for A; in definitions.
a (a 7 RWS | G3 + G2 + Gy + Gol G3 + P3G2 + P3P2Gq + P4P2P1Gq | See Note 1 See Note 2
as

* P3G2 + P3P2G, + P3P2PyPH(Go + U,,) Note 2: [P> + GP, + G2G Pq + G2G1GoCq! w (Ps + G3P5 + G3G>P, + G3G7G Pp + G3G2G4GQCa}

Figure 8. Logic Equations for Flag Outputs

fi ae oh oe
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: Guaranteed Operating Conditions 5
Over Temperature and Voltag

When operated in a system, the timing requirements for Yable 1. Cycle Time and Clock Characteristics

the 1OM2901A are defined in tables 1, 2, and 3. Table 1

provides clock characteristics of the IDM2901A, table 2 IDM2901A

gives the combinational delay times from input to Time DC,PC | DM, FM

output, and table 3 specifies setup and hold times. If - a

used according to the specified delay and setup times, ewe oye cvele
the device is guaranteed to function properly over the A, B registers to end of 60 ns 75ns

entire operating range. Table 3 defines the time prior to cycle}

the end of the cycle (low-to-high transition of clock Mani Clock E cut
a that each | let 2e th aximum Clock Frequency to

pulse) that each input must be stable to guarantee that Shift Q Register (50% duty | 20MHz | 16MHz
. the correct data is written into one of the internal cycle)

registers.

Minimum Clock Low Time 25ns 30 ns

Minimum Clock High Time 25ns | 30ns

Minimum Clock Period 60 ns 75 ns

Table 2. Maximum Combinational Propagation Delays

(ail in ns; Cy < SOpF)

Commercial Military

. 10M2901A DC, PC (0°C to +70°C; 5 V t 5%) 10M2901A OM, FM (-55°C to 4125°C: 5 V + 10%)

On To Output F=0 Shift Outputs F=0 Shift
a v F c G/F | AL = | OVR Y F GP | RL = | OVA

8 > joe 470 RAM | Qo i i 470 RAMo“ From lnput we RAM3; Q3 RAM;

ae A,8 70 | 65 | 65 | 60 | 70 | 68 70 - 85 | so | so | 75 | 85 | 80 | as
os D larithmetic mode) 45 | 45 | 45 | 45 | 55 | 45 | 50 | - | 55 | 55 | 55 | 585 | 70 | 55 | 60

. : D (t= X37) 45 45 _ _ 55 ~ 50 ~ 55 55 - _ 70 _ 60

“ Cp 32, | 32 | 20 | - | 40 | 30 | 35 | - | 40 | ao | 25 | - | 50 | 35 | 45
? 12.10 6§ |; 56 | 50 | 45 | 60 | 50 | 60 - 70 | 60 | 60 | 55 | 75 | 6 | 75

a 1543 50 | 50 | 50 | 45 | 58 | 50 | 50 - 60 | 60 | 60 | 55 | 70 | 60 | 60

Ce 13.7.8 2 | - | - | - | - | - | 30130 |30 1) -'| —~ |. |. | 2 | «0
' OF Enable/Disabie 30/25) - ~ ~ - - - — |40/25; ~- - - - - ~ ~
mo A Bypassing ALU (1 = 2xx) | 40 ~ ~ _ - ~ ~ - 50 _ ~ - _ ~_ _ -

Soe Clock § (Note 6) 6 | 60 | 6 | 50 | 6 | 55 | 6 | 35 | 75 | 75 | 75 | 65 | 75 | 70 | 75
ve hue

of oO

e a trent ;

or g Table 3. Setup and Hold Times (all in ns) — Note 7 3

| 2 Commercial IDM2901A DC, PC Military 1DM2901A DM, FM
“1 8 (0°C to +70°C, 5 V + 5%) (-55°C to +125°C, 5 V + 10%)

= From Input Notes Setup Time Hold Time Setup Time Hold Time ;
®
n A, B Source 2,3, 4,5 60, towl + 20 0 75, towl + 25 0

o B Destination 2,4 towl + 15 0 tpwl + 15 0 }

1 6 D (arithmetic mode) 40 0 50 0 3
1 3 D (1 = X37) 5 40 0 50 0

{=< Cr 25 0 30 0
i 12,1,0 45 0 55 0 :

4 & 1543 45 0 55 0
“a g ; 1876 4 tpwLl + 15 0 towL + 15 0

ta RAM0,3/00,3 20 0 25 0 5

‘ ' 4 Note 1: See figures 9 and 10.

Note 4: “

Note 2: If the B address is used as a source operand, allow for the ‘‘A, 8 Source’
address, use the B Destination” setup time.

Note 3: Where two numbers are shown, both must be met.

tow" is the clock low time.

Note 5: DVO is the fastest way to load the RAM from the D inputs. This function ts obtained with | = 337.
Note 6: Using Q register as source operand in arithmetic mode. Clock is not normally in critical speed path when QC is not a source.

setup time; if it is used only for the destinetion a

é

q

Set-Up
Setup and:

high transt

must be $

until the

Note: N

n~ Z
go kwon §



&

4 Set-Up and Hold Times (mimimum cycles from each input)
i - sup and hold times are defined relative to the low-to- hold times are ‘zero.’ The set-up times allow sufficient

4 ; transition of the clock pulse. At all times, inputs time to perform the: correct operation on the correct
‘ st be stable from the setup time prior to the clock data so that the correct ALU data can be written into

BR sountil the hold time after the clock — observe that all the correct register.

a | (AT LEAST 36s)

a Cp \ | [—

Note: Numbers shown are minimum data-stadle times in nenaseconds for commercial produ
ct -— see table 3 for detaited information.

: . PouTpurs

ef

| Ca FROM IDMZSO1A

| Cary FROM CARRY
LOCKANEAD GENERATOR

[<e— 40 NOTE 4 —P>j

!

, a SS
og ova =
- | ~~ 2» ——>} --H-H-HE

i ¥ OUTPUT

‘ SHIFT OUTPUTS |

+>
20 ns

SETUP

Notes:

1. This delay is the max tog of the register containing A, B,D, and |.

2. 10ns for look-shead carry. For rippie carry over 16 bits use 2 x (Cy + Cr +4), or GO ns.

3. This is the delay associated with the multiplexer between the shift outputs and the shift inputs on the IOM2901A.

4. Not applicable for logic operations.

5. Clock rising edge may occur here if add and shift do not occur on sameé cycle.

Figure 10. Switching Waveforms for 16-Bit System Assuming A, 8, D, and | are Driven from Registers with the Same Propagation
erciat-product specifications.)

Delay and Clocked by the iODM290T1A. (These are maximum times in nanoseconds using commercia-produc

1689
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Figure 11. Input/Output Current Interface Conditions for IDM2901A
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560
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16 .co Vec om Ay F3 a3 Why

, < RAMg | . tt21 
RAM) AAA

Qg
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Figure 12. Burn-in Circuit for IDM2901A
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Connection Diagrams

OF (Tage View) Flat Pook i Tee View!

Aj! N/A 40 pp OF ig —— t WH 42 p— Ig
Az wd 2 39 fmm 3 17 —¥ 2 Al pa Ag

Ai=—q3 38 p—— Y2 RAM} “43 S0p— Ay

Ag m= 4 37 aoe V4 CP md @ 39 pee AZ
1g <= § 36 pm YQ RAMg "15 38p—— Aj

ee 35 pommne B Vcc 46 37 TE

17 ng 7 VY ae OVA fx Q meg} 36 p—— ¥3

RAM owng 6 . 33 p= Card ig == 8 35 bene ¥?

RAMg =m 8 32 pone & y ——d 3A femme V4

Veca=qg 12 — 1OM2901A 31 pam Fy 17 ——4 18 33 fame YQ

F = 0 omg 11 30 ——— GND 03 —411 32 pum B

ig ~—4 12 25 bem Ca GNQ aq 12 31 fame OVA

1y ed 13 28 pig HC =f $3 Op—— Cas
17 <nq 14 27 femmes 1g, Bg ——4 14 - 29 pame §

CP ammng 15 26 fom 13 By mq 15 28 pam F3

03-4 18 25 > Dg 82 ——4 16 27 }——— GND

89 —4 17 24 pm 04 83 —417 26f—= Cy

By 4 18 23 b= D2 Qe ——4 18 25 pew fg

Bz 4 19 22-03 03 ——4 19 2a is

83 ——426 21 po Og 02 —~4 29 2 13

0) “121 22p—— Og

NOTE: PIN 11S MARKED FOR ORIENTATION.

NOTE: SOTH GROUNDS (PINS 12 and 27}
MUST BE CONNECTED.

Physical Dimensions

Moe = OR %
6 ome -0032 { T { — i

ow 16 203-6 3080 | 7 . | au 7 = ———

TM 8j5c 25° C/W

Ordering Information

Package Temperature Order

Type Range Number

Molded DIP O.Cto+70C — 1DM2901APC
Hermetic DIP 0 £ to +70 © !1OM2901ADC

Hermetic DIP —§5 Cto+125 C {10M2901ADM

Hermetic Flat Pack —55 C to +125 Cc IDM2901AFM

Dice 0Cto+70 C {OM2901AXC

Manutactured under one ar more of the following U.S. patents: 3063262, 3189758, 3231797, 3303986, 3317671, 3323071, 338107), MOB542, 14721075, MIG473, 40098, 3518750, 3519097, 3557431. 3560785.

25662 18p FS71690, 3575609. 3579059, 3593069, 3897540, 3607469. 3617859. WSI1312, 3639082, 36IB1F1, 3648071. 365156S. 3603748.

National Semiconductor Corporation
2900 Semiconductor Orive, Santa Clara, California 95051, (408) 737-S000/TWX (910) 339-9240

National Semiconductor GmbH
008 Fuerstenteiddruck, indusiriestrasse 10, Weet Germany, Teis. (06141) 1371/Telex 05- 27849

National Semiconductor (UK) Ltd.
Larkfield industrial Estate, Greenock, Scotiand, Tete. (0475) 33251 /Teiex 778-632

“
or.

Pee

i

a C MA
Ram

- Neteonal does net assume any cosponnbility fer use of eny cercurtry described: aa corcurt patent bcences are imphed; and National reserves the right, at eny time without aotice, to change sad circuitry.
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100001073

(Continued)

The Q register is also driven from a 3-input
multiplexer. In the no-shift mode, the multiplexer
enters the ALU data into the Q register. In either the
shift-up or shift-down mode, the multiplexer selects
the Q register data appropriately shifted up or down.
The Q shifter also has two ports: QO0-LO/RI and
Q3-RO/LI. These ports operate in the same way as the
RAM shifter and are controlled by I6, 17, and I8.

The RAM, the Q register, and the A and B data
latches are controlled by the clock input. When
enabled, data is clocked into the Q register on the
low-to-high clock transition. When the clock input is
high, the A and B latches are open and pass the data
present at the RAM outputs. When the clock input is
low, the latches are closed and retain the last data
entered. If the RAM-EN is enabled, new data is
written into the RAM file (word) which is specified by
the B address field when the clock input is low.

The 100001073 has tri-state outputs.

NOTE The 100001073 is a low power Schottky
device.
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pen
Microprogram Sequencer

PIN CONFIGURATION

Cara <n Yy Yo Yr Yo $o

SERESEGERER
se fF 66 618 MM 89 tesla

UUUUUU
TERS SqOy 0, Og GNOscj-° ~ s(J2 uumVee eC)-

Nate: Pin t is marked for orientation.

MICROPROGRAM SEQUENCER BLOCK DIAGRAM

mre AE MENT ER

100001074

Cn+4

pPC

REG

STKO-STK3

$P

External

A’

i(A)

pWR

Outputs

Yi

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Carry out from the incrementer

internal Signals

Contents of the microprogram counter

Contents of the register

Contents of the push/pop stack. By definition,

the word in the four-by-four file, addressed by

the stack pointer is STKO. Conceptually data

is pushed into the stack at STKO; a subsequent

push moves STKO to STK1; a pop implies

STK3 ~ STK2 ~ STK1 ~ STKO. Physically,

only the stack pointer changes when a push or

pop is performed. The data does not move. !/O

occurs at ST KO.

Contents of the stack pointer

Address to the control memory

Instruction in control memory at address A

Contents of the microword register (at output

of control memory). The microword register

contains the instruction currently being exe-

cuted,

Time period (cycle) n

Control tines for address source selection

Control lines for push/pop stack

Enable line for internal address register

Logic O8 inputs on each address output line

Logic AND input on the output lines

Outout Enable. When OE is HIGH, the Y out-
puts are OF F (high impedance)

Carry-in to the incrementer

Inputs to the internal address register

Direct inputs to the multiplexer

Clock input to the AR and uPC register and

Push-Pop stack -

Address outputs. (Address inputs

to contro! memory.)
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100001074

(Continued)

ADORESS SELECTION OUTPUT CONTROL

OCTAL |S, Sq| SOURCE FOR Y OUTPUTS [SYMBOL OR; ZERO OF Yi

0 t ot Microprogram Counter pPC x x H Zz

1 lt #H Register REG x L L L

2 H L Pust-Pop stack STKO H Hi L H
3 H H Direct inputs 0; L H L Source selected by So Sy

Z = High impedance

SYNCHRONOUS STACK CONTROL

FE PuP PUSH-POP STACK CHANGE

H x No change

L H increment stack pointer, then

H = High push current PC onto STKO

L = Low L L Pop stack (decrement stack pointer)

X = Don't Care

OUTPUT AND INTERNAL NEXT-CYCLE REGISTER STATES

X= Oon't care, 0 = LOW, Ps HICH, Assume C,, © HIGH

Nore STKO is che locet or accresced by the stack po mnter

— PRINCIPLE
CYCLE | Sy,So, FE, PUP | pPC | REG | STKO | STK1] STK2 | STK3 | Your COMMENT USE

N 0000 J K | Ra | Rb | Re | Ro J End
N41 - 411 K | Rb | Re | Rad | Ra | — | PoP Stack Loop

N 0001 J K Ra Rb Re Rd J Set-up

N41 _ yi} «x | os | pa | pb | pe | — | PushaPe Loop

N 001 xX J K Ra Rb Re Rd J . .

N+ - 41] K | Ra | Rb | Rc | Ra | — | Continue Continue

N 0100 J K Ra Rb Re Rd K Pop Stack; End

N+1 _ K+1 K Rb Re Rd Ra _ Use AR for Address Loop

N 0101 J K Ra Rb Re Rd K Push pPC; JSR AR
N+1 _ K+1 K J Ra Rb Re - Jump to Address in AR

N 011X J K Ra Rb Re Rd K .
N44 _ K+1 K Ra Rb Re Rd _ Jump to Address in AR JMP AR

N 1000 J K Ra Rb Rc Rd Ra Jump to Address in STKO; RTS

N+1 _ Ra+1 K Rb Re Rd Ra — Pop Stack

N 1001 J K Ra Rb Rc Rd Ra Jump to Address in STKO;

N+1 — Ra+1 K J Ra Rb. Re _ Push uPC

N 101 xX J K Ra Rb Rec Rd Ra . Stack Ref
N+4 _ Ratt K Ra Rb Re Rd _ Jump to Address in STKO (Loop)

N 1100 J K Ra Rb Rec Rd D Pop Stack; End

N+1 _ D+1 K Rb Re Rd Ra ~ Jump to Address on D Loop

N 1101 J K Ra Rb Rec Rd D Jump to Address on D; JSR D

N+1 _ 0+1 K J Ra Rb Re _ Push uPC

N 111k J K Ra Rb Rec Rd D
N41 _ 044 K Ra Rb Rc Rd _ Jump to Address on D JMP D
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100001074

(Continued)

The 100001074 is a bipolar microprogram sequencer

consisting of a 4-bit cascadable slice. Two 1000010748

can address up to 256 words of microprogram and

three devices can address up to 4K words of

microprogram.

A four-input multiplexer is used select either the

addrees register, direct inputs, microprogram

counter, or file as the source of the next

microinstruction address. The SO and Si inputs

control this multiplexer.

The address register consists of four D-type, edge

triggered flip-flops with a common clock enable. When

the address register enable is low, data enters the

register on the low-to-high transition of the clock.

The 4-bit direct data inputs are also used as inputs to

the register to permit an N-way branch where N is

any word in the microcode.

The microprogram counter (uPC) consists of a 4-bit |

incrementer followed by a 4-bit register. The

incrementer has carry-in (Cn) and carry-out (Cn +4).

When the least significant carry-in to the incrementer

is high, the current Y output word plus one is loaded

into the microprogram register on the next clock

cycle. In this way, sequential microinstructions can be

executed. When the least-significant Cn is low, the

incrementer passes the Y unmodified and this same

word is loaded into the microprogram register on the
next clock cycle. In this way, the -same

microinstruction can be executed any number of

times by using the least-significant Cn as the control.

The file is a 4 x 4 stack which provides the return

address linkage when executing microsubroutines. It

contains a stack pointer (SP) which points to the last

file word written. This permits stack reference

operations to be performed without a push or pop.

r

The stack pointer operates as an up/down counter
with separate push/pop and file enable inputs. The

Push operation is enabled when the file enable is low
and the push/pop input is high. When this happens

the stack pointer increments and the file is written
with the appropriate return linkage (the next
microinstruction address after the subroutine jump
which initiated the Push). A Pop operation is enabled
when the file enable is low and the push/pop input is
low. The stack pointer decrements on the next
low-to-high clock transition. When the file enable is
high, no action is taken by the stack pointer

regardless of any other input.

When the Zero input is low, all Y outputs are low
regardless of any other inputs (except . Each Y
output bit has an independent OR input so a
conditional logic one can be forced at each Y output to
allow jumping to different microinstructions on
programmed conditions.

The 100001074 has tri-state outputs.

10-36



100001075|
| 

0 pee ey

ef, Octal D-Type Edge- Triggered Flip-Flops

BLOCK DIAGRAM
PIN CONFIGURATION

‘cc ls output _()
— CONTROL

201,19 [|] 8

on a o2 fo]
Lc. (tes c.
§ 6 ?

a

(2)
QO

(8)

i;

S| o
i5

ao * 3

(7)
logic: see function table 30 D «

O—<Dcx
5 (6) 30

(8)
40 Oo q

@o——>cK . (9)

FUNCTION TABLE , G “0

(13)
50 D qOUTPUT

CONTROL clock §=6© P—PcK (12)
L t H +H 6 50

L t t L (14)

L L x 0 q
Qo b> CKH x x Zz ‘ > (15)

6 60

7 

(17)

‘a ° 70

(16)

#

v5? ra

oO 70

8D (18) o

ec CK

aycrocn “Yo

The 100001075 is an 8-bit register containing edge

triggered D-type flip-flops with totem-pole tri-state

outputs. The D inputs are applied to the Q outputs on

the positive transition of the clock.

(19)fi

The buffered output control will place the outputs in a

normal logic state (high or low level) or a

high-impedance state. In the high-impedance state,

the outputs can neither load nor drive the bus lines.

Data can be retained or new data entered even when

the outputs are off.

NOTE The 100001075 is a low power Schottky
device.
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ete comer emit

“Am2SG9-Am2oTi —
Microprogram Sequencers

dn

} DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

@ 4-bit slice cascadable to any number of micrqwords

© Internal address register

@ Branch input for N-way branches

® Cascsdable 4-bit microprogram counter

© 4x 4 file with stack pointer and push pop control for

. nesting microsubroutines.

® Zero input for returning to the zero microcode word
® Individual OR input for each bit for branching to higher

fnicroinstructions (Am2909 only).

@® Three-state outputs

© All internal registers change state on the LOW-to-HIGH

transition of the clock

@ Am2909 in 28-pin package

| @, Arn2911 in 20-pin packagega

GENERAL. DESCRIPTION ~

The Am2909 is a four-dit wide address controller intended

for sequencing throuch a seri2s of microinstructions con-

tained in a ROM or PROM. Two Am2909’s may be inter-

connected to generate an eicht-bit address (256 words),

and three may be used to generate a twelve-bit address

(4K words). . .

The Am2909 can select an address from any of four
sources. They are: 1) a set of external direct inputs (D);

2) external data from the R inputs, stored in an internal

register; 3) a four-word deep push/pop stack; or 4) a pro-

gram counter register (which usually contains the fast

address plus one). The push/pop stack includes certain

contre! lines so that it can efficiently execute nested sub-

routine linkages. Each of the four outputs can be OR’ed

with an external input for conditional skip or branch

instructions, and a sep-rate fine forces the outputs to all

zeroes. The outputs are three-state.

The Am2911 is an identical circuit to the Am2909, except

the four OR inputs are removed and the D and FR inputs

are tied together. The Am2911 is in a 20-pin, 0.3" centers

package.
r
.
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stlow addressing of up ta 255-words of microprogram anc

three devices allow addressing of up to 416 words of micro-

program. A datailed logic diagram is shown in Figure 2.

The device contains a four-input multiolexer thar is used to

select either the addrass register, direct inputs, microprogram

counter, or file as the source of the naxt microinstruction ad-

dress. This multiplexer is controlled by the So and S) inputs.

The address register consists of four D-typ2, edge triggared

flip-flcps with a comrnon clock enable. When the address

recister enable is LO‘, new data is entered into the register

on the clock LOW-to-HIGH transition, The address register

is available at the multiplexer as a source for the next micro-

instruction address. The direct input is a four-bit fieid of

inputs to the mulnplexer and can b? selected as the next

microinstruction address. On the Am2911, the direct inputs

are also used as inputs to the register. This allows an N-way

branch where N is any word in the microcode.

The Am2909/Am23911 contains a microprogram counter

(uPC) that is composed of a 4-bit incrementer followe-J by a

4dit register. The incrementer has carry-in (Cy) and carry-out

(C44) such that cascading to larger word lengths is straight-

forward. The pPC can be used in either of two ways. When the

least significant carry-in to the incrementer is HIGH, the

microprogram register is loaded on the next clock cycle with

the current Y output word plus one (¥+1>yuPC.} Thus sequen-

tial microinstructions can be executed. lf this least significant

Cr is LOW, the incrementer passes the Y output word unmod-

ified and the microprogram resister is loaded with the same

Y word on the next clock cycle (Y>puPC). Thus, the same

microinstruction can be executed any number of times by

using the least significant Ch as the control.

The last source available at the multiplexer input is the 4 x4

file (stack). The file is used to provida return address linkase

pedormed without a push or pop.

The stack pointer operates as an up/down counter with
sesarate push/pop and tile enable inputs. When the file enabta

input is LOY and the push/pop input is HIGH, the PUSH

Operation is enabled. This causes the stack pointer to

increment and the file to be written with the required return

linkage ~ the next microinstruction addrass following tha sub-

routing jump which initiated the PUSH.

If the file enoble input is LOW and the push/pop control is

LO’, a POP operation occurs. This implies the usace of the

return finkaga during this cycle and thus a-return from sub-

routine. The next LOW-to-HIGH clock transition causes tha

stack pointer to decrement. If the file enable is HIGH,

no action is taken by the stack pointer regardless of any
other input.

The stack pointer linkage is such that any combination of
pushes, pops or stack references can be achieved. One micro-

instruction subroutines can be performs. Since the stack is

4 words deep, up to four microsubroutines can be nested.

The ZERO input is used to force the four outputs to the

binary zero state. When the ZERO input is LOW, all Y

outputs are LOW regardiess of any other inputs (except OE).

Each Y output bit also has a separate OR input such that a

conditional logic one can be forced at each Y output. This

allows jumping to different microinstructions on program

red conditions.

The Am2233/Am2911 feature three-state Y outputs. These
can be particularly useful in military designs requiring externas
Ground Support Equipment (GSE) to provide automatic

checkout of the microprocessor. The internal conzrot can
be placed in the high-impedance state, and preprogrammed

sequences of microinstructions can be executed via external

access to the control ROM/PROM. -
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vere internat ad ext

_ 2 Am2999. Since its principle application ts as a controller

ot tor a microprogram store, ibis necessary to define some signais
| cod with the microcove itsalf, Figure 3 illustrates the

surg cata sMeet TO rapes

ed with
symbors is used in eet

wranl re sisters and signa’s us

associat

“ - bosic interconnection of Am2993, memory, end microinstruc-
yf tion-resister, The definitions here appiy to this architecture,

: Inputs to Am2909/ Am2911
S$}. S09 Control lines for address source selection

FE, PUP Control fines for push/pop stack

RE Enable line for internal address register

. OR;j Logic OR inputs on each address output line

ZEKO Logic AND input on the output lines

OE Ourput Enable. Vyhen OE is HIGH, the Y out-
-puts are OFF (high impedance)

Ch Cardy-in to the incrementer

R; Inputs to the internal address register

D; Direct inputs to the multiplexer

cP Clock input to the AR and pPC register and

Push-Pop stack

. Outputs from the Am2909/Am2971

Vi... Address outputs from Am2909. (Address inputs

to contro! memory.)

CLoce

oO

G | | a
. 8 dD
~ Am2908
( —> So S,. FE. PUP, KE

Nae . _~

a

CONTROL MEMORY

{20M, PROM of BAM) ®

" stad

seovence | LOGIC MICROWORD
. CONTROL CONTROL REGISTER

ricco of) RIELOS bwa)

i | > TO Am2961

| ______ > TOOTMER DEVIKES

Figure 3. Microprogram Sequencer Control.
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Interna! Signals

pPC

REG

STKO-STK3

Ss?

Contents of the microprograsn counter

Contents of the register

Contents of the push/pop stack. By definition,

the word in the four-by-four file, addressed by

the stack Sointer is STKO. Conceprually data
is pushed into the stack at STKO: a subsequent

push moves STKO to STK; a pup implies

STK3 ~ STK2 -» STKY > STKO, Physically,

onty the stack pointer changes when a push or

pon is performed. The data does nor rove. 1/0

occurs at STKQ.

Contents of the stack pointer

External to the Am2909/Am2911

A

HA)

pWR

Tn

_Addzess to the control memory

Instruction in control memory at address A

Contents of the microword register (at output

of contra] memory). The microword register

contains the instruction currently bzing exe-

cuted. .

Time period (cycle) a

2 (IF 4 (JQ

% 2
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VPESRATION OF THE Am2909/Am23171

6

x

<

-

:Am230

»

for the contro} of the push/pon stack. Figure 6 shows in detail

*

°

°

ee the effect of So, Sy, FE and PUP on the Am2909. These four

wt! Fisuro 5 lists the select codes for the multiplexer. The two signals define what address appears on the Y outputs and what

n bits apolied from the microword register (and additional com the state of all the internal registers will be following the clack

~Y Sinational logic for branching) determine which data source LOW-to-HIGH eds2. In this ilustration, the microprogram

Ti sontains the address for the next microinstruction. The counter is assumed to contain initially some word J, the ad-

7 contents of the selected source will appear on the Y outputs. — dress register some word K, and the four words in the push/

a _ Figure 5 also shows the truth table for the output contro} and =—s pop stack contain Ra through Rg.

a , 3 . . | Address Selection Output Control

Bs OcTAL |S, S| SOUACE FOR Y OUTPUTS |SYM30L OR; ZERO Oe Yj

23s 0 tL tb Microprocram Counter . pPe x Xx H Zz .
ee . 3 x L L t

OS: t.qgt HW Register REG

7] 2 HL Push-Pop stack STKO H H L _ 4H
23 3 H oH Direct inputs D; L H L Source selected by Sp Sy

aH 2 High Impedance
cf . Synchronous Stack Contro} |

Bah ° —y
mst . FE PUP PUSH-POP STACK CHANGE

aps 
; .

“a _H X | Nochance |

Ra t- H ‘ Increment stack pointer, then
£e sh Hie push current rC onto STXO

Ee a «Co Low L u Pop stack (decrement stack pointer)

Tee" X = Don’t Care 
-

Ae Figure 5.

; __ | | PRINCIPLE
CYCLE [ S$}, S$). FE, PUP] pPC REG STKO | STK1] STK2 | STK3 | Your COMMENT USE

N oocoo | 3 | K | Ra | Ro] Ac | Rat 3. os End
Net _. gyal K | Rb | Re | Rd | Ra | —” | POPS _ | Loop

-N 0007 J K Ra Rb Re Rd J Pc Set-up
N+t - xi} x | 3 [pa | mb | re | — | PF Loop

N 001X 3 {| « | Ra | po | re | Ra] 3 , _
N+ - ya} K | Ra | po | Re | Ra | — | Continue Continue

N 0160 3 K | Ra | Rb | Rc | Rd | K_ | PopStack; End
N+1 _ | K+ K Rb Re Rd Ra — | Use AR for Address Loop

N 07101 J K Ra Rb Re Rd Kf} Push pPC; | JSR AK

N+i _ K+1 K J Ra Rb Re -— | Jump to Address in AR

N 011%X J K | Ra |. Rb | Re | Rd | K 5 to Addressin. 1 .
Net _ K+} K Ra Rb Re re | — ump to Addressin AR . JP AR

ae N 1000 3 K Ra Rb Re Rd Ra | Jump to Addressin STKO; | pre

; N+ - Ratt} K | Rb | Re | Rd | Ra | — | PopStack

as N 4001 J K | Ra | Rb | Re | Rd | Ra | Jump to Address in STKO;
“FS Nei ~ Rati | K 3 | Ra | Rb | Re | — | PushePC
232 

| . __

tae N 101xX J K Ra | Rb | Re Rd | R2 | sumo to Addressj , Stack Ref

4 Ned of - Rati] K Ra Rb | Re Rd - ven ress in STRO (Loop)

es N 1100 3 | K | Ra | Rb | Re | Ra | D_ | PopStack: End
f+? _ D+ K Rb Re Rd Ra _ Juma to Address on D Loop

N 1101 » | « | Ra | pb | Re | ra | D_ | Jump to Address onD; ISR D
N+1 - Dts | K J Ra | Rb Re ~ {| PushpPC

n | tttx | a | x [ Ra | ao | re | pe | D fy, 4 wap Pr
Ne _ DH K Ro Rb Re Rd _ Jump to A dress on D JMP D

X= Don's care,O = LO, 2 ~ HIGH, Assume C,, = HIGH

Nore: STHKO isthe lacetion addcovusd Dy the stecs DOINTOEF,

hee Ae . w“ PSY AI Soren st et Ro att amy ol 2 Ss
" ~ AI 0 8 EE ANE

EP rR Ee Re HR, WE ete ian ee a ee oo ee

Fijzure &. Output ond Entarnal Naxt-Cycto Register States fer A.n2909/An. 2974,

es ememe °* 6
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‘ renaZoom FNPoo 3

Siorag2 Temperature

Temoerature (Ambient) Under Bias

. Supply Voltage to Ground Potential

DC Voltace Applied to Outputs for HIGH Output State

BC Input Voltzae

MX Outout Current, Into Outputs

DC Input Current

PAAXIMUM RATINGS (Above which the usaful life may be impaired)

ae

OPERATING RANGE

* Am2909/1

—65°C to +150°C

—55°C to +125°C

—0.5 V to +7.0V

—0.5 V ta +Vee max.

—0.5 V to#7.0V

30 mA

~30 mA to +5.0 inA

mo,

meme ree lh a ee ee -. .

apt OOF sos

P/N Ambient Temperature Vee

Am2909/29110C, PC O°Cra 470°C © 4.75V t0 5.25V

Am2909/2911DM, FM 55°C to +125°C 4.56 to 5.50V

STANDARD SCREENING |

(Conforms to MIL-STD-883 for Class C Parts) -

MIL-STD-833 | Level
Step tethod Conditions Am2503/Am2S19PC, DC | Am2909/Am2971DM, FM

Pre-Seal Visual inspection 2010 B , 100% 100%

. 24-hour
Szabslization Bake 1003 Cc 250°C 100% 100%

~AS*C to +150°C
Temperature Cycle 1010 ¢c iO cycles 100% 100%

Cenvrituge 2001 B 10,000G — 100% ° 100%

Fine Leak 1014 A 5x 10-8 atmeceferm3 100% * " 100%

Gross Leak 1014 C2 Flucrocarbon 100% ° 100%

Electrical Test 500 See below for

Subgroups 1 and 7 . definitions of subgroups 100% 100%
iesert Additionat Screening here for Ciass B Parts

Group A Sample Tests ,

Subgroup 3 LTPD =5 LTPO =5

Subgroup 2 LTPO-7? ~*~ LIPO 7

Subgroup 3 See betow for " tTPO=7 LIPO"?

Subsroup 7 5005 definitions of subgroups LTPD~7 LTPO-7
Subgroup B LTPO 7 LTPO#7

Subgroup 9 tTePD 7 LTPoO-7

*Hiot aaplicable for .

a erire or - ADDITIONAL SCREENING FOR CLASS B PARTS

MIL-STO-833 _ Level
Step Method Conditions Pa n29039/Am293 1D MB, FMB

128°CBurn-in | 1015 o 160 hours min. 100%

Electrical Test 5004 «

Subgroup 1 100% .

Subgroup 2 OOS .
Subsroup 3 1ocs
Subgroup 7 100%

. Subgroup 9 100% .

Return to Group A Tests in Standard Screening

ORDERING INFORMATION GROUP A SUBGROUPS
fas defined in MIL-STD-883, method 5005)

Am2909 Am2git Subgroup [| Parameter Temperatura
Package Temperature Order Order 1 oc 25°C

Type Range Number Number 2 DC Maximum rated temperature
: . 3 3 oc Minimum cated temperature

Rfofded DIP oc to +70 C AM2909PC AM2911PC 7° Function 2c
Hermetic DIP OCro+70°C = =AN29090C AM29110C 8 Function BYaximum and minimum rated

Hermetic DIP = 55°C 10 #125°C. AM2909DM AM29110M temperature

Hermatic FlatPak -—55°C to 4325 C Am25G9FM ~ 9 Switching 28°C
Dice OC to #70°C Am2909X%C —_ 10 Switching Maximum Rated Temeperature

1} Saitchng Bini yn ated Temperature

2-8



ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OVER OPERATING RANGE (Ustess Otherwize Moted) ay
- 

x
Tyo. : e!

. Parainatars Description Test Conditions (nore 3) Bin. {Nor 2} PAax, Units t vit
. 

. 8

~ TO Voc = MIN., mL lon 7 —F.OMA 2.4 ei

° , 3 Volt i
Vou Ourput HIGH Voltoz Vine VinorMit [come | ton = -256mA | 24 " t

fo . lo.” 40mA ~ O04 t i

s Veco” MIN... lot. »BOomA 0.45 ! + :
OV Voltas? Volts t E.

VOL Output L > Vino Vir or Vin lop = W2MA - i

(Nore 5} — ' . ; a

Guaranteed input Icsical HIGH ; be
* " ! . 0 <é "s

Vin Input HIGH Leve ° voltage for all inputs 2 ° Volts 6 of
bog: -

Guarantead input logical LOW PALL 0.7 Vo! eSt } 
Olts

. Vin Input LOW Leve 4 voltage for all inputs COM’L P 60.3 { “

7. Vv). Input Clamp Voltage Veco 7 MING YN = —-TemA -15 Volrs | : :
—1.03 Py.

. Vcc" MAX., & -—— : mh po
. fi : = - 3 ¢ tor |

Ne Input LOW Currsht Vin = 0.4V Push/Pop, C= 0.72 | Ske.

. . a Others (Nore 6) 0.36 re

| | a 40 Re
a Veco" MAX.. puah/P 20 A ae

, H H rrent 
$ hr

. tH | Input HIGH Cu Vin 2.7 op B tk

i ° , Orhers (Note 6} 20 : if
Voc = MAX., Cp. Push/Pop oe 02 A Ee

8 input HIGH Current 
_ 7

: ee Vin TM 7.0V Others (fore 6) 0.1 . a

| ircui : . ak
: los Curput Shorz Circuit Current Voc TM MAX. ~4£0 ~100 mA i |:

_ & 4 : : , ~ ; ‘ k

icc Power Supply Current Voc = MAX. (Note 4) po 80 130 mA |. - - if)

. loze Voc = MAX., Vout = 0.4V , ~20 oy
. Ourput OFF Current —— pa yO

; . to7H a OE *2.7V Vout * 2.7V 20, ) z
- . . a

° Notes: 1. For conditions shown as MIN. or MAX., use the approariace value coecifiee uncer Electrical Characteristics for the epplicadis device type. -
2. Typical timirs are at Vcc TM 5.0V, 25 C ambient end maximum icading. * _. 4
3. Not more then one output should be shorted at a time. Oursation of the short circuit test should not exceed one second. =e

4. Apply GND to Cp, Ro. Fy, Az. R35, OAg. OR4, ORZQ, OFZ. Do. Dy. Dz. 37d D3. Orher inputs epen. All ourputs open. Measured after s .

LOW-t0-HIGH clock transition. — 
7 os .

&. The 12mMA guarantee applies only to Yo. V3. V2 and Y3. .

6.. For the Amm2912, O; and RF; are internally connected. Loading is doudled (to sane values as Push/Pop).

ey, a . . . b!
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OME 2 SARTO RTETOR =:
Data General Corporation (DGC) has prepared this manual for use by

grant any license to make, use. or seil equipment manulactured in accordance herewith.

DCC personnel and customers as a guide to the proper installation. operation, and maintenance of OGC equipment acdsoftware. The drawings and specifications contained herein are the property of DCC and shali neither be reproduced in whole on in part without OGC's prior written approval nor be irgiied to

100001080

YWo> YO
Octal Buffer And Line Driver

With 3-State Outputs

PIN CONFIGURATION

Yee Poe] wwe 2a sv2 tad iv} qal t¥6 2ay

20 ® s g % * “* a 2 wt

Sivdiv,
IDeocce ce’
AIPA

This device features three-state outputs, selectable
combinations of inverting and noninverting outputs,
symmetrical G'(active-low output control) inputs,

and complementary G and G’inputs.

NOTE The 100001080 is a low power Schottky
device.

100001081

Decoder/Demultiplexer

GiEMABLE [
INPSTS |

OaTa

OurTrurTs

SELECT é

INPUTS

NOTE The 100001081 is a low power Schottky

device.
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. . . z cf ' ers ; aj i I E ’ tye we By. wom ee hede “¥ « . ; ;msiroction bunny executed at any Given tim is the one con- SawWO Toe returh oS libess bbe su rdcitie o~- Peehal Ooh Fe be Ls creda UG

- tained in the aucrowaord register Qe). The contents of the tne O inputs from the np WVA and appears on the Y outputs. The
eee wee 

zV2 also controls (indirectly, perhaps) the four signals Sg, Sy, first instruction of the subsounne, WA), is accessed and is at

. FE, and PUP. The starting address of the subroutine is applied tie inguis of the pivR. Onihe neat clock transition, MA) is

— - to the D inputs of the Am2903 at the appropriate time. loaded into the pWiR for execution, and the return acdree
“ J+3 is pushed onto the stick. The return instruction is exe.

, In the columns on the left is the sequence of microinstructions cuted at Ts. Figure 8 is a similar timing chart showing one

to. to be executed. At address J+2, the sequence control partion sudrouting Inking to a second, the latter consisting of only
cae of the microinstruction contains the comand “Jump to sub- One microinstrsction,

CONTROL MEMORY . .

Execute Cycle T T T T. T. T. T, T- Mieroprogram : 0 | 1 ot f2 { Ts |] Te f[ Ts | Te | Tr | Te } To |

exscuts Clock TT] TY TY | '

° cle Sequexer . | LJ | 1] L LJ Y LJ. é Address Instruction Signals

' J-1 ~ Am2909 | $1.So] © 0 3 0 ) 2 0 0 .

Tp J —. Inputs FE H H L H H L nh H
iy ne _ (from PuP x x H x x L x x

T2 #2 | JSSRA uWR) D x x A x x x x x
Tg dH3 _

T; $4 - pPc Jr J+2 J+3 Art A+2 At3 Jt4 J+5
. _ ~ STKO _ - ~ 5+3 J+3 3 ~ -
: - . ~ Internal | cry

Registers | ~~ ~ — ~ ~ ~ ~ - _
- _ STK2 ~ _ ~ - _ _ ~ _
- _ STK3 _ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~ _

T A ey) Am2909 |

Ts Atl ~ Output Y HT | 2 A Att | Ae2 | HZ | J+s | HS
° Ts At+2 RTS ROM
oe _ ~ . Output (Y) HI) |} SSRA] HA) | ifAet) RTS | {53} | W564) | (+5)

° ~ ~ Contents
TM = - | of pWR

- - . Kinstruction pVIR 5) | HD ISRAT MAD PMAtt) | RTS | 1(s3) | des)
. 

- 
- 

ing

_ ~_ executed)

ée . Figure 7. Subroutine Execution. | Ca = HIGHm

te 8 CONTROL MEMORY oo : . .
[. | . Micropregram Execute Cycle To Ty " | Te T; TT, Jf Ts Te . Ty Te | Te

\ Sa" =O OOo oi too. Cycete Sequencer . |
Address instruction Signals

° 3-1 _ - | am2909 | S3.So} 0 0 3 0 0 3 2 0- 2 0

To J _ Inputs FE H H L H H L L H L H

T; Kl _°* (from PuP x x H x x H “Lh x L x

> 2 JSRA - BWR) D x x A x x B x x | xX x

Tg $3 -

- - pPc J J+2 J+3 Art A+2 Ar B+1 Ata | AtS j-3

. - ne ' , STKO _ ~_ - J3 H+3 $3 A+3 33 +3 -

- for | feeebtsmp - f=} - f=] - f= poe} - pe ys

. 3 A - STK3} — - - - - _ _ _ _ _
TV, At _

a Ts A+2 JSR B Am2909

Tg At4 RTS RON

- - Output (VY) | S40) PISRAT] WMA) | MA+I)] JSRB | RTS | t(A+3) ‘RTS H(2+3) | O¢ pes}

~ ~ Contents
a — of pWa

¥5 8 RTS {instruction} pwWR HJ) Pen ysRAP MA) | MASI SSRBL RTS [MAt3)) ATS 1 (3433
- - being

~ ~ executed) . °

Figure 8. Two Nested Subroutines. Routine B is Only One Instruction. Cy © HIGH
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sPD416

pe PD416-1

p24 PD416-2

#-PD416-3

F geerocomputers, ine

16384 x 1 BIT DYNAMIC MOS

RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY

DESCRIPTION The NEC uPD416 is a 16384 words by 1 bit Dynamic MOS RAM. It is designed for

memory applications where very low cost and large bit storage are important design

objectives.

The uPD416 is fabricated using a double-poly-layer N channel silicon gate process

which affords high storage cell density and high performance. The use of dynamic

circuitry throughout, including the sense amplifiers, assures minimal power dissipation.

Multiplexed address inputs permit the uPD416 to be packaged in the standard 16 pin

dual-in-line package. The 16 pin package provides the highest system bit densities and

is available in either ceramic or plastic. Noncritical clock timing requirements allow

use of the multiplexing technique while maintaining high performance.

FEATURES e 16384 Words x 1 Bit Organization

e High Memory Density — 16 Pin Ceramic and Plastic Packages ”

e Multiplexed Address Inputs ®

e Standard Power Supplies +12V, -5V, +5V a

e Low Power Dissipation; 462 mW Active (MAX), 20 mW Standby (MAX) e

; e Output Data Controlled | by CAS and Unlatched at End of Cycle S

e Read-Modify-Write, RAS-only Refresh, and Page Mode Capability Oo

ro. e All Inputs TTL Compatible, and Low Capacitance So
Bg. e 128 Refresh Cycles =>

e 4 Performance Ranges: QO

Lu

ACCESS TIME | R/W CYCLE | RMWCYCLE =
»pPD416 300: ns 510 ns 510 ns

uPD4 16-1 250 ns 430 ns 430 ns

uPD4 16-2 200 ns 375 ns 375 ns

: uPD416-3 150 ns 375 ns 375 ns a

a PIN CONFIGURATION VY PIN NAMES : |
& Ves ()1 161-) Vss 7

- Address Inputs

PIN C 2 15 CJ CAS ae Column Address Strobe a :
write C] 3 140) Dout Din Data In |
Aas C14 uPD 30) Ag DOUT Data Out

RAS Row Address Strobe

Ag C 5 416 12 = A3 Y WRITE Read/Write
V Power (-5V)

A2 C ° " | Ma Tec Power (+5V)
Ay C7 10 [F) As | Voo Power (+12V)

Vop c 8 7 Vcc Vss Ground



nme CELL

COLL Matas

meats

1 Switce

SENSE amp

10 ST CH

CELL MATRIX

128 » 64

Ousemv CELL

78

#
&
5

OQ

E Operating Temperature ......... 0.0.0.0... .000--0-0 eek. 0°C to +70°C
5 Storage Temperature............... wee ee ee eee ee ... 755°C 10 +150°C
© All Output Voltages@ ............... wet eee ee ee eae ~0.5 to +20 Volts
S All tnput Voltagess@........20.0..000000.0........ -. 70.5 to +20 Volts
¢) Supply Voltages Vpp, Vcc. Vss @.................. ...- 70.5 to +20 Volts
uJ Supply Voltages Von, Vcc @ ... ss. Dee e eee eee 2... 71.0 to +15 Volts
= Short Circuit Output Current ...................... wee eee eee 50 mA

Power Dissipation. ......... wee ee tee www e ee eee ene ose... 1 Watt

Notes: @ Relative to Veg

@ Relative to Vss

COMMENT: Stress above those listed under “Absolute Maximum Ratings” may cause permanent
damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or
any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is notimplied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device
reliability.

"Ts = 25°C

MEMORY
Ta= OC to 70°C, Vpp = +12V + 10%, VBB = —5V + 10%, Vcc = +5V +t 10%,Vss = OV

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN’ a MAX UNIT CONDITIONS

terson | | [+ | s |»
AAS Cae ane Cr | 8 | 10 | pF

amen Co 5 7 pF

Yee

ves

Vvoo

F

ud

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM
RATINGS*

CAPACITANCE

MPDad

DIAGRAY
:

2 Bt 2 eee r Se ae eres =
* Be,
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CHARACTERISTICS

T, = O°C to +70°C (1), Vop = +12V + 10%, Vcc = +5V t 10%, Vag = -5V : 10%, Vos = OV

>ARAMETER SYMBOL LIMITS UNIT TEST

MIN TYP MAX CONDITIONS

Supply Voltage Vpoo 10.8} 12.0 | 13.2] v Q)

Supply Voltage Vec 4.5} 5.0 5.5) Vv 2 @

Supply Voltage Vss 0 0 0 V (2)

Supply Voltage Vea -4.5]/ -5.0]/ -55/] Vv (2)

Input High (Logic 1)

Voltage, RAS, CAS, ViHC 2.7 7.0} V Q)

WRITE

Input High (Logic 1)

Voltage, all inputs

except RAS, CAS VIH 2.4 20; v | @
WRITE

Input Low ( Logic 0)
Voltage, ail inputs Vit ~1.0 0.8 V @
Operating Vpp Current Ipo1 35 mA RAS, CAS cycling;

tRc = trRc Min.

Standby Voo Current lnop2 15), mA RAS = Vinc. Oout

= High Impedance

Refresh Voo Current 1pD03 25 mA RAS cycling, CAS =

7 Vinc: tac = 375 ns(4)

Page Mode Voop lpp4 27 mA RAS = Viz, CAS

Current | cycling: tpc =

225 ns @)

Operating Vcc Icc1 “uA RAS, CAS cycling;

Current trac = 375 ns G)

Standby Vcc Current Icc2 -10 10 uA RAS = Viric.

DouT = High
Impedance

Refresh Vcc Current Icc3 -10 10 BA RAS cycling,

CAS = Vinc.

tre = 375 ns

Page Mode Vcc icc4 pA RAS = Vi,, CAS

Current cycling; tpc =

225 ns ©)

Operating Veg ipei 200 uA RAS, CAS cycling;

Current trc = 375 ns

Standby Veg ipa? 100 pA RAS = Vinic,

Current Dourt = High

Impedance

Refresh Vag 1833 200 pA RAS cycling,

Current CAS = Vin:

tac = 375 ns

Page Mode Vag ignea 200 BA RAS = Viz, CAS

Current cycling;

tpc = 225 ns

Input Leakage hie) ~10 10 uA Vee = ~-5V, OV <

(any input) VIN <+7V,

all other pins not

under test = OV

Output Leakage lO(L) ~10 10 BA Dour is disabled,

OV < VouT < +5.5V

Output High Voltage VOH 2.4 V louT =-5mA

(Logic 1)

Output Low Voltage VOL 0.4 V louT * 4.2 mA

(Logic 0)

Nows: (1) T, is specified here tor operation at frequencies to tac 2 {RC (min. Operation at higher cycie raws with reduced
ambient temperatures and high power dissipation is permissible, however, provided AC operating paremeters are met
See Figure 1 for derating curve.

All voltages referenced to Vcs.

Output voltage will swing frum Vss to VCC when activetsd with no current loeding. For purposes of maintaining
data in standby mode, Vcc may be reduced to Vec without affecting refresh operations or dsta retention. However,

is not guerenteed in this mode,

tpo1. 'p02. ad loo depend on cycie raw. See Figures 2, 3 and 4 for Ino limits at other cycle raves.

(5) tcc. and ae dapend upon output loedig During readout of high level dste Vcc is connected through a low
impedance (13520 typ) to data our At ef otter tlmes icg consists of leakage currents only.

the Von (min) specificat

»

1405
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CYCLE TIME tac (ns)

P 1000 500 400 5, 300 250
: _ glii is 1 1

; we N\
‘ a.

i 60

a Zzi 

iu

. = 50

— 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
= CYCLE RATE (MHz) = 102/tpc (ns)

| 3 FIGURE 1

Maximum ambient temperature versus cycle

rate for extended frequency operation. T,

” (max) for operation at cyciing rates greater

® than 2.66 MHz (tcyc < 375 ns) is

> determined by T, (max) [°C] = 70 - 9.0 x

a (cycle rate [MHz] -2.66).

oO
©

oO
dw

aS)
= CYCLE TIME tpc (ns)

O 1000 500 400.__ 300 250
Lu 50 mA bits 14375 1

=

q
£ 40 mA

= :
> a |

fea
ro) 5 30mA

e ”s ie SPEC LIMIT -

uw ae 47

=. 2 20 mA a

2 “77
2 7
x ot
< WMA
2 os”

¢)

0 1.0 2.0 3.0

CYCLE RATE (MHz) = 10°/tRC (ns)

FIGURE 3

Maximum 1pp3 versus cycle rate for device

Operation at extended frequencies.

1406

*.

MAX Ippo, SUPPLY CURRENT (mA)

MAX Ippg SUPPLY CURRENT (mA)

APD
DERATINGCURVES ¥&

CYCLE TIME tpc (ns)

1000 500 400,,,, 300 250
50 mA Lis l A

|

|

A |

| Z |40 mA 7

SPEC LIMIT /
7

ct
30 mA ? a

Yo 4

Ry |

ey ;
20 mA o iq

TM 7 4
YY ~ ]

of . 4 \

7 ;

& j
0 ee

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 aq

CYCLE RATE (MHz) = 10°/tac (ns) &

FIGURE 2 }

Maximum !pp1 versus cycle rate for device a
operation at extended frequencies: j

CYCLE TIME tpc (ns)

1000 «= 500 400 «= 300s. 250 225 me;

50 mA jo i i . é =

40 mA

30 mA SPEC LIMIT

20 mA 
=

a

x? wo

La
ow

1OMA =>

0

0 1.0 2.0 3.0

CYCLE RATE (MHz) = 10°/tp¢ (ns)

FIGURE 4

Maximum I pp4 versus cycle rate for device

operation in page mode.

1c
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AC CHARACTERISTICS

diay

MASTER 1978

T, 7 OPC to +70°C, Von * +12V : 10%, Vcc = +5V # 10%, Vag = -5Y t 10%, Veg = OV

LimMiTs
— TEST

PARAMETER SVMBOL. wPDEI6 uP OG 16-1 uP O416-2 uPO416-3 UNtT CONDITIONS

MIN | MAX | MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN | MAX

Random reed or write | tac 510 430 375 375 ns ®
cycte time

Read-write cycte time tRWC 510 430 375 375 ns g)

Pege mode cycie time tec 330 280 225 170 ns

Access time from tRAC 300 250 200 180 ns (4) 6)
RAS

Acoses time trom tCAC 200 176 _ 138 100 ns é) 6)

CAS

Ovrput buf ter tOFF 0 80 9 70 0 50 0 40 fs ®
tum-off delay

Transition time (rise tr 3 sO 3 50 3 50 3 35 ns @

and fetl)

RAS precherge time trp 200 170 120 100 ns

RAS autse wicith tRAS 300 {32,000} 250 | 32,000 | 200 32,000 {150 | 32,000 ns

RAS hold time IRS 200 170 135 100 ns

CAS putes width tCAS 200 {10,000} 170 | 10,006 | 135 10,000 |} 100 | 10,000 ne

FIRS wo CAS cetey tACD 40 100| 35 85 | 2 66 {| 20 50 | ns ®
ome

CAS to RAS tcpp ~-~ 2 ~2 —20 —20 ns
precharge time

Row sddress set-up tasR Q eG 0 0 ne

ime

Row Addrats haid tRAH 40 35 25 2a ns

tine .

Coturnn ecicirees tase — 190 —10 - 10 . ~ 10 ns

wmtup time

Coiumn sddress hotd tCAH 90 78 55 45 ns

ume

Column address hotd taR 190 160 120 95 ns

time referenced to

FAS

Read command set-up tracs 0 0 0 0 ns

ume

Read commend hoid tRCH 0 0 0 0 ns

nme

Write command hold twecH 90 75 45 ns

tre

Write command hold twcr $90 160 120 95 ne

time referenced to

RAS

Write commend puise twe 90 76 55 45 ns

width

Write commend to TRWL 120 100 80 60 ne

RAS teed tive

Write command to tCwWL 12 100 80 60 ns

CAS tead ume

Ostrrin set-up time tos 0 0 0 0 ns @®

Detain hokd rime ton 90 75 58 45 ns 6)

Oatain hoki time tOHR 190 166 120 98 ns

referenced to RAS

CAS precharge time tcp 120 100 80 65 ns
(for page mode cycle

onty)

Refresh period tREF 2 2 2 2 ms
Sponrnenrcoa se eSNTENEITERE

WAITE commend twes ~19 — 10 10 —10 ns

werup time ,

CAS to WRITE delsy tcwo 140 120 198 70 ns

RAS to WRITE daisy tawo 210 178 180 120 ns

Notes: C2) Ac meesurements seume ty * 5 na

@) Vin lenin) or Vigg (min) and Vi, (max) are reterence levels for measuring timing of input signels. Also, transition timas
are messured between V iyi: or Viny and Vi; .

(3) The apecificstions for tac min) end trwe (min) sre used onty to indicat cycie time et which proper operation over the
full tempersture range (0°C < T, © 70°C) is sesured.

() Assumes that tAcD < (RCO (ren). if taco is greater then the maximum recommended value shown in this table, (Rac
will increase by the smount thet tracy exceeds the values shown.

Assumes that t(R»CO 2 tACOH (mex).

Mezsured with 8 lasd equivetent to 2 TTL loeds and 100 pF.

Q) tors (mex) defines the time at which the output achieves the open circuit condition end w not referenced to output voltage
levets.

(8) Operation within the in¢co imex) timit ensures that trac imax) cen be met. taco (mex) is specified es 2 reference
‘point onty, if IRCO is greater than the specified taCH (mex! timit, then access time is controiied exciusively by tcac:.

(9) These perameters are referenced to CAS leading edge in eerly write cyctes and to WRITE teading ecign in detsyed vite or
fead-modity-write cycies.

NEC Microcomputers
MEMORY
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AOORESSES

Sout

RAS

CAS

ADORESSES

WRITE

Sout

ADORESSES

Py my}YT.Y.

READ CYCLE

COLUMN

AODRESS

WRITE CYCLE

‘mas

COLUMN

ADORESS

g 3

READ-WRITE/READ-MODIFY—WRITE CYCLE

owe

Vin-

Vit-

TIMING WAVEFORNs



“opats
S biminG WAVEFORMS
; (CONT.)

a ‘
Wee

ADORESSES

RAS

m ADORESSES

Onur

WRITEaR reg ae
age Bee
Stig SPH

ADORESSES

WRITE

AC MASTER 1978

| pee iene

‘acs 'acw : "ace

Vinc~ - J
Vv

“RAS-ONLY” REFRESH CYCLE

>>»ww ‘

iL~

Vor-

Vou-

Note: CAS « Vine: WRITE = Don's Care

PAGE MODE READ CYCLE

1 OFF ‘ore mw panaomel OE

TH =

IHC- - ‘aR ay - AK ”
IL- to. | Se Rg ‘nem 2

ace H aco ‘ | peas cer a.
‘RAH R | y E, peren| ‘can O

$ ‘asco! | | }

‘Cac ‘CAC =

O
Lil

x

PAGE MODE WRITE CYCLE ya -) ae
‘pas
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PACKA
The 14 address bits required to decode 1 of 16,384 bit locations are multiplexed onto ADDRESSING

the 7 address pins and then latched on the chip with the use of the Row Address

Strobe (RAS), and the Column Address Strobe (CAS). The 7 bit row address is first
applied and RAS is then brought low. After the RAS hold time has elapsed, the 7 bit
column address is applied and CAS is brought low. Since the column address is not
needed internally until a time of tcrp MAX after the row address, this multiplexing

operation imposes no penalty on access time as long as CAS is applied no later thar.

tcro MAX. If this time is exceeded, access time will be defined from CAS instead of

RAS.

For a write rite operation, the input data is latched on the the chip by the negative going DATA I/O

edge of WRITE or CAS, whichever occurs later. If WRITE is active before GAS, this °
is an “early WRITE” cycle and data out will remain in the high impedance state 2

throughout the cycle. For a READ, WRITE, OR READ-MODIFY-WRITE cycle, the 3
data output will contain the data in the selected cell | after the access time. Data out |
will assume the high impedance state anytime that CAS goes high. vs

ig

%

The page mode feature allows the uPD416 to be read or written at multiple column PAGE MODE

addresses for the same row address. This is accomplished by maintaining a low on RAS £

and strobing the new column addresses with CAS. This eliminates the setup and hold 4

times for the row address resulting in faster operation.

Refresh of the memory matrix is accomplished by performing a memory cycle ateach REFRESH

of f the 128 row addresses every 2 milliseconds or less. Because data out is not latched,
“RAS only” cycles can be used for simple refreshing operation.

&Either RAS and/or CAS can be decoded for chip select function. Unselected chip CHIP SELECTION 4
outputs will remain in the high impedance state.elk,

4Aa4n mate
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@

uPD416C/D

—_— it |

a wi c 0-15° = =

rc . “|
pPD416C

(Plastic)

ITEM MILLIMETERS INCHES

A 19.4 MAX. 0.76 MAX.

B 0.81 0.03

Cc 2.54 0.10

O 0.5 0.02

E 17.78 0.70

F 1.3 0.051

G 2.54 MIN. 0.10 MIN.

H 0.5 MIN. 0.02 MIN.

i 4.05 MAX. 0.16 MAX.

J 4.55 MAX. 0.18 MAX.

K 7.62 0.30

L 6.4 0.25

M 0.25 *0.10 0.01
-0.05

fete J

- = —

ooo}

; |

|

{

i

—e-M
j

pPD416D

(Ceramic)

ITEM MILLIMETERS INCHES
A 20.5 MAX. 6.81 MAX.

6 1.36 - 0.05

C 2.54 0.10

0 0.5 0.02

E 17.78 0.70

F 1.3 0.081

G 3.5 MIN. 0.14 MIN,

H 0.6 MIN. 0.02 MIN.

I 4.6 MAX, 0.18 MAX,

J 5.1 MAX. 0.20 MAX.

K 7.6 0.30

L 7.3 0.29

M 0.27 0.01

SP416-8-77-GY-CAT
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Data General Cornoration (OGC) has prepared

Brant any license to make. use, or sell equipment manutactured in accordance herewith.

this manual ior use by OCC personnel and customers at a guide
soliware, The drawings and specifications contained herein are the property of OCC and shall nesther be

to the proper installation, operation, and maintenance of DCC equipment and
reproduced in whole or in part without DGC's prior written approval mor be implied to

PIN CONFIGURATION

Sour? mary
Lert RIGHTVee 8! a ef We Fig OD Og CCL OC oan

26 9 es @ ” s | 8 2 "

#9 a Qav oe Fe VOD BOe ox

2 48

8 Gig €0_ Cae AOA Ga’ CLEAR

§ 2 3 4 6 6 J 8 8 2

-* a @2 @q fe Cr ACen EAR ONONomen ponent

ovreur

ComTnacs

FUNCTION TABLE

INPUTS INPUTROUTPUTS OUTPUTS
FUNCTION! OUTPUT semtat

CLEAR! SELECT j[conTRon iciocx ANap B/Og CMig Bin Eg F/0s Cg WOy iO, iy
st 9 vw ? en

& x Rb peog x Mowe t L u & u & L kook
t bom dui. x x efiuie tou kok L topo.

Mote TM ft bye oe x X 1 Qae Gea Aca Ope Aq Asq Age rq [Gag no
" xt jt ot tH 1 9n9 Spe Ace Ape AQ FeQ Aga Ang |Qag Cry

Shete gna ” LS n t & , x om 4 Gan Ogee Oca Dn GCEn Qe, Oga jf 4 Oca
La] L ” i u , x t u Gan Ope Qen Qon Qen Ogn AGa u Ocatenien | 4 eg feiooe , Wo | Qgn Ace Gor Gen On Gon Onn & [Og, »“4 wm et fee ’ A | Gen Ace Gon Gen Ake OGe Orn & [gy 2beed Lt ” ” x x * x xX e ® t ¢ ° § s & a a

"When ane er bow eurputControls ore RGR the OGht MeUY ONtEEE HVE nE we SrebiEd we Me Mghampetence wate, homers,
Waquennel operation er clearing Of the regerer 4 not tected.

‘ No the terest OF the renady-stew inpet of Ineuen A ie eugh M, renwectwety Tieet dete are tented mee We Hig ape while the
Se Mee su tpy se ore wetered from We input/ eu wut corm met.

The 100001150 is controlled by two function select
inputs and two output control outputs which. select
the four operating modes listed in the function table.

In load mode, the tri-state outputs are in a
high-impedance state to permit data to be clocked
into the register. Data can be read when the outputs
are enabled in any mode. The register can be cleared
at any time using the clear input.

NOTE The 100001150 is a low power Schottky
device.

j

100001150

8-Bit Universal Shift/Sto

-

ra

a 7”

se “

wwe s¥0

ge Register

BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ACRE

100001211 100001212
hee -

Quad 2-Line-To-1-Line JFET-input Operational Amplifier
Data Selector/Multiplexer

PIN CONFIGURATION

INPUTS OUTPUT INPUTS OUTPUT PIN CONFIGURATION
(Pomecenet commen, (omer,

Vec STROBE 4A 48 av 3A 38 3v

WLS LIM LIL 121) Wy ery Ss

1A 8 1v 2A 28 2¥

VAP AZTTILL 4A TLS Te TT yy se

SELECY 1A 18 iv 2A 26 27v 4 =GNO PIN 413 IN ELECTRICAL
Neeson, sonmeancnns!

[NPUTS OUTPUT INPUTS OUTPUT CONTACT WITH THE CASE

Positive logic: NC-No internal connection

Low level at S selects A inputs
High level ac S selects B inputs

FUNCTION TABLE

tNPUTS 
LOGIC DIAGRAM

STROGE lsevect OUTPUT Y mn
$0 "Nee

q @aLanct q

) —{

> @

H x

rrr xrtere x x Xo x rm MxM x ere zs Rez alt
+s, oo ie ts rs4q goa

+ @ high leva, .. = low tevel, X © relevant

2a

aa

48

STROBE G

SELECTS

The 100001211 is a selector/multiplexor with

inverters and drivers to supply on-chip data selection

to the four output gates. A separate strobe input is
3 provided. A 4-bit word is selected from one of two

!
sources and is routed to the four outputs. The device

3 | presents inverted data.

NOTE The 100001211 is a low power Schottky
device.
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100001231
? ayr ’ &

i 4 $ ¢ -~ / ° ¥

8-Bit Parallel-Out Serial Shift Register

PIN CONFIGURATION

OuTeuTs

Veo “Oy Os ‘CLEARCLOCK

_fulfalfelfnl felis lis] , BLOCK DIAGRAM

GQ, Q¢ Qs QO ciean

ry cx<

CTT
EULA FL eP sie hay

ey ey
SERIAL INPUTS OUTPUTS

TRUTH TABLE .
The 100001231 is a 8-bit shift register which featu

INPUTS ourPuTs gated serial inputs, asynchronous clear, :;
|CLEAR|CLOCK| A B {Q,q Qg Qy totem-pole outputs. A low on either (both) of

L xX |X X4PL Lok serial gated inputs (A,B) inhibits the entry of r

H L |X X 1Qa0 Qgo QHo data and resets the first flip-flop to low on the r

H tf |H HI] H Qan QGn clock pulse. A high input enables the other in’
" 2 ohn oon which will determine the state of the first flip-i

Ly tan QGn Clocking occurs on the low-to-high transition of
clock. |

HH « high level (steady stete) = low level (steady state)

Xo relevent (any Nput, Including WansMtions)

f © transition from low to high level

Qao Spo C9 = the level of OQ, Op or Oy, reapectively.

Before the nhcated steady-state Nout ,

Qar OGn = the level of Oy or Gc before the most-recent NOTE The 100001231 is a low power Scho
| wansition of the clock: indicates @ ona-bit device

TYPICAL CLEAR, SHIFT, AND CLEAR SEQUENCES

i
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100001232
; ¢

-~

—~ - os

Dual 4-Bit Binary Counter

PIN CONFIGURATION 
BLOCK DIAGRAM

OUTPUTS

2 S/n

Veco 2A CLEAR “270A 20g 20¢ 200 ~ 
On Pe uliL ourrur

14 13 12 1 w 9 8 weura 9) ky Os“T t r T
| Qa Qg Qc Qo CLEAR

CLEAR a 
pene

A

] 
14, 10} ouTeUT

I CLEAR
Vv 

6
CLEAR A

[ Qa Os Oc Qo $.9) OUTPUTI I I 
Qc Oe

1 2 3 4 § 6 7 PY
1 10 1 Gc 100, G

ctean a / SNO CLEAR
OuTPUTS

Positive logic: High input to clear resets ail four 
Q 6.8) OUTPUT

outputs low Q

bt

CLEAR
CLEAR (2 12)

INPUT [> ‘

TRUTH TABLE

g$
°

The 100001232 consists of eight master-slave flip-flops
and additional gating to implement two independent
4-bit counter. Each counter has a direct clear and a
clock input.

NOTE The 100001231 is a low power Schottky
device.

12

13

14

16

~Seerwnanewn-=o rrxrrrrzrrerrer rere el[P trxrrrerrerxrrrre reels rrererrererreerzrxzrerelP? rerrerererrerrrzre rerio
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100001253

° LAD te

Octal Buffer And Line Driver

With 3-State Outputs

PIN CONFIGURATION

Vee x8 vt gaa) 6 tY3) gad 1Ydso ad twe 2a

ze es i 9 e " « 8 @ fn

SLY LV
SLL
AS | as | ASL AN

1 2 3 a ‘ e ? 8 8 + |

3 tat rvé az 7vy. (tay rv? tas gvi Gu

This device has 3-state outputs to drive bus lines or
buffer memory address registers. It features selectable
combinations of inverting and noninverting outputs,
symmetrical G (active-low output control) inputs,
and complementary G and G inputs.

NOTE The 100001253 is a low power Schottky
device.

100001254
‘ : ? 

:

a } aw =. / ‘; ~ i

Octal Bus Transceiver

With 3-State Outputs

PIN CONFIGURATION

Enmagrt

vec 6 8: o ) eo 0? os@2 a ‘

2e 2 2 9 6 6 4 8 @ Wi

FUNCTION TABLE

DIRECTION

_ CONTROL OPERATION
OIR

L L 8 dats to A bus

L H A date to 8 bus

H x lsolation

HM = High level, L © low level, X = irrelevant

This device allows data transmission from the /
to the B bus or from the B bus to the A bus deper
upon the logic level at the direction control ¢
input. The enable input (G) can be used to disab!
device so that the buses are effectively isolated.

TOR eet SSE I
NOTE The 100001254 is a low power Sch
device. ;

i

My
8

&
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100001264

1024-Bit Bipolar PROM

Vec

A)

CE,

CE,

0,
©.

03

QO,

es

es.

pom.

This 1024-bit programmable read only memory is
organized as 256 words by 4 bits. It includes on-chip

address decoding, two chip enable inputs (CE1, CE2),
and uncommitted collector outputs.

NOTE The 100001264 is a Schottky device.

100001265

4-Bit Bistable Latch —

10 1% 19 ENABLE 20 25 zo

FUNCTION TABLE

{EACH LATCH}

INPUTS! OUTPUTS

oD Gi aa

Ll H L H

H H H L

x Lt} A
H < high tevel, L =~ low level, X = irrelevant

Qg = the level of O before the high-tc-iow transition of G.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

(each latch)

OATA 
é

pan O
TO OIMER

LATCH

ENABLE ~———

EQUIVALENT OF TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS
EACH (NPUT

Vee pes om ome So ere omen Yi 21209
$ Req 

NOM

INPUT - a

OUTPUT
¥
zg --

.

fra]

Date: Reg * 17k

Enable: Req - 4.249

Information present at a data (D) input is transferred

to the Q output when the enable (G) is high. The Q

output will follow the data input as long as the enable

remains high. When the enable goes low, the

information (that was present at the data input at the

time the transition occurred) is retained at the Q |
output until the enable goes high.

NOTE The 100001265 is a low power Schottky
device.
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100001266
§

ane
>].

Octal D-Type Flip-Flops With Enable

PIN CONFIGURATION

Yoo 80 80 DM ww Coen

sel iat iwl iat iwl fel fel fl fattn

a 0 o 6 o 6 0 a

cx cx Ca ca

G S ¢ <

cx

0 0

1 a 3

xt £ 10 1

4 s s ? e 8

7206UtllCUCODDCOsCé*GNo

FUNCTION TABLE

(EACH FLIP-FLOP)

INPUTS

G CLOCK DATA

x x

esaxrre
t a

t L

t x

BLOCK DIAGRAM

ro

!
d

<9
$

ER

OTHER FLw-FLOPS

EQUIVALENT OF CLOCK

OR ENABLE INPUT EQUIVALENT OF DATA INPUn

vec =~ VCC ie om

320k NOM $75 KO1 INPUT , NOM
INPUT -- y

¥

¥

“7

TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS

420 NOM ; “ec
,

OUTPUT

The 100001266 consists of eight edge-triggered D-typ
flip-flops with a common enable input.

Information at the D inputs meeting the setup tim
requirements is transferred to the Q outputs on th
positive going edge of the clock pulse if the enabl
input G is low. Clock triggering occurs at a particula
voltage level and is not directly related to th:
transition time of the positive-going pulse. When th:
clock input is at either the high or low level, the I
input signal has no effect at the output.

NOTE The 100001266 is a low power Schottk
device.
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(. 100001355
#

é

ae

Dual 4-Line To 1-Line Data Selector/Multiplexer

PIN CONFIGURATION

CONTROL A DATA INPUTS output

2G seLECt (Oot

"3 10 s

STROBE B \ OUTPUT GND

1G SELECY OATA HEPUTS ty

TRUTH TABLE

SELECT OUTPUT

INPUTS DATA INPUTS CONTROL | OUTPUT

& A ;cO ci c2 C3 G Y

x x |x K KK xX H Zz The 100001355 data selector/multiplexor contains
L L jt KR K KX L L _ | inverters and drivers which supply complementary,
ee Se L H decoding data selection to its AND-OR gates. There
1 a . ¥ . t i are independent control inputs for each of the two
H clx x ioe. tL tL 4-line sections.

H btItx x Hw xX L H
H wWItxX x xK i. L L The tri-states outputs allow the 100001355 to drive
H H 1X x xXx 4 L H the data lines of bus-oriented systems. When all of the

Address inputs A and 8 are common to both sectione. common outputs but one are disabled (in a high

H = high level. L = tow level. X = irrelevant. Z « high impedence (off impedance state), the remaining output is enabled (in

low impedance state) to drive the bus line high or low.

NOTE The 100001355 is a Schottky device.
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(-

1024-Bit RAM

PIN CONFIGURATION LOGIC SYMBOL . .
The 100001497 is a fully decoded 1024-bit random

access memory organized as 256 words by 4 bits. It

oc "ube ENC8920 9 v4 oa ts features three-state outputs and two chip select
a2 aif] Ae } 1 | inputs. A word is addressed by the 8-bit address AO

“Cs 20} Jee ot JL through A7.
ao(j« te 308, «te CS wt OPH Ua te

ats eb Quz hh, The read and write operations are controlled by theaeCje 17 (Jose we state of the active low Write Enable (WE). When WE is
ar)? 16 pee las low and the chip is selected, the data at Din is writtenono " a 7 ‘s into the addressed location. When WE is high and the

’ 4 3 Of U105 01 Oe e . .
3 ee sae sam i chip is selected, the data in the addressed location is
oan Fo: e1017 ra se read out at Dout.

Vcc ~ Pin 22

GNO Pin 8B

TRUTH TABLE

INPUTS OUTPUTS

OE CS) CS2 WE 0) - 04 93422 MODE
PIN 18 PIN 19 PIN 17 PIN 20 PINS 9, 11.13, 15 3-STATE

x H x X x HIGH Z Not Selected

x x L x x HIGH 2 Not Selected

L L H H x 01-04 Read S:ored Data

x L H L L HIGH Z Write "O"

x L H L H HIGH 2 Write “17

H L H H x HIGH Z Output Disabled

4 L H L L HIGH Z Write “O" (Output Disabled)

+H L H L H HIGH Z ‘Ante “1° (Output Disabled)

LOGIC DIAGRAM

ODEO)
0,02 D3 Oe

Pit
INPUT DATA

CONTROL

Vv

ROW

SELECT

32" 32

MEMORY

ARRAY

H = HIGH Voitege, & = LOW Voltage, X = Don't Care (MIGH or LOW), HIGH Z = Hign tmpedarce.

~ CONTROL

4h
COLUMN

SELECT

id!
Ag Ag Ay

OOD

@GO®@

CS2 Ay

CTs) 8

EG-=

Vcc ~ Pin 22

GNO Pin 8

OC - Pin Number
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100001524

Four-Bit Binary Counter

PIN CONFIGURATION

FUNCTION TABLE
Yec wre Qy Q, Q, Qy cet ve

Tipp moo ff INPUTS OUTPUTS
6 15 14 13 12 1 10 9

CP | MA | RE | CEP) CET | Pg | Py | Po | Ps | Ao | Oy] O2 | 3

x i x x x x x x x t L b L

1 w L x x Op | Or Og | 03 | Dg | Os Qe | 03

{ Hi # L L x x x x we | wc 1 WC | ONC

1 “ ~ t ” x x x x wc 1TKnc] wc tla

MR Ch Py Fy Pp Py CEP GND ‘+|wtletoteitxlxtx tw iitowcl] wc] wc | we

t 4 re] ri “ x x x x COUNT

Note: Pin 1 is marked for onentanion. 4 = HIGH NC = Ne Change

t - LOW O, mey be esther HIGH of LOW

XM © Gen's Core ¥ LOW-A06e-MIGH Treason

LOGIC DIAGRAM

Oy913

TERMINAL COUNT (TC) TRUTH TABLE

CET| Qo | Q1| 2 | O3| x

Ho} HW | Hoi oH H

Lyx txetx x fe

x pei_ xix, xwdeu

x | x tix yx L
x tx dxwjolxde

x |x | x .{o L

LOGIC SYMBOL

toa ks The 100001524 is a synchronous 4-bit binary counter.

| toto When the parallel enable (PE) is low, the data on the

vad PQ-P3 inputs is parallel loaded on the positive clock

> ——I cer transition. When PE is high and both count enables

ro ——cer ee (CEP,CET) are also high, counting occurs on the
te—dun ag a, Gy positive transition of the clock. The terminal count

TT output (TC) is high when CET is high and the counter

apa is in its terminal count state. The counter also has a

master reset input (MR), which, when low, forces the

Q outputs low independently of all other inputs.

Vcc = Pin 16

GND «Pin 8

NOTE The 100001524 is a Schottky device.
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fo 100001528

High Speed Optically Coupled Isolators

PIN CONFIGURATION

PIN

ONE

This device uses GaAsP light emitting diodes optically

coupled to a photo-sensitive circuit. It provides 3000

Vdc isolation between the input and the output.

100001529

Quad 2-Input AND Gate

w/Open Collector Outputs

PIN CONFIGURATION

“Of

2

wo

za [H

20 [

2 ©

”) Vec

%
oeGNO CG]

ha] «0

fa] 4a

Fy a
et 39

fs) 30

ei 3Y

Positive logic: Y = AS

NOTE The 100001529 is a Schottky device.
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